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Abstract
The time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations, which include the effects of finite rate
chemistry, are numerically integrated foward in time to predict the steady state
behavior of model scramjet flame holders. Several efficient acceleration techniques-are
developed for calculating steady state chemically reacting flows. The techniques
include preconditioning the conservation equations, a preconditioned multiple-grid
accelerator, and a constant CFL condition. One possible choice for the preconditioner
leads to a matrix which is equivalent to the one obtained by treating the species
source terms implicitly. These methods can be viewed as ways of rescaling the
equations in time such that all chemical and convective phenomena evolve on
comparable pseudo time scales. If only the steady state is desired the number of
iterations needed to solve reacting problems is approximately the same as for non-
reacting problems. Only steady state problems are considered in this thesis. The
methods are applied to the 2-D Euler equations with H2-air chemistry and to the 2-D
Navier-Stokes equations with H2 -air chemistry.
Two candidate supersonic flame holders are analyzed to assess their application to
scramjet engines. The geometries included a ramp and a rearward facing step. With
combustion, several different kinds of flow fields are generated depending upon the
level of heat release. For each geometry it is suggested that the different flow fields
can be summarized on a plot of fuel equivalence ratio vs inlet Mach number or the
fuel equivalence ratio vs the ratio of the maximum temperature to the fuel ignition
tempezature. All flows considered a premixed Hz-air stream and used the global
chemistry model of Rogers and Chinitz.
Thesis Supervisor. E.M Murman
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1950's the superiority of supersonic combustion ramjets (scramjets)
over other more conventional types of engines (subsonic-combustion ramjets, rockets,
turbojets, etc.) for hypersonic flight within the atmosphere has been recognized. At
this time, no United States nor foreign-developed scramjet has been flight tested.
However, it is now well established that the scramjet has unique performance
advantages over all other air breathing engine cycles at speeds of Mach 5 and
above [241 In fact above Mach 6 the scramjet is the only engine cycle which offers
adequate thrust and specific impulse for efficient propulsion. Rocket propulsion is
limited by its much lower propulsive efficiency (as it must carry its own oxidizer)
and is limited to research and nonreusable vehicles.
A plot [11 figure 1-1, of Mach number vs. specific impulse can provide useful
information about the type of propulsion system which should be considered for a
particular mission. For example both aerodynamic heating and turbojet engine
performance limit today's operational aircraft to speeds of about Mach 3. From Mach 0
up to Mach 3 turbojets, fanjets and propjets produce more thrust per unit mass of fuel
burned than other engines due to inherently higher thermal efficiency. Above Mach 3
the turbine-inlet temperature reaches its maximum allowable level for structural
integrity. To operate at higher Mach numbers, the combustor must be operated very
lean or special turbine cooling must be employed. In either case, the cycle efficiency
drops rapidly with increase in speed. In addition at Mach numbers greater than 3 the
ram-air effect can provide the needed compression thus making the turbojet compressor
a liability. The ramjet thus becomes more efficient than the turbojet.
Within the Mach 3.5 - 5 range the ramjet proves more efficient in terms of
specific impulse (Isp) than the scramjet. The ramjet has two major loss mechanisms a
total pressure loss through the inlet normal shock and a total pressure loss associated
with combustion. A scramjet on the other hand suffers primarily only from the latter
of these two loss mechanisms. For flight within the Mach 3.5 - 5 range the losses in
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Figure 1-1: Mach Number vs ISP Plot
the ramjet increases with flight speed, and at Mach 5 - 6 the two cycles have
comparable losses. Above Mach 6 the scramjet, in addition to the loss considerations,
clearly surpasses the ramjet for two additional reasons. First, the low static
temperature in the combustor leads to a lower level of dissociation of the reaction
products, which in the case of ramjets can represent a significant amount of energy
unavailable for thrust. Secondly, the lower static temperature and pressure in the
combustor produces less heat transfer and lower structural loads which leads to an
engine weight reduction. In conclusion, normal shock total pressure loasses, reaction
product dissociation, and engine heat load problems, significantly degrade ramjet
performance for Mach numbers above 6.
Another interesting feature of a fixed geometry scramjet is its high efficiency at
off-design conditions compared to a fixed geometry ramjet. For example, below the
design Mach number, where it can operate in the subsonic/supersonic combustion or
dual combustion mode, the fixed-geometry scramjet can have L higher airflow than a
fixed-geometry ramjet, and can thereby develop higher thrust. This is possible because
the scramjet has a larger inlet throat. Above design speed the ramjet experiences




scramjet is capable of efficient operation over a larger range of Mach numbers than a
given ramjet.
Ferri [18] in his 1964 scramjet survey paper, shows where these results with















Figure 1-2: Altitude vs Mach Number Plot
Note it is not practical to operate a scramjet at a Mach number of 20 because the
inlet contraction ratio would have to be greater than 1000 to 1. One finds that the
inlets for such a vehicle become unwieldy. In addition the boundary layer entering
the combustor would fill most of the inlet throat. Both effects have made
axisymmetric inlets impractical for Mach numbers greater than 10. However,
considerable gains can be made to counter these problems by going to the airframe
integrated concept [1.
From this discussion, the scramjet has many promising applications in the Mach
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* Hypersonic, hydrogen-fueled, air-breathing transport for very long range.
* Aircraft-type launch vehicle first stages for future space-shuttle systems.
* Single-stage-to-orbit vehicles.
Military
* Advanced reconnaissance aircraft.
* Acceleration/interceptor aircraft.
* Strategic cruise aircraft.
* Strategic cruise missiles.
* Highly maneuverable interceptor missiles.
For many of the above applications the scramjet would have to be accelerated to
scramjet take-over speed by a rocket or aircraft launch vehicle. Other concepts require
a companion engine, or hybrid engine to achieve scramjet take-over speed.
The results presented so far show the unequivocal advantages to be had with
scramjet propulsion for Mach 4 - 6 and above. However, many fundamental and
technical questions need be answered before the scramjet can become a reality. In the
following section of this chapter some of the difficulties currently experienced in
modeling scramjet components will be discussed.
1.1. Component Modeling
Figure 1-3 shows a schematic of a typical scramjet engine. It consists of four
major components: an inlet, a fuel injector/flame holder, a combustor, and a nozzle. In
addition some scramjet concepts (airframe integrated [1) also employ vehicle fore-body
inlet precompression and vehicle aft-body nozzle post-expansion. In order to describe
what happens to a fluid particle moving through each of these components the
following physical disciplines are needed: fluid dynamics and chemistry. Fortunately,
through most of the engine, the relative time and length scales of the physics are
I I




Figure 1-3: Scramjet Engine Component Elements
sufficiently different that part or all of the equations modeling the process can be
decoupled. However if some of the physical time and length scales are similar
(possible coupling of physical processes), then current theories and methods tend to
break down. If the equations are coupled then they all need to be solved
simultaneously. If the equations are uncoupled then they can be broken up and each
part solved separately which can often lead to substantial work savings. With the
idea that time and length scales are useful in assessing the important physics, a critical
assessment of the potential modeling difficulties of a scramjet engine can be made.
Inlet Region
From a physics view pclnt the inlet is simple. First, the fluid dynamic length
scales of viscous diffusion and convection are such (Re - 107 ) as to make the flow
inviscid except near the walls. In addition, the ratio of a typical fluid dynamic time
scale to the chemical time scale for the dissociation of air is much less than 1. That
is to say that the Damkohler number, D - 7rf/7"chem, is much less than 1 implying
frozen chemistry. Thus to solve for the inlet flow field the Euler equations can be
used away from the wall, and the boundary layer equations near the wall, both with
chemistry frozen. There are however at least two important difficulties. First, the
flow field is highly three dimensional with many interacting oblique shocxs
necessitating the use of fully three dimensional modeling techniques. The second
difficulty arises in trying to accurately model oblique shock-boundary-layer interaction
with Euler-boundary layer equation methods. This occurs becamuse an oblique shock
interacts with a boundary layer at an angle and can introduce normal pressure
gradients which are inconsistent with the boundary layer assumptions. One way
around this difficulty is to use the Navier-Stokes equations locally instead of the
boundary layer equations. Finally, turbulence will play a role in determining the
boundary layer thickness, boundary layer separation, and thus the effective inlet flow
area reduction. Turbulence modeling will be discussed in the next section. Kumar has
solved the Euler equations [26] and the Navier-Stokes equations [27] for realistic 3-D
scramjet inlets and obtained good results. In conclusion, the computation of the inlet
flow field and compression processes is well understood .
Fuel Injection/Flame Holder Region
Unlike the inlet, the fuel injector/flame holder region is extremely complicated
and the greatest unknown in current scramjet research. Here, in addition to complex
geometries, we have complicated fluid dynamics (fuel injection, flame holding,
recirculation) chemistry (ignition) and turbulence. Essentially all physical processes
have time and length scales of the same order. Thus the full turbulent reacting
Navier-Stokes equations are necessary. The strong coupling between finite rate
chemistry and fluid dynamics in the scramjet fuel injector/flame holder region was
dramatically illustrated in an experiment outlined by Beach [11 Figure 1-4 shows the
effect of moving the fuel injector point, x/h, on the position of ignition. The arrow
in the figure shows the location of the step. In case 1, x/h-1.67, ignition occurs at
the point of fuel injection but leads to strong combustor/inlet interaction 1. In case 2,
x/h-1, the base region apparently became too fuel rich and ignition was delayed. And
finally, with x/h - 3, ignition occurred at the desired location. Therefore
understanding this process is critical to scramjet engine development. Clearly this
equation system can not be completely solved with current methods, yet many
conclusions can be derived from a simplified analysis. For example, a control volume
1Combustor/inlet interaction occurs when the combustion process
generates disturbances which destabilize the inlet shock system
Figure 1-4: Illustration of the Scramjet Flame Holding - From Beach [1]
analysis [43] of the region can provide useful approximate field data to serve as
boundary conditions for the combustor analysis. More detailed numerical modeling using
current models can provide some useful insight into the character of the region. The
work of Drummond [13, 14] and Weidner [57] illustrates the state of the art of
computational methods used for this problem. They consider two-dimensional
transverse-slot fuel injectors using both nonreacting and reacting chemistry. The
chemistry model used was of the complete reaction type which assumes that all
available reactants are consumed instantaneously. If the basic approach used by these
authors is extended to finite rate chemistry models then several numerical difficulties
are encountered. In particular the method becomes computationally very inefficient as
the Damkohler number becomes large. In the following chapters it will be shown
how this problem can be overcome and that solutions can be obtained efficiently.
Drummond and Weidner also indicated that current turbulence models are inadaquate to
model scramjet realistic flows. In addition their work indicated that three-dimensional
effects can be important and should not be neglected. Thus there are three major
problem areas which must be overcome if this part of the scramjet is to be completely
understood. The first of these will be addressed in this thesis.
Combustion Region
In a typical scramjet combustor the time scales Zor cross-flow diffusion of species
and species convection are much longer than the time scale for chemical reactions.
This implies that the combustor is diffusion controlled and that the chemistry is in
equilibrium. Typical diffusion times are of the order of 10 - 3 seconds whereas a
typical chemical reaction time is 10-8 seconds, implying a Damkohler number of 10 5.
The flow through the combustor is usually supersonic but can be both subsonic and
supersonic in the dual mode concept [11 If the flow were purely supersonic only the
parabolic Reynolds-Averaged turbulent Navier-Stokes and equilibrium chemistry equations
would need be solved to fully describe the flow field. In the dual mode concept the
parabolic Navier-Stokes would be replaced by the fully elliptic Navier-Stokes equations
Current theory is adaquate to model the combustor to engineering accuracy [14, 481.
Nozzle
The flow through the nozzle is primarily supersonic and the chemistry is frozen
(D << 1). However since the combustor exit flow field contains cross flow species
gradients, species diffusion can still occur within the nozzle. Thus the nozzle flow
field can be described by the turbulent parabolic Navier-Stokes equations with frozen
chemistry. Again as was the case with the combustor and inlet, current theory is
sufficient to model the flow processes to engineering accuracy.
1.2. Thesis Objective
The objective of this thesis is to solve a problem important to scramjet research
and make a useful contribution to the field of computational fluid dynamics. To this
end it was decided to develop a numerical method for flows involving finite rate
chemistry. The motivation for this study is the need to better understand the fuel
injector/flame holder region within a scramjet, as noted in the previous section. The
equations to be solved would include the I-D inviscid finite rate equations, the 2-D
Euler equations with finite rate chemistry and the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations with
finite rate chemistry. Due to computer resource limitations the study was limited to
two space dimensions.
The research is broken up into two parts.
Part 1
Develop an efficient numerical solution method for flows involving finite rate
chemistry. The primary attribute of this method is its ability to achieve steady state
quickly irrespective of the Damkohler number.
Part 2
Analyze two representative scramjet flame holders and assess their characteristics.
The flame holders chosen were a 2-D inviscid oblique shock flame holder and a 2-D
viscous rearward facing step flame holder.
1.3. Technical Approach
The unsteady quasi-1-D inviscid equations and a sirple dissociation model were
chosen to develop and illustrate the numerical method for flows involving finite rate
chemistry. The dissociation model was simple enough that the convergence behavior of
the system of equations to steady state could be studied in detail. This study
suggested a way of modifying the time scales, a type of equation preconditioning,
which can greatly accelerate the solution to steady state. Additional steady state
acceleration techniques are also considered in this thesis. The method is applied to a
quasi-1-D duct flow with a realistic Hz - air chemistry model and the properties of
the solution method are analyzed.
The 2-D examples considered in this thesis were chosen because they represent
two different types of scramjet flame holders. The first type of flame holder is
characterized by an oblique shock which triggers a reaction zone, figure 1-5. For this
class of problems, the Reynolds number is sufficiently high, Re-107 , such that only
the 2-D Euler equations with finite rate chemistry need be solved. The second class of
flame holders is characterized by viscous recirculating flow behind rearward facing
steps, figure 1-6. In this case the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations with finite rate
chemistry need to be used. Here the flame is anchored through transfer of heat and
chemical radicals from the hot zone behind the step to the cold reactants flowing over
the step. The examples considered here are restricted to laminar premixed flows but the
numerical methods developed apply equally well to nonpremixed flows. The study is
restricted to premixed flows so that a tractable problem could be solved.
+Figure 1-5: Ramp Test Geometry
KL
Figure 1-6: Rearward Facing Step Test Geometry
Chapter 2
EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the conservation equations and the
chemistry models used in this study. The chapter will consider only the partial
differential and algebraic equations necessary to describe chemically reacting flows. The
numerical integration of these equations will be described in a later chapter.
The equations considered in this study include the quasi-l-D Euler equations with
finite rate chemistry, the 2-D Euler equations with finite rate chemistry, and the 2-D
Navier-Stokes equations with finite rate chemistry.
2.1. Transport Equations
The equations to be solved are the conservation of mass, momentum, energy and
species. These equations represent the physics governing a flowing chemically reacting


















t + V.(pV ) + V.(pYVV ) = W
Total Internal Energy
(25)
E = fCVdT + .5(V2) + EHfk• k
Equation of State
(2.6)
p = pRTZ Yk/AWk
where Hfk is heat of formation for species k, Vk is the diffusion velocity of species
k and Awk is the atomic weight of species k. To close this system of equations
relations for P, q and PkVk are needed. wk, the species production term will be
defined later.
The term P, which appears in the momentum and energy equations, represent the
pressure and viscous shear stress forces. These terms account for the diffusion of
momentum and energy. For a compressible, Newtonian fluid (Williams [58D P is
defined as,
(2.7)
P = [p + (2/3u -K XV.V)]U - [(VV) + (VV)']
where K# is the bulk viscosity, U' is the unit tensor, the two dots (:) imply the
tensors are to be contracted twice, and the T denotes the transpose of the tensor.
The heat flux vector, q, is given by the following equation [58],
(2.8)
q = -K VT + PhkYkVk
where k is the heat diffusion coefficient and
(29)
hk = H f + fc dThk k+ To Pk
The Dufour contribution to the flux has to be neglected as it is small compared to the
other two heat flux terms.
Finally the species diffusion term, pYkVk, can also be expressed in terms of
known quantities using Fick's law as,
(2.10)
Vk  - DVnYk
(2.11)
VYk
V = - D--k LYk
Thus pYkVk can be written as,
(2.12)
PYkVk -- VY•
where Sc is the Schmidt number(Sc-PI/pD). D is assumed to be the same for all
species. Now if the Lewis number (Le=Sc/Pr), is equal to one then equation (2.12)
may be written as,
(2.13)
PYkVk r k
where the Prandtl number is Pr-ALcp/k. Note Sc, Le and Pr are based on local
quantities here. Similarly the heat flux vector can be written as,
(2.14)
q = -kVT - IC-hkVY kPr
18
Note there are N-I species transport equations2
The laminar viscosity is calculated from Sutherland's law
(2.15)
1.458 x 10-6 T3/ 2
"'kn -- (T + 10033) kg/m-s
where T is measured in degrees Kelvin. The specific heats, cp and cv , are functions
of the local species concentration.
These equations can be non-dimensionalized following procedures given in















2Actually only N-1 species transport equations are needed since the
















kk - o (227)
L - (2.28)
As a result of the non-dimensionalization, the following three parameters will fall out;
(229)
pLu
Re = (-)oo (230)
LC
Pr = (-(2.31)
M = (u/(7RT)'/2) (232)
The prime denotes the non-dimensional quantities and oo denotes the free steam
reference quantities. For the remainder of' this thesis the primes will be dropped and
all the variables will be non-dimensional unless otherwise stated.
20











+ (V.P) = 0
Conservation of Energy,
eo(pE)




t + V.(pVY) + V.(-VYk) = w
at RePr c
p
where P and q become
P = [p + (2/(3sPe) -I/RebulkXV.V)]U - 1/Rel(VV) + (VV)T]
1 k








2.1.1. Quasi 1-D Euler Equations With Finite Rate Chemistry
Equation (2.33) through (2.36) were simplified to the quasi-1-D inviscid equations
to provide a simpler model for assessing the numerical integration characteristics of the
coupled system. Figure 2-1 shows a typical quasi 1-D geometry.
A
Figure 2-1: Quasi 1 - D Geometry
Written in conservation form these equations are given by,
au aF
-+ - +H = 0
atwhere U, F and H ar ,






















2.1.2. 2-D Euler Equations With Finite Rate Chemistry































2.13. 2-D Navier Stokes Equations With Finite Rate Chemistry
In the first section of this chapter we outlined the general compressible, viscous
equations where the viscous stress terms were written in terms of P. In this section
these terms will be expanded. The 2-D Navier-Stokes with finite rate chemistry may
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axE = p -X(ux + v) - 2jpuUBe
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Note that X, M, Re, Pr, Sc and Le are based on the free stream reference quantities.
2.1.4. Integral Form Of The Governing Equations
Instead of solving the partial differential equations it is often desirable to solve
the integral forms of these equations using a finite volume method. The integral form
of the governing equations can be expressed as,
(2.52)
- f f Udxdy + f M.n ds + f f Idxdy = 0at a da a
where n is an outward pointing normal vector, n is the region of interest and dO is
the boundary curve. In two dimensions the volume has unit depth. Figure 2-2 shows
the nomenclature used. The vector H represents the source term quantities defined








Figure 2-2: Finite Volume Nomenclature
(2.53)
M = Fi + Gi
x y
where F and G are defined by equations (2.44). Equation (2.52) can be written in
Cartesian form to give,
(2.54)
a
a•ff fUdxd y + f (Fdy - Gdx) + ff Hdxdy=O .
Throughout the remainder of this thesis the integral form of the governing equations
will be used.
2.2. Chemistry Models
Two different chemistry models are considered in this study. The first, a simple
diatomic dissociation reaction, is used to assess the characteristics of various numerical
integration techniques. The second, a realistic hydrogen - air chemistry model, is used
to demonstrate the validity of the developed numerical methods with multi-component3
3Xulti-component implying more than one chemical reaction time scale
chemistry. The H2 -Air model is also used to study two candidate scramjet flame
holders.
Before describing the details of these two chemistry models consider the general
chemical reaction model. The model will serve to illustrate the character and
complexity of finite rate chemistry. Following Williams [581 finite rate chemistry is
described by a set of reactions of the following form,
(255)
k,
N N2* X C <===> )* X C
.1 ii Ji. I1
kbl
where i - 1, 2, 3...N, j - 1, 2, 3-Ns, the X's are the stoichiometric coefficients and
the C's are the species concentrations. Note C, as used here, is a dimensional species
concentration. The reaction rates kfj and kb are of modified Arrhenius form and
are given by expressions of the form,
(2.6)
k, = AT'e-cl
It is the exponential nature of this term that is responsible for many of the
difficulties experienced when numerically integrating these equations. These difficulties
will be discussed in the next chapter. The rate of change of species j by reaction i is
(2.57)
N N X(C), = ( - Xi,) [kf ,r *C'1 - kbi '
The total rate of change of the concentration of species j by all N, reactions is then
found by summing the contributions from each reaction,
(2.58)
N = r (C
Finally, the production rate of species j is found from,
(2.s9)
wJ = CM
where Mj is the molecular weight of species j. The concentration is related to the





Note there is one reaction rate term, w , for each species transport equation.
2.2.1. Simple Dissociation Model
Diatomic dissociation represents one of the simplest chemical reactions known yet
retains features leading to the numerical integration difficulties characteristic of finite
rate chemistry. Specifically, the model retains the exponential function in the rate
term. For small changes in temperature this term can vary by several orders of
magnitude and, thus, can create major integration difficulties. The dissociation reaction






kf = ATee- cIT
Only the forward reaction rate is considered here for simplicity. The coefficients A, B
and C are given in chapter six. These constants were chosen to produce a difficult
numerical test case and do not necessarly represent 02 dissociation. The reaction rate








where U0  - PYo0 A. Finally a relation can be written for the sum of the species
density fractions, e.,
(2.65)
YO2 + Y 0 = I
2.2.2. H2 -Air Combustion Model
The Hydrogen-Air combustion model used in this thesis was proposed by Rogers
and Chinitz [43] in 1982. The model was developed to represent Hz - air combustion
kinetics in a scramjet combustor with as few reaction steps and species as possible.
The model consists of the following two steps,
(2.66)
kf1
H2 + 02 2 OH
kbl
kf 2
2 OH + H 2 H20
where the forward reaction rate constants kfl and kfz are given by,
(2.67)
= A(4)Tiexp-E/RT
where Ai(O) is a function of the equivalence ratio *. is defined as the fuel to air




A,(O) = (89170 + - - 28.950)x 10' 7 ,cm3/mole
1333
A2(0) = (2.000 + ----- - .833)x 10ocm'/mole*s
E1 = 4865 cal/mole
E2 = 42,000. cal/mole
N, = --10











where keqz and keq2 are the equilibrium values for each reaction.
The model is valid for temperatures between 1000k and 2000k and equivalence
ratios between .2 and 2.0. Because the chemistry model is not valid below at
temperature of O100K an ignition temperature must be specified. Typically for H2 -
air combustion the ignition temperature is equal to 1000K. The reaction rates for the
various species conservation equations can be written as,
(2.71)
wo, = Aw0o (-k,,C.2CO2 + kb (COH) 2)
(272)
wH20 = Aw20o 2 (-kf2CH2(CO,) 2 - kb2(C H 2 2)
(273)
W. = Aw.2 (-kflC,2Co + kb(Co)'2
- k(2UH2(C) 2 + kb2CH2d
(2.74)
Wo = Awon 2 (-k,,C.2CO2 + kb1(COd)2
- kf2C,2(CO) 2 + b2,2c,
where the Cs are the species concentrations (moles/cm3 ). Finally to close the
equation set a relation can be written for the sum of the species density fractions,
(2.75)
YH2 + YO2 + YOH + YM2 0 + Y =N2  1
Note N2 is present in the mixture but is assumed to be inert.
2.3. The Coupling Between Fluid Mechanics and Chemistry
The fluid dynamic processes and the chemical processes are coupled in two
different ways. The first way occurs through the heat of formation term in the total
energy equation (2.5). Since this contribution to the total energy can vary widely it
can greatly influence the fluid dynamics. The second type of coupling occurs through
the fluid properties, i.e, C, Cv, etc. Consider the following equation for the effective
Cp,
(2.76)
(C,, = Z N cj,I11
Similar relations exist for (CV)eff and the other fluid property values. Together these
coupling mechanisms can dramatically alter the resulting flow fields. A number of
examples of these kinds of interaction were shown by Bussing [51 Chapters 6, 7 and
32
8 will consider several examples where Lzt addition can have a pronounced effect on
the flow field.
Chapter 3
NUIMERICAL INTEGRATION - STIFF EQUATIONS
A variety of numerical methods can be used to solve the unsteady transport
equations described in chapter 2. The questions to be addressed in this chapter are
how do these methods compare and what limitations characterize each of these methods.
The chapter is broken into three sections where each section asses a particular
method. The numerical integration techniques to be considered include the fully
explicit, the fully implicit and the point implicit methods. The limits of each method
are determined through a Von Neuman stability analysis. In addition to the stability
analysis, a discussion of the available literature will also be given. It will be shown
that the numerical integration time step for the explicit scheme is dependent on
rfluid and rchem, for the point implicit scheme is dependent on rfluld and for
the fully implicit scheme is unrestricted.
Before examining these numerical techniques we shall consider some of the
problems associated with the numerical integration of stiff systems. Mathematically
speaking, stiffness can be defined by examining the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the
governing equation system. The Jacobian is defined as the matrix formed by
differentiating the flux vectors F and G with respect to the state vector U. Stiffness
is defined as the ratio of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue. Stiffness
can be defined in terms of time scales or lengths scales. For the remainder of this
thesis the term stiffness will refer to time scale stiffness, unless otherwise indicated.
A useful definition of time stiffness is equal to the ratio of the largest time scale to




High levels of stiffness can severely degrade the performance of numerical methods, as
will be illustrated in this chapter. For the system of equations governing chemically
reacting flows, stiffness typically arises from the source terms, H, in the species
conservation equations. If the source terms are large they produce rapid temporal and
spatial changes in the dependent variables, leading to a range of physical time scales.
For problems involving more than one specie, several time scales can occur. In addition
there are fluid dynamic time scales associated with convection and diffusion.
Typically for the reacting flows considered in this thesis the stiffness parameter can be
as high as 108.
To assess the problem of multiple time scales, consider the following example due
to Seinfeld et al, [461 They considered the linear O.D.E. system given by,
t -Ay (3.2)





The solution of equation (3.1) is
(3A)
yl(x) - 15e- t + 0 .5e-0 o o o t
y2 (x) - 1.5e
- t - 0.5 e
-100o o o0t
where the eigenvalues of A are W1 - -1000 and W2 - -1. Both y, and y, have a
rapidly decaying component corresponding to 1I and a much slower decaying
component corresponding to X). If we were solving this problem numerically, accuracy
would dictate that we advance the solution using very small time steps. But, once the
component due to X1 decays , we would prefer to advance the solution using larger
time steps that would still maintain the desired accuracy. Different numerical schemes
have different stability characteristics and not all allow this variation in time step.
Therefore, care must be taken to pick a numerical method that will allow the desired
choice of time step.
In order to compare the different numerical methods it is necessary to simplify
equation (2.39) to a representative model scalar equation. The model equation must be
simple enough to be amenable to analytic analysis yet still represent the essential
physics. With this in mind the model equation selected is:
Ut M- aU. - U/rchem (35)
where the term U/?7chem represents a typical chemical source term and a is a
characteristic convection velocity. We will use this equation to assess the character of
each of the methods.
3.1. EXPLICIT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
Of the methods to be considered here, explicit numerical methods are the simplest.
In addition to being the simplest they were the first methods to be applied to
problems involving finite rate chemistry. In this section we will show that purely
explicit methods suffer from severe time step restrictions when the stiffness is high.
A typical explicit numerical technique for equation (2.39) might be,
(3.6)
n+1 n-
U = U - at(F + H")
The term Fnx is differenced according to the numerical method chosen. Note that all
terms not involving time differencing are evaluated at time level n.
3.1.1. Historical Background of the Explicit Method
Fully explicit methods have found application for many years to problems
involving finite rate chemistry. They are generally considered effective when the
stiffness parameter is less than approximately ten4 . Lomax [31, 30] in his 1968 paper
discusses the behavior of several explicit techniques and shows where they should be
used. In a more recent paper Candel, Daradiha and Esposito [7] applied MacCormack's
1969 scheme to a viscous 2-D chemically reacting flow over steps.
4The choice of 10 will become clear in the next subsection
3.1.2. Stability Analysis
Two numerical schemes will be analyzed here. The methods chosen represent
popular schemes in use today. The methods were proposed by MacCormack [32] and
Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel [22] Both of these methods, as originally proposed by the
respective authors, are fully explicit.
First let us consider the MacCormack [32] explicit scheme which consists of a
predictor and a corrector step. Applying the MacCormack scheme to the model equation,









and for the corrector step,
I 112 IU i + U
(3.8)
aAt UAt
-aU - U ) - U .AX J r-1 7 J
chers
The predictor and corrector equations can be combined to yield,
(3.9)
U = U (1 + r - D)r/2
+ U(1i -0r - D + D2/2)





Next we can find the numerical time step restrictions using the Von Neuman stability






U =+  V'+leG
where # is a phase angle and V n is the amplitude function at time level n. The
amplification factor G can be defined with the equation,
(3.13)
V n+1 - G V n
For the scheme to be stable [G] 5 1 , for all values of *. Substituting these
expressions into equation (3.9) yields,
(3.14)
G = e-(1 + F - D)r/2
+ (1 - r 2  D + D2/2)
+ e"(-1 + F + D)F/2
Finally this equation can be simplified to,
(3.15)
G - [E2 - 4 [2 E sin2(#/2) + 4F4 sin 4 (#/2)
+ sin24(-I + Dr/2)2]1/ 2
where
(3.16)
E - 1 + (-D + D2 /2)
Plotting G, as given by equation (3.15), as a function of F and D leads to the contour
plot shown in figure 3-1. The plot shows graphically that F < 1 and that D < 2 need
to be satisfied for the scheme to be stable. The first condition is the well known
CFL condition. The second condition says that At < 2 7chem, which can be a severe
limitation if the stiffness paremeter is large. Thus we see that the numerical time is
directly tied to the chemical time scales. In fact the contours show that the most
restrictive case on F occurs when D - 1.0 i.e, < .9 .
Next consider the stability of the explicit Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel [22]
scheme with a source term. The basic Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel scheme consists of
four steps which take the following form at time level n:
(3.17)
U(e) = U"
U(') -= U(e)- a, AtRU(e)
U(2) = U(e)2- a2tRU()
U(3) = U(s) - ao3RU(2)





RU =J 2vx 1l - U) + -- Ui-1 7 J
chem
a - 1/4, a 2 - 1/3, a3 -1/2, a -1.
Let us begin by considering a single stage of the scheme,
(3.19)
k+Ik DUkkU i = U - r/2,U1
where F and D are given by equations (3.10) and (3.11). Applying the Von Neumann
stability analysis method to this equation yields,
(320)
Vk+ 1 = (1 + z)Vk
with z given by,
and
(3.21)
z = - tJsinO - D
where 0 is a phase angle. The multistage scheme can be written in a like manner as,
(3.22)
V +' = g(z)V"
where g(z) is the multistage scheme amplification factor. With multistage coefficient
values of, az - 1/4, a2  - 1/3, a3 - 1/2 and a 4 - 1, g(z) is given by the
polynomial,
(3.23)
g(z) = 1 + z + z2/2 + z3/6 + z'/24 .
g(z) like G must be equal to or less than 1 for the scheme to be stable. Figure 3-2
shows the contour plot of g(z) for various values of F and D'a An approximation
from the plot shows that the scheme is stable for, F + D < 2V2 . As we found
with the MacCormack scheme the numerical time step is again dependent upon rchem
which can be very restrictive for stiff problems.
3.2. IMPLICIT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
Implicit numerical methods offer several advantages over explicit methods. The
principle advantage is that the numerical time step can be made independent of the
chemical time scales. Implicit methods however are considerably more complicated than
explicit methods. The remainder of this section will assess the character of implicit
schemes.
A typical implicit numerical technique for equation (2.39) could be,
(3.24)
U 1 = U" -t(F + H"C')j j x
where all terms are evaluated at time level n+1.
3.2.1. Historical Background of the Implicit Method
Fully implicit methods have been used extensively for the solution of stiff
ordinary differential equations, see references [19, 20, 46, 31, 301 These techniques have
proved effective for solving point chemical kinetic problems5 . The extension of these
methods to partial differential equations has also received considerable
attention [25, 2, 371 For one dimensional problems the approach can yield quadratic
convergence. However for multiple space dimensions the performance of this technique
can be severely degraded. The degradation is due to the difficulties associated with
inverting the large matrices characteristic of fully implicit methods [251
3.2.2. Stability Analysis
To study the stability of a fully implicit method consider the following example.
If the model problem (3.5) is differenced according to the fully implicit backward
Euler method we have,
(3.25)
-
1s u n At U At
U = U -aU -U --
-2Ax J+ Tchem
which can be rewritten as,
(3.26)
+n+i ne+ nP/2U + (1 + D)U - T/2U = U
+1 r j -1 i
where r and D are given in the previous section. Next performing a Von Neuman




((1 + D)2 + (sinOf )r2 1/2
where 0 is a phase angle. For this scheme to be stable G < 1. It is clear that for
any r or D the fully implicit scheme is unconditionally stable.
5Point chemical kinetic means that the fluid is stationary
The fully implicit approach is very efficient for one dimensional problems.
However for multiple space dimensions this method requires inverting large
matricies [25] or the need to introduce simplifications like approximate factorization [561
Both of these approaches introduce difficulties which can severely limit the
performance of the method.
3.3. POINT IMPLICIT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
Point implicit methods offer some of the advantages of fully implicit methods
without some of the serious disadvantages. We shall see that these methods remove the
restriction on the numerical time step due to Tchem'
The point implicit version of the model equation (3.5) can be written in the
following form,
(3.28)
U' =U - At(F-+ H"')j J x
In this case only the chemical source term is evaluated at time level n+1.
3.3.1. Historical Background of the Point Implicit Method
In 1959 Curtiss [10] recognized that one effective strategy for solving stiff
systems of ODE's was to solve the equations implicitly or alternatively to evaluate the
chemical source terms at time level n+l. For problems involving PDE's several
authors [50, 36] have described methods where terms involving spatial gradients are
treated explicitly and the chemical source terms are evaluated implicitly (point implicit
methods). However, these studied were limited to one spatial dimension. These ideas
were extended to multiple space dimensions by a group at Lockheed [291 This was
done while the author's current research effort was in progess. It will be shown in
chapter 5 that these techniques are a special case of a general solution method,
developed as part of the author's Ph.D. research effort. In addition other
authors [42, 53, 51] have developed splitting methods which share many similarities to
the point implicit methods. As will be shown in the next subsection these techniques
have important advantages over both explicit and fully implicit methods.
33.2. Stability Analysis
In this section we will consider variations of the basic MacCormack [32] and
Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel [22] schemes. The modifications involve treating the
chemical source term implicitly.
First consider the restrictions on the numerical time step for the point implicit
MacCormack scheme. Applying the scheme to the model equation, (3.5), gives for the
predictor step,
(3.29)
n aAt n AtX
U = U - '-"_"(U - U )- -- U
J J Ax +1 J 7h J
and for the corrector step,
(330)
x aAt X At fU 1/ + U iU - U U
chem




+ U (1 - r2)2M
+ U•(-1 + r)rM
j+1
where M is defined as,
(332)
M 2(1 + D/2X1 + D)
With the U's as defined by equations (3.8) we can apply the Von Neuman
stability analysis procedure to equation (3.30) to give the following expression for G,
(333)
G = M [(2r 2coso + 2(1 - r2))2 + 4r'(sln) 2J1/2
Figure 3-3 shows a contour plot of equation (3.33) plotted for the variables r and
D. The plot shows that the numerical time step, At, is given by r < 1 + D/2.2.
Thus, the numerical time steps taken by the point implicit MacCormack scheme are
favorably dependent of rchem. Finally it will be shown in chapter 6 that with this
method the number of iterations needed to reach steady state is independent of the
stiffness parameter.
The stability limits of the point implicit Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel [22]
scheme will now be given. Let us again begin by considering a single stage of the
scheme. Differencing the model equation using forward time centered space with the
chemical source terms treated implicitly yields,
(334)
n+1 n n+1
= U -- (U -U ) - DU
i 2 J+1 J-1
where r and D are given by equations (3.10) and (3.11). A Von Neumann stability
analysis of this equation leads to,
(33•5)
Vk+ 1= (1 + Z)Vk
with z given by,
risin ( O) (336)
(1 + D)
where 0 is a phase angle. As was discussed previously the multistage scheme can be




where g(z) is given by equation (3.23), must have a magnitude equal to or less than 1
for the scheme to be stable. Figure 3-4 shows the contour plot of g(z) for various
values of r and D's. The plot shows that the scheme is stable for r < 2V2 + 2D .
In this case, the numerical time step is dependent upon rfluld and favorably
dependent of 7chem. This scheme along with the point implicit MacCormack scheme
offer large advantages compared to fully explicit schemes for stiff problems. Note,
unlike fully implicit methods, point implicit methods do not require the inversion of
large matricies. In addition, most of the currently used explicit methods can be easily
modified to point implicit schemes.
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The integration of equations (2.39), (2.41) or (2A.43) can be performed by any of
the techniques described in the previous section. The emphasis of this chapter will be
the evaluation of the convective fluxes, the diffusive fluxes and the boundary
conditions. In this chapter we will also consider several artificial viscosity models that
can be used to stabilize and smooth the solution. Two basic numerical methods will
be described in this chapter. The techniques considered are the Jameson, Schmidt and
Turkel and the MacCormack finite volume schemes. The Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel
method is used for all of the 2-D calculations and will therefore be described in
considerable detail. The MacCormack scheme is used only in 1-D to test the numerical
acceleration ideas and thus it will only be briefly outlined in this thesis. The
MacCormack scheme was used for the 1-D calculations since a large part of the code
was available from the author's previous work [51 The Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel
method was used for the 2-D Euler and Navier-Stokes equations for two reasons. First,
little work had been done with this method in connection with the Navier-Stokes
equations and it was felt that this was a new area requiring exploration. Second, the
coding of the viscous stress terms is considerably simpler than for the MacCormack
method permitting more flexible coding. The techniques to be described here for
solving chemically reacting flows apply equally well to both methods.
4.1. Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel Scheme - 1981
In 1981 Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel proposed a new finite volume time
stepping scheme for the unsteady Euler equations [221 For simplicity the scheme will
be referred to as the Jameson scheme. The scheme is a modified version of the
classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for ordinary differential equations. The
method requires less computer storage of array quantities than the older Runge-Kutta
scheme, a factor particularly important for three-dimensional calculations. The method
is fourth-order accurate in time for linear equations and second-order accurate for
nonlinear equations [521 The scheme is second-order accurate in space for both linear
and nonlinear problems provided the grid is sufficiently smooth.
The Jameson scheme follows the finite volume formulation discussed briefly in
chapter 2. The governing equations written in integral form for a cartesian system
(Eguation (2.54)) are,
(4.1)
;ff Udxdy + f (Fdy - Gdx) + ffIHdxdy=O
The computational domain is divided up into quadrilaterals over which equation (4.1)






Figure 4-1: Typical Cell Nomenclature
The procedure is equivalent to performing a mass, momentum, energy and species
balance for each cell. The Jameson method decouples the temporal and spatial terms




-•t(SP) + WJ + S,,j = 0
I
I
where L is a spatial discretization operator, and i and j are the cell indices. The source
term, Hi j, is evaluated based on properties from within a cell ij and S j is the area
of cell ij- In the Jameson scheme these equations are solved by a multistage time
stepping scheme. The details of the time stepping scheme, the spatial difference operator
and the boundary cell formulations will be given in the following subsections.
4.1.1. Time Stepping Integrator
The basic Jameson scheme consists of four steps which take the following form
at time level n:
(43)
U(e) = Un
UM) = U(e) - a AtRU(e
U(2) = U(9) - a 2 ARUO))
U(3) = U( - ca3AtRUM2)





RU(Q) = -LU(q) + H (q)
S
and
a1 - 1/4, a2 - 1/3,
The quantity L is a spatial discretization operator, Sj is the cell area, At is the
numerical time step and Ui j is the cell averaged state vector.
cr~ - 1/2, a, -1
4.1.2. Smoothing
Jameson's method like most finite difference methods for hyperbolic equations
must be smoothed. Smoothing serves two purposes: one to damp out Gibb's phenomena
at shocks and two, to provide proper domain of dependence for central difference
schemes. Smoothing or numerical damping is therefore essential to achieving converged
solu'ons. At least three methods can be used to smooth the discrete equations (equation
(4.3)). The methods can be grouped as co-smoothing, post smoothing and post split
smoothing. Each of these methods has received considerable attention and will be
described below.
Co-smoothing is probably the most widely used type of smoothing implemented
within multistage schemes. Following Jameson [221 equation (4.2) can be rewritten to
include smoothing (co-smoothing) as
(4.5)
d(SHU,) + LU, - DUJ + SAH = 0
where D is an artificial dissipation operator. The term co-smoothing means that
numerical dissipation is added on each stage of the multistage scheme. Jameson [22]
found that an effective dissipation operator DU could be constructed in the following
way:
(4.6)
DU = DU +DU
x y
where DU and DyU are the contributions from the two coordinate directions and are
given by
(4.7)
A typical d on the right hand side of equation (4.7) can be written as, for example,
(4.8)
S/2 1/2,= (2) ( J- U
at 1+1/2.j
(4) (U - 3U
l+1/2,j  12,+1.
+ 3U,.j - U.,] .
The coefficients e (2) and e(4 ) are dependent on the local flow properties and were
defined by Jameson as folows:
(49)
ea(2) = K(2) max(P I)





AP = I P - 2 PI, + PI, I ,
2 = P+1,j + 2P1 j + P-,I
This is a blending of second and fourth order smoothing with a pressure switch.
Through numerical experimentation Jameson found that good choices for e ( ) and
e (4) are 1/4 and 1/256 respectively.
The second class of smoothing methods are the so called post unsplit smoothing
schemes. These methods work by operating on the updated state vector computed from
a full time stepping cycle, equation (4.3). This post operation filters out unwanted
harmonics to produce a smooth solution. The procedure can be written as two
additional steps of the multistage time stepping scheme, ie,
(4.10)
AU' = oD U x
AU2 = oD Uxyy
where U at time level n+1 is.
(4.11)
Un ' = Ux + 1U + UW2
D=U and Dy U* can be evaluated as follows,
(4.12)
DJUx = (U,,j - 2Uij + U_Jx
DLUx = (U,,., - 2U,.j + U,.,) x
which are second order undivided central differences. The coefficient o is typically
within the range of .05 - .1 .
The last class of smoothing methods are the post split smoothing schemes. Like
the post smoothing scheme discussed above this method operates on the state vector
after a full multistage cycle. The smoothing operation can be written as,
(4.13)
U"' = (I + oDxxXI + aD)Ux
where D. and Dy are given by equation (4.12). The coefficient a also falls within
the range .05 to .1. Note the blended second and fourth differences method described
for the co-smoothing approach could be tried with either the post un-split or post split
smoothing methods.
Several researchers have investigated these different approaches. Tong [54] found
that all three methods performed well. Powell's [39] investigation showed that for
values of a greater than .2, the post split smoothing method becomes unstable. In the
current study all three methods were tried and were all found to produce similar
results. Some preliminary investigations were done to assess the various smoothing
methods. Little difference was noted between the various methods for a < 1. Based
upon these investigations it was decided to use the post unsplit and post split methods.
Unless otherwise stated the post unsplit smoothing method will be used in the
remainder of this thesis. Note, care must be taken to ensure that the numerical
smoothing terms do not contaminate the solution above some acceptable level This
point will be addressed in chapter 8 in connection with the real viscous diffusion
terms where potential problems can be anticipated.
4.13. Evaluation of the Convective Fluxes
The convective part of the spatial discretization operator, L, mentioned above will
now be detailed. For a given cell , figure 4-2,
Figure 4-2: Convective Cell Nomenclature
the convective part of the operator (LUt, J)convective can be written as,
(4.14)
(LUI)Corftov = (MA + MO + McD + MD)Cncowcve A C CD DA corwecUve
where the vectors MA, MBc, MCD and MDA are the fluxes through the sides of the
cell. For example the flux MBC can be expressed as,
(4.15)
MOc= FcLyee - GecAxce
where the quantities FBC and GBc are the mean values of F and G on the cell side
BC and the metrics AXBc and AyBC are given by
(4.16)
AXBC = XC - X9
xOec = Yc - Ya
The convective quantities on the cell faces are found by averaging the value of the




I1.+1/2 =  ,J + .1)
where 0 can represent any cell face quantity. Typically # is set equal to the flux
quantities F and G, ie. the flux quantities are averaged across the cell faces. The
same averaging procedure can be used to evaluate the convective quantities on the
other three cell faces.
4.1.4. Evaluation of the Viscous Stress Terms
To complete the evaluation of the cell fluxes we need to determine the viscous
stresses on each face. We can write the viscous contribution of the spatial discretization
operator LUJ1 as
(4.18)
(177) ScouS = (Ma + M1c + MCD+ MDA)visous
where the vectors MAB, MBC, MCD and MDA are the fluxes through the sides of the
cell. The flux MBC is given by equation (4.15). In order to evaluate the viscous parts
of F and G we need to find a way to express these quantities on the cell face i+1/2,j.
We can define a typical stress variable as a9/a. where could be u, v, T or Yk
and ý is a spatial variable, i.e x or y. The quantity can be computed by averaging it
over an area centered about the cell face where the stress term is being evaluated.
For example if we want 8aO/8 with -= u and ý - y at the point i+1/2,j then ,
au 1 u
)where S the ghost cel area centered about the pdSint i+/2 (see figure
where S* is the ghost cell area centered about the point i+1/2,j (wee figure 4-3).
(4.19)
Figure 4-3: Ghost Cell Viscous Stress Term Nomenclature
The ghost cell area S' for the point i+1/2,j is equal to the average of cell areas St,






which, for the notation given in figure 4-3 can be differenced to give
au1
= -"-u A + u FAI F - ua axe AXE)ay sx
(4.21)
The quantities uA, uF, uP and UE are the values of u at the points A, F, B and
E. The term AxA can be written as,
(4.22)Ax= x(f)- X(e)
Similar expressions can be written for Ax1, AXB and AxE. The viscosity coefficient on




In a similar way expressions for the remaining viscous flux quantities and
coefficients can be written as well as the viscous fluxes on the other three faces.
This approach for determining the viscous fluxes has also been used successively by
Swanson and Turkel, reference [521 Peyret's book [38] on computational fluid dynamics
also describes this approach.
4.1.5. Boundary Cell Formulations
In the previous sections we considered only the interior cells. In this section we
will consider how the different boundary cells are evaluated. At least four different
boundary cells can be written for the problems of interest. These include supersonic
inflow and outflow, a slip wall and a non-slip wall boundary condition. In addition
at a wall the temperature and species concentrations can be set equal to a specific
value or their respective normal derivatives set to specific values.
Figure 4-4 shows a typical inflow boundary cell To determine the inflow
quantities we need to construct the flux vector on face 4. To do this we need only
base the face 4 flux quantities on the free stream conditions. For example F1 on face
4 is computed as follows:
(4.24)
(F,) = (pu)t(4.24)
The supersonic outflow boundary conditions can be implemented as follows.
I j
Figure 4-4: Inflow Boundary Nomenclature
From characteristic theory the supersonic outflow boundary quantities on face 2, see
figure 4-5, are extrapolated from the interior points For viscous flows it is assumed
that we are far enough downstream so that the streamwise and crosflow diffusion
terms are small compared to the convective terms and can be neglected in the
supersonic part of the flow. The same exit boundary conditions are applied near the
wall.
2
Figure 4-5: Outflow Boundary Nomenclature
As an example, the flux quantity, F 1 on face 2 can be computed by first order
extrapolation from the interior points as;
(4.25)
(F,). =(pu) .
With the flux quantities known on face 2, a standard flux balance is performed on
cell N, The slip wall boundary conditions apply to inviscid flows Specifically, for
these flows the normal wall velocity is equal to zero, see figure 4-6.
Figure 4-6: Slip Wall Boundary Condition Nomenclature
The zero wall flux condition implies that,
V AS = 0
where Vn is the normal wall velocity and AS is the wall cell surface area.




vn AS = uay - vAX .
Thus for inviscid flows the net flux through face 1 are
-- -lIr
-- - IL
,_.r - ~ _ _ IIL · IS w I I . I I w I . I . I I r -i
-T •T
(4.28)If (F,dy - G,dx) = 0
f1 (F2dy - Gdx) = PAy,
f, (F3dy - G3dx) = - P,1 x,
f, (F,dy - G4dx) = 0
I, (Fdy - G,dx) = 0
where the various quantities are defined by equations (4.15) and (4.16). The quantities
Ax and Ayz are the projections of the wall on the cartesian axis. For a locally
normal system the wall pressure can be computed with the following expressions
(4.29)
9P
P = P + (-) An
aP 1 2
(-) = - (pu) + (py)2)49n PRC n
where RC is the radius of curvature of the wall. P Pn' (pu)n and (pv)n are
evaluated at a distance of An normal to the wall. Figure 4-7 shows the details of
the wall pressure evaluation.
Finally consider the no slip wall boundary conditions. First, break the wall
fluxes into their inviscid and viscous parts. The inviscid flux terms through face 1
are the same as those given by equation (4.28). For viscous problems we have an
additional wall boundary condition, ie. that the velocity component tangent to the
wall must also equal zero. As a result of this additional constraint the viscous flux
vector is non zero. The wall shear stress quantities, i.e., the viscous wall fluxes, can
be determined quite simply. The basic wall cell nomenclature is shown in figure 4-8.
For example the derivative au/8y can be computed on face 2 as (figure 4-9),
Figure 4-7: Wall Pressure Evaluation Nomenclature
4, / ( i " / • r r e r • ·• • •
Figure 4-8: Basic Boundary Cell Nomencleature
uAxe- ucAxc - u Ax•au
ay
The wall temperature derivative 'T/ay on face 2 can be computed from the
following,
(430)
PI i MM41 --- r L i -------















- TcAx c - TDAx D
where T - .5 (lij) + T(i+1,j)) for an adiabatic wall and T. - T.pecified for a
specified wall temperature. These quantities can be computed in a like manner for
face 4. For face 1, figure 4-10, the u and T derivatives with respect to y are given
by,
(432)







T,AA + TbAx -- Ts•oc -- T a 0
where TA, TS and T - I7i,j) for an adiabatic wall. If the wall temperature is
specified then Ta and TD - Tspectied and
Il I · _ I' l I-F-
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(434)TA =TI + (TO, - T,) 2.









Figure 4-10: Face 1 Boundary Cell nomencleature
Similar expressions can be written for the other viscous quantities. The viscous stress
terms can then be computed with equations (4.18) and (4.15).
4.1.6. Stability Analysis
In chapter 3 we considered the stability of a number on numerical methods. In
this section the stability of the Jameson scheme applied to the linear 2-D inviscid and
the 1-D viscous model equations will be assessed. In chapter 3 we found that the
amplification factor, G, for the Jameson scheme can be written as,
(435)
G = 1 + z + 1/2z2 + 1/6z3 + 1/24z'
where z is the amplification factor of a single stage of the Jameson scheme.
The stability of the 2-D problem can be assessed by analyzing the model
equation,
· IIY~ " I IIl II
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(436)
Ut = - a(Ux + Uy)
where "a" is a characteristic convection velocity. Performing a Von Neumann stability
analysis we find that z equals
(4.37)
z = - (Psin() + sin())
where Ix - aAt/Ax, y - aAt/Ay and I -1. ex and 8y are the phase angles in
the x and y directions. Substituting equation (4.37) into equation (4.35) shows that
for scheme to be stable , rf+ y<2/2, which is straight line on a r. vs ry plot.
Thus At must satisfy the following equation,
2V2 (438)
(a/Ax + a/Ay)
The 1-D viscous model equation can be written as,
(439)
Ut = - aUx + Uyy
where u is a viscosity coefficient. A Von Neumann stability yields,
(4.40)
t = - 4Qsln2(e/2) - Wsinn
with Q - ~A'At/Ay2 and r - adt/Ax. Combining equations (4.40) and (435) and
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a 4(/Ax/y) / Rec + I
Thus the numerical time step, At, is affected by viscosity when 4(Ax/Ay)/Reo is of
order 1 or greater. Note that a, the characteristic velocity, is always positive.
4.2. MacCormack Scheme - 1969
In 1969 MacCormack [32] proposed a fully explicit numerical integration scheme.
Over the past 14 years this method has been used extensively [45, 13, 57] and gained
a reputation for being simple and robust. In this thesis the MacCormack scheme is
applied to the quasi 1-D Euler equations to test various numerical acceleration
techniques.
The inviscid finite volume formulation of the MacCormack scheme can be
written in the following way. If the equations are written in integral form, equation
(2.54), we can discretize these equations to get
(4.43)
d
-IUS). +LE M 'nKS K + HS = 0 .
The predictor step of the MacCormack scheme can be expressed as,
(4.44)
X n nn
U. = U.j -At/SI/(M -.nzS 2 + I_.jiSnS4)
+ (M*.nS, + Mn .nS,)
+ sJHJJ]
and the corrector step written as,
(4.45)
°r+ In X
u = 1/2[U" + UI. J I,J
- At/S1.((M t.n 2S2 + MX.nS 4)
+ x4(Mjn.j•, + M'nS,))
If the dot products are expanded, the elements of these equations can be found. For
example we can write the first element of the right hand side of equation (4.44)
(4.46)
MI.Jn2 2S = FJAy2 - •j
where similar expressions can be written for the other product terms.
The evaluation of the convective fluxes and the boundary fluxes are the same as
those given above for the Jameson scheme. A stability analysis of the 2-D model
equation (no chemical source term), equation (4.36), using the MacCormack method leads
to the following numerical time step restriction:
(4.47)
1
- (a/Ax + a/Ay)
Vkmn SU*Wt- Angymb - inw n Sdm
0 COMMW C- Q0.04










Figure 4-11: Stability Analysis of The 1 - D Convection






A variety of techniques have been developed to accelerate the unsteady equations
to steady state. These techniques include the constant CFL condition, residual
smoothing, enthalpy damping, multigridding and a chemical time scale preconditioner.
The first three of these techniques were discussed by Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel [22]
in connection with the Euler equations and by Swanson and Turkel [52] in connection
with the Navier Stokes equations. In this chapter we shall consider a chemical time
scale preconditioner, the constant CFL condition and multigridding as ways of
accelerating the chemically reacting transput equations to steady state.
5.1. Chemical Time Scale Preconditioning
In chapter 3 it was shown that purely explicit schemes suffer from severe time
step restrictions if the stiffness is large. In this section a technique will be described
which removes the stiffness restriction. If only the steady state solution is desired then
the number of iterations required by the technique to achieve convergence is
independent of the level of stiffness. This characteristic is particularly important when
the stiffness level in a given problem varies by several orders of magnitude. The
technique is not time accurate if numerical time steps are taken which are larger than
the transient time scales characteristic of the problem. However, if the time steps are
chosen to be of the order of the characteristic time scales of interest, the method is
time accurate.
5.1.1. Heuristic Description of Time Scaling
If only the steady state solution is desired then the time history can be modified
to remove the stiffness associated with the chemical time scales. To see how this can
be done consider the following . Figure 5-1 outlines the paths taken by a typical fluid
and species quantity with real time. The figure shows that the species quantity under
goes a rapid change in its density fraction while the fluid quantity evolves much








FPseudo Time Behavior Of A Typical Fluid And Species QuantityFigure 5-2:
responsible for the stiffness in the problem. If, as shown in figure 5-2, the two
quantities could be marched together in pseudo time, then the fast processes which
require small time steps would not hold up the slower processes which could be
marched at larger time steps. It turns out that the governing equations,
(5.1)
U 9 OF aG
Ot Ox 4y
can be modified to reflect this desired pseudo time behavior by rewritting them as,
(5.2)
dU 49F 9GS - -- =  - - -- - H
9t Ox Oay
where S is a preconditioning matrix whose purpose is to normalize the various time
scales to be of the same order. The "pseudo time" history of the state quantities given
by equation (5.2) might be very different from those given by equation (5.1), but both
satisfy the same steady state equation. Note if the problem is stiff and S is chosen to
remove this stiffness then the technique is no longer time accurate. If S is constructed
correctly the chemical time scales can be made approximately equal to the fluid time
scales and the chemical stiffness can be removed from the problem. The scaling
matrix could have a variety of forms, i.e, diagonal, triangular, full, etc. In the next
subsection we will consider what the elements of the scaling matrix should look like
and how they can be constructed.
The method can be made time accurate by choosing numerical time steps small
enough to reduce the error at any time step to some acceptable level. One way to do
this is to set the numerical time step to some fraction of the time scale of the
transient process of interest. The method can also be made time accurate by simply
choosing S to be the identity matrix. It turns out that the numerical method can be
coded to handle both time accurate or pseudo time calculations with only minor
changes to the code structure.
5.1.2. Derivation of the Scaling Matrix
As mentioned above the S matrix can take on a variety of forms. To determine
the form of the S matrix and specifically what the matrix elements should contain,
consider the following. If the time stiffness is to be removed from the problem then
the matrix S should in some way contain the chemical time scales. The desired time






Integrating this equation yields,
(5.4)
U, = Ce- kVP -- Ce-Vtthe.
where rchem - p/k. Thus we see that Uy evolution is dependent on the chemical





we find that this derivative is also related to the chemical time scale, ie, is equal to
the inverse of the chemical time scale, rchem. This would suggest that the matrix S
should contain elements like -H/aU. It should be pointed out that the derivative
8H/9U for a system of equations becomes a Jacobian.
In chapter 2 we considered several numerical integration methodologies. In
particular we looked at the point implicit method where the spatial gradient terms are
treated explicitly and the chemical source terms are treated implicitly. The point
implicit method can be written as,
(5-6)
Urrc ' - U" aF
t - (T) • - H
where U, F and H are given in chapter 2. To solve this equation Hn+1 must be
linearized. It is convenient to linearize Hn+1 using the Newton method,
(5.7)
OH
H' = H" + ( "AU + 0(XU 2)
where AU - Un+1 - Un. If the linearized form of Hn+1, equation (5.7), is substituted
into equation (5.6) as,
(5.8)
U'+  - U" 8F 8H
At = - (-)" - (H" + (,-"(U"4 1 - U"))
which can be rewritten as,
OH U"n+ - U"




This equation could also be written as,
U" ' - U" 8F
PI( ) - (-) - H"Lt ax
where PI is equal to,
aH
PI = [I + At('-"]






+ "I . . .12
+ AtA1 1 + AtA2 2
+ AtA_3l,N
+ tAN,•z 1 + AtAt 1
where the Aij -aHi/8UJ are inversely proportional to the various time scalea
Comparing equation 5.2 with equation 5.10 we see that the matrix PI can be
interpreted as a possible preconditioner of equation 5.1. Note that this matrix contains
terms of the form, tatH/8U considered necessary to rescale the equations in time.
Thus the implicit treatment of the chemical source terms leads to one possible form of
the desired scaling matrix.
Another type of preconditioner considered, was to choose an S matrix containing
only diagonal elements. With only diagonal elements, Un+ 1, can be obtained directly
without the need to invert the S matrix. As a result considerable computational work
per iteration could be saved. However, dropping the off diagonal terms leads to
inaccuracies in correctly time scaling the equations. If the inaccuracies are large, i.e.
predicting changes in U which are larger than those given by the point implicit
preconditioner, then the scheme will tend to be numerically unstable. Only a limited
investigation was made with this type of preconditioner. The results indicate that




convergence was obtained in approximately twice as many iterations compared to the
full point implicit preconditioner. It is possible, although not shown, that with enough
species that the diagonal preconditioner could become more computational efficient than
the full point implicit preconditioner. In this these no attempt was made to determine
where the crossover might occur or even if one exists. In addition it might be
possible to find approximations for the Jacobian derivatives which could reduce the
computational work required to compute the S matrix. For example Pratt [40] has
suggested using exponentials to approximate the Jacobian derivatives.
Finally, another technique was developed which possesses some of the attributes
of preconditioning the equations to effectively time wcale them. This method will be
referred to as Local Time Cycling (LTC). In the LTC method the equations are solved
explicitly but numerically updated only in certain regions of the computational domain
depending upon the total accumulated time for each particular cell If at the
beginning of the calculation all cells begin with zero accumulated time , then the total
accumulated time is sum of all the numeral time steps that the equations in a given
cell have been advanced at since the beginning of the calculation. The LTC method
would prove useful if the equations are stiff in part of the domain. The stiffness
could limit the numerical time step taken in these cells and hold back the the longer
time scale physics there compared to the rest of the domain. The method is
implemented is implemented as follows. The first step comsists of one explicit iteration
of all the equations over the complete global domain, ie, one global iteration. If, after
the global iteration the accumulated time in any given cell is less than in its
neighboring cells then the equations in that particular cell are integrated in time until
their accumulated time equals the accumulated time in the neighboring cells. It might
be necessary to advance the equations in a given cell several times, local time cycling,
and repeat the process every global iteration. The method has the advantage that it
does not require the evaluation of the Jacobian derivatives. However, there is additional
computational work associated with locally solving the equations and in determining
which parts of the domain should be local time cycled.
With the exception of part of chapter 6, the full point implicit preconditioner
will be used to time scale the equations in the remainder of this thesis.
5.13. Mathematical Representation of Time Scaling
The scaling matrix S derivied in the previous subsection can be shown to possess
the desired time scaling character needed to remove the chemical time scale stiffness.
To understand how this comes about consider the following O2 dissociation reaction,
(5.14)
O2 <-> 20
for a compressible flow in a variable area duct. Using the quasi 1-D assumption and





















The reaction rate, wo , corresponding to equation (5.14) can be represented as ,
w2
6Only the forward rate is considered to simplify the example
U
HO2 = Aw o = kY2A = kU /P
and
H=O0
where A is the cross section area of the duct, and
(5.21)
k = P7chem
The effective time steps used by each equation within the system of equations can be
illustrated by using the point implicit MacCormack method. See chapter 3 for a
description of the MacCormack method. The scaling matrix S for the quasi one
dimensional problem reduces to the following,
1 0
o0 + AtaHo2 /aUov ,AtaH, /aU
(5.22)
Note that only the chemical source terms, w, of the vector H are treated implicitly.
The point implicit predictor equation for the continuity equation can be written as,
(5.23)
W = t [Res]
where,
(5.24)





AU, represents the change in the pA and At is the numerical time step. In a similar
way an expression for the change in pYo2A is given by,
(5.25)
AU = + [Res]"
0+AtHO2 02   02
(5.26)
(Fo2n - F02)[lRes] = - ax (- H - AU .
02
With equations (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) equations (5.23) and (5.25) become,
(5.27)
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o0z 1 + At/r o2
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So far we have considered a reaction model with only a forward rate. If we include
both the forward and backward rates and consider the situation where the convective
terms are small compared to the chemical source terms the conservation equation for
02 can be written as,
(533)
.. 02 chem a 02
(5.34)




where U. q is the local equilibrium value of U. In this case U is always advanced to
its local equilibrium value over one iteration. This is equivalent to advancing the
state quantity U at a time scale which would take Un to Ueq. If the convective
term becomes important later on in the calculation, then U is advanced at the local
chemical reaction time scale. Thus in general time scaling the equations is equilvalent
to advancing each state quantity at its own characteristic rate. For example the fluid
quantities are marched on the fluid time scales, rf luld, while the species quantities
are marched at their respective reaction rate time scales, Tchem, or their fluid time
scales, 7• ,1 which ever is smallest.
If large numerical time steps are taken then the solution is no longer time
accurate but as we will see in the next chapter the convergence rate is dramatically
improved. Note the time scaling method can be made time accurate by reducing the
numerical time step everywhere to the physics time scales of interest, ie, setting At -
Trchem for example.
The preconditioning procedure is applied only to those regions of the domain
where the stiffness level is greater than approximately one. This implies that
wherever the stiffness level is greater than one the point implicit preconditioner is
used and wherever the stiffness lever is less than one no preconditioner is used. The
preconditioner used with the Roger's and Chinitz H2-air chemistry model is given in
appendix 1.
5.2. Local Time Stepping
In the local time stepping/constant CFL condition procedure, r is fixed
everywhere which results in a variable At - FAx/a for each cell Therefore, the
solutions are not time accurate but convergence is achieved much more quickly. A
constant CFL condition is a preconditioner procedure, similar to the chemical time
scaling preconditioner described above, which reduces the stiffness of the discrete system
of equations arising from widely differing mesh spacing (Ax) or eigenvalues (a). The
paper by Eriksson and Rizzi [171 illustrates this for the Euler equations.
To show how the constant CFL condition helps improve the convergence rate
consider the following example by Murman [331 If we solve the equation,
(536)
Ut + aUx = 0
over the one dimensional domain defined by,
1 2 3 4
I I I I
hi  h2  h3
using the Lax Wendroff method,
(537)
2At
U - U - atU" + a 2-U
J J x 2 xx
where
2 iU +UU = (,
" h ,_ + h, 2
2 Uj. -Uj
Ux hj_I + h .• h .l
then the problem reduces to solving a system of algebraic equations. Note h1, h2 and

























The coefficients in equation (5.40) are of the form,
a2 2a a =-









where similar expressions exist for the remaining coefficients. A convenient way to
characterize the convergence behavior of systems like those given by equation (5.40) is
to look at their eigenvalues. The eigenvalues are a measure of how well conditioned
the system is. For equation (5.40) the eigenvalues, p, are given as,
(5.44)
Az = 1 , 1
(5.45)
3, 4  1/21(a 22 + a3) ± ((a22+a3)2 - 4(22a. - a23a32) 1/22
If we now consider a specific example with h1-1/2, h2 -1/3 and h3 -1/6 then if At is
kept constant, as in a time accurate calculation, than p 3-. 544 and p4-. 122. If instead
the CFL number is kept constant then, u3-.299 and #4-.226. It turns out that the
convergence rate is governed by the ratio of the eigenvalues 1'3 and &1 ." The larger
the ratio the poorer the convergence rate. We see that for the constant At case the
ratio p3 /uj-4.46 while for the constant CFL case p/#p 4 -1.2. Thus the constant CFL
condition preconditions the equations to remove the stiffness introduced by spatial
discretization. Note the boundary eigenvalues 1A and v z are not included in the ratio
test since they are due to the boundaries.
5.3. Multigridding Stiff equations
The time scaling technique developed for the base solvers was also found to be
extendable to multigrid methods. Many multigrid techniques have been proposed over
the last several years following the ideas of Brandt [3]. The methods proposed by
Ni [35] and Jameson [22] are of interest as they apply to the transport equations under
consideration here. However these multigrid schemes suffer from the same type of
stability limitation characteristics as purely explicit methods. This occurs because the
coarse grid calculations or multigrid calculations are done explicitly and must follow
the same explicit stability restrictions discussed previously for explicit schemes. For
multigrid methods to be of use, time rescaling is necessary to remove the stiffness
imposed by the source terms. To the best of the author's knowledge this is the first
attempt to use multigrid methods to solve the transport equations with stiff source
terms. The remainder of this section will discuss these issues and focus on the use of
the Ni multiple-grid method for the solution of flows involving finite rate chemistry.
The time scaled coarse grid Ni multiple-grid technique will be demonstrated in this
thesis only in one dimension. It is discussed here to show how the chemical time
scaling technique can be applied to multigridding methods.
53.1. Ni Multiple Grid Method
In 1981 Ni [35] proposed a multiple-grid scheme for solving the Euler equations.
Since then Johnson [23] and Chima [9] have extended Ni's method to the full and thin-
layer Navier-Stokes equations. Johnson [23] also showed that the Ni fine grid solver
could be replaced with MacCormack's scheme. The Ni multiple-grid accelerator would
remain unchanged. Ni reported a five fold improvement in efficiency with the Euler
equations and Johnson noted a three fold improvement with the Navier-Stokes
equations. In addition the Ni scheme has also been extended to include both grid
embedding [55] and adaptive grid embedding [121 If this scheme is extended to flow
problems involving finite rate chemistry, then stability problems can be expected since
the Ni scheme is explicit and suffers from the same stability limitationt as the
MacCormack scheme. It can be expected that the multiple grid accelerator would
suffer from these same -estrictions due to the added source terms If the stiff
multiple grid equations could be rescaled in time to allow all the state quantities to
evolve at the same rate then the limitations due to stiffness could be eliminated from
the multiple grid accelerator.




the Ni method can be described as having 5 steps.
Step 1
The first step involves computing the fine grid correction AUI. The fine grid
correction can be determined as follows,
6U, = ((6UA + (6U) (547)
where
At
(6U) = 1/2(AU, + AF)AIX
at
(6U)s = 1/2(AUo - AFe)
a at- - F
A A Ax I-*¶ F,






and OF/OU is the Jacobian of F and U.
in Figure 5-3.
Figure 5-3:
The cell arrangement and labeling are given
Fine Cell Nonenclature
Step 2
Step 2 involves transfering corrections from the fine grid to the next coarser







AU2h = T2h 8Uh
h
where T is an operator which transfers to each control volume of the coarse grid the
correction 6Uh of the centered fine grid point.
Step 3
It is in this step where the coarse grid calculations are performed. Basically the
coarse grids are found by removing every other grid point from the next finer grid.
Figure 5-4 shows an example of the 2h grid used here to illustrate a coarse grid
calculation.
Figure 5-4: Coarsm Cell Nonenclature
The idea here is to propagate fine grid changes more quickly out of the domain.
coarse grid correction can be computed as follows,
The
(5.34)
U = ((uS), + (6U))
At(6U). = 1/2 (AU2h + ()'"h






where the quantities are as defined in Step 1.
I 1 I ) I
Step 4
This step involves interpolating the coarse grid corrections back down to the





where I.2 is a linear interpolation operator.
Step 5
The last step updates the state variables with the corrections from all grid levels.
The process can be written as,
(558)
U"V = U" + 6Uh + 6U2h + 6U4h
I I I I I
+....+ 6Ukh
where k is the coarsest level chosen. These five steps represent a single Ni multiple
grid cycle.
53.2. Point Implicit Ni Multiple Grid Method
If the Ni scheme is to be used to solve stiff equations, like those discussed
previously, then specific modifications to the scheme need to be made. The first
change involves rewriting equation (5.46) to include the source terms, i.e, equation
(2.39). The second major change involves removing the chemical time scale dependence
by time scaling. These modifications will be described with the 5 step format used to
outline the basic Ni scheme.
Step 1
As noted by Johnson [23] the Ni fine grid solver can be replaced by other Lax
Wendroff schemes, specifically the 1969 MacCormack method. Since the author had
already developed a point implicit version of the MacCormack's scheme it was decided
to use this instead of an equivalent point implicit Ni fine grid solver to compute the
fine grid correction. Thus, we will only outline the changes needed to remove the
stiffness from the Ni coarse grid accelerator.
Step 2
Same as the basic Ni scheme.
Step 3
The inclusion of the chemical source terms modifies equations (5.54), (5.55) and
(5.56) to,
(559)
s6u = ((6U + (6U)bI
(6U0 = 1/2(AU+a a
(5.60)
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(see section on time scaling) equations (5.60) and (5.61) can be stiff if ?chem << Atrz.
Thus if the multiple grid procedure is to be of use these equations must be time
scaled, ie, AH2h treated implicitly. The simplest formulation which seems to work is






It was found best not to recompute aHI/U on the coarse grid levels but instead
to evaluate it by area averaging aH/dU computed on the finest grid. For example for
cell b (2h level),
(5.67)8H h 1 aH
~ b SX + S U) a
OHh
+ ("ac x SC
where S is the cell area. Basing (a8H/U)2 h on the finest level is necessary as the
chemical time scales, Tchem, can be sensitive to temperature. If 8W/aU is recomputed
on each coarse level the temperature used would be an average value over many fine
cells. This average temperature could produce a very different chemical reaction
behavior which would not be consistant with the fine grid predictions.
Thus rewriting equations (5.60) and (5.61) with the source term treated implicitly
leads to:
(5.68)
2h 2 hSN(6U)) = 1/2(aU2h + F2h
(5.69)
SN(U = 1/2(AU 2h t L 2 hSN(6U)bb & b
where SN is given as,
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and A, j - 1/2 8H/8yUj for equation (5.68) and A j - -1/2 HHI/'0U J for equation
(5.69). The matrix SN represents a preconditioner similar to the preconditioners derived
earlier is this chapter.
Step 4
Same as the basic Ni solver.
Step 5




1-D FLOW WITH CHEMISTRY
The next three chapters will consider the application of the solution method and
acceleration techniques to a variety of one and two-dimensional problems. The first
section of this chapter will address convergence characteristics of the solution methods
while the second section will validate the method's ability to predict hydrogen - air
combustion.
6.1. 1-D Method Validation
In this section, the method and acceleration techniques will be validated using the
quasi-one-dimensional Euler equations ((2.39), (2.40)) with simple modified model of
diatomic oxygen dissociation, equation (2.35). A symmetric converging/diverging nozzle is
used as the test geometry. The configuration was chosen because it produces the
necessary high static temperature conditions to trigger oxygen dissociation. The duct
area distribution is shown in figure 6-1. The point implicit version of the MacCormack
scheme [32] is used for all of the calculations considered in this chapter.
Let us begin by considering the validation of the non-reacting flow field. The
test conditions are given in table 6-1. The quasi-one-dimensional numerical calculations
are compared with quasi-one-dimensional theory [471 Figures 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4 show the
comparisons between the computed and theoretical distributions of pressure, temperature
and Mach number. The results show the excellent agreement between theory and
computation. Note the Mach number is everywhere supersonic.
If the dissociation reaction is allowed to occur, ie, by turning on the chemical
reaction routine, than a different flow field is produced. Two cases with very
different stiffness ratios will be considered. The flow field properties and reaction rate
parameters are given in tables 6-2 and 6-3. The cases differ in the value of the
constants used in the reaction rate term. The stiffness level for case 1 is approximately
10 while case 2 is approximately 1000. The constants were picked to assess the
solution method's ability to handle problems with widely different levels of stiffness.
Since the reaction rate values were picked for numerical reasons, the results do not
necessarily model real oxygen dissociation.
The calculated property distributions for case 1 , are shown in figures 6-5 , 6-6,
6-7, 6-8 and 6-9. The figures show the distributions of pressure, temperature, Mach
number, species and the oxygen dissociation rate through the channel From these
figures it is clear that the reaction is triggered at the x-.55 location. For this model
reaction dissociation becomes important when the temperature reaches approximately
4200'K. The reaction takes place over 12 cells, roughly 12% of the channel length. The
reaction rate plot 6-9 shows that the reaction zone is also confined to these cells. Note
that the reaction rate increases from zero to a maximum of approximately 3000 in
only 7 cells. The species distributions plot shows that 02 changes completely to O over
the reaction zone. It is useful to consider a numerical time step distribution plot of the
fluid and dissociation time scales through the channel, figure 6-10. The figure shows
that the chemical time scales drops from approximately 10-2 to 10- 3 while the fluid
time scale remains essentially constant. The effect is to create a "time well" where the
chemical time scale is smaller than the local fluid time scale. The local fluid time
scale is defined by 7 fl-Ax/(u+c). Note that the ordinate is scaled as the log of the
time scales. If the problem is solved explicitly, then all of the state quantities are
advanced at the smaller of the two time scales, ie, the chemical time scale within the
well and the fluid time scale outside of the well If the chemical time scale
preconditioner is used, then each state quantity is advanced at its own characteristic
rate. In particular, the fluid quantities would follow the fluid time scale curve while
the species quantity, 02, would follow the chemical time scale curve.
If the reaction rate constant is increased by two orders of magnitude, case 2,
then the pressure, temperature, Mach number, species distribution and reaction rate are
as given in figures 6-11, 6-12, 6-13, 6-14 and 6-15. The obvious difference between
this case and case 1 is the thickness of the reaction zone. Here the zone is roughly 3
cells thick or 3% of the channel length. This is expected since the reaction is two
orders of magnitude more active. Note also that the reaction zone is sharp with little
7See chapter 3 for a definition of stiffness
or no wiggles8 . The numerical time step distributions plot, figure 6-16, shows that the
minimum chemical time scales are three orders s'aller than the fluid time scales. The
time history plot is a convenient way to determine the local stiffness.
It is interesting to note that although the oxygen is dissociating, which in an
endothermic process, the fluid static temperature rises through the reaction zone. This
character is clearly shown in figures 6-6 and 6-12. Although heat is absorbed, the
temperature rises because the fluid properties, cp and c, etc, for 0 2 and 0 are very
different. In fact 7 goes from 1.33 for 02 to 1.2 for 0 which for this case has a
much greater effect on the flow field than the heat absorbed. Note that the values of
cp and cv were picked to produce the numerical behaviour shown here and do not
necessarly represent real 02 or 0 gas properities.
Having discussed the physical properties of the non-reacting and reacting problems,
we will now address the question of convergence behavior using the different
acceleration techniques. Convergence of the computed solution is defined as a three
orders of magnitude reduction of the global density residual, where the residual is
equal to the unsteady term of equation (2.39). Figure 6-17 shows the convergence
histories for the non-reacting problem. The figure shows that if At-Atmin convergence
is obtained in 280 iterations. If the CFL number is kept constant convergence is
obtained in 270 iterations and only 120 iterations with the Ni multiple grid
accelerator. For this problem At does not vary much from cell to cell and thus only
the Ni multiple grid accelerator improves the convergence rate significantly. For
problems where At varies more widely the constant CFL condition would also help
improve the convergence rate.
If the reaction is allowed to proceed as in case 1 then the convergence behavior
with the various acceleration techniques is as shown in figure 6-18. If no acceleration
techniques are used, At-Atmi n, then convergence is very slow, approximately 104
iterations. If the constant CFL condition is used then the iteration count drops to 103.
With chemical time scale preconditioning the iteration number becomes 280 and with
the time scaled Ni multiple grid accelerator it takes only 120 iterations to reach
convergence. A similar set of curves exists for case 2, figure 6-19. The only difference
8The damping used was second order post smoothing [28]
is that the At-Atmt n and the constant CFL runs take roughly two orders of
magnitude longer to converge. The chemical time scaled preconditioned techniques
remain essentially unchanged.
Thus figures 6-18 and 6-19 show that with chemical time scale preconditioning
the number of iterations needed to get to steady state is independent of the level of
chemical stiffness.
Finally, for the diatomic dissociation problems considered here, the LTC method
mentioned in chapter 5, proves to be approximately two to ten times more
computationally expensive than the point implicit method.
6.2. 1-D H,-Air Combustion
In this section the solution method will be validated with a realistic hydrogen -
air chemistry model. The chemistry model was first proposed by Rogers and
Chinitz [44] and was discussed in chapter 2. Since xperimental data for hydrogen - air
combustion is not readily available the computed flow field is compared with a
computation performed by Drummond [15] Drummond uses a spectral method to
evaluate the spatial gradient terms and a time integrator based on the scheme proposed
in this the•is.
The test geometry consists of a symmetric straight walled diverging nozzle. The
geometry area distribution is given in figure 6-20. Without chemical reaction the
pressure, temperature and Mach number distributions are as shown in figures 6-21, 6-22
and 6-23. From these figures it is clear that the Mach number is everywhere
supersonic. Table 6-4 lists the inflow conditions and parameters used for the
calculation. If the H2 - Air reaction is allowed to proceed, ie, by turning on the
chemistry model, then several interesting phenomenon occur. First the reaction begins
at the first station since the inflow static temperature is higher than the fuel ignition
temperature. This effect is evident in the H2 O/OH species plot, figure 6-24, which
shows the density fractions HzO and OH undergoing considerable change at the first
station. In particular, we see that the density fraction of OH undergoes a step change
from 0.0 to a maximum value of .019 across the first cell. It will be shown shortly
that this is due to the high level of stiffness associated with the OH formation
reaction, ie, the second step of the Roger's chemistry model. The HzO density fraction
however changes with x much more smoothly. In fact, these behaviors can be seen in
the numerical time step distribution plot, figure 6-25. The plot shows that there are
three distinct time scales, one fluid and two chemistry time scales. If we recall that
the Roger's chemistry model consists of two steps,
H2 + 0 <---> 20H
H2 + 20H <, > 2H2 0O
then the two chemistry time scales correspond to the time scales associated with these
two equatiois. In fact the rapid change noted for the density fraction OH, implies that
the first reaction occurs very fast, ie, is very stiff. From figure 6-25 the time scale
for the first step of the Roger's model is 106 faster than the local fluid time scale.
The figure shows that the time scale for the second reaction step is approximately
equal to the local fluid time scale. It should be pointed out that the first step of the
chemistry model could have been replaced by an equilibrium step model where the
density fraction of OH is related algebraically to the density fractions of H2 and 02.
Although the first step of the reaction is very stiff and could be treated as an
equilibrium step it was retained within the partial differential equation system to
maintain the numerical difficulty.
The species plot, figure 6-24, shows that for this example the reaction zone
consists of two regions. The first region is associated with the stiff OH reaction,
which shows this part of the reaction zone to be smaller than one cell width. The
second, associated with H20 formation, is roughly 30 cells in width or 30% of the
channel length. These zones are important because they govern where energy is added
or removed from the flow. In this particular case the formation of H20 results in the
liberation of energy which as we will see in the next two chapters, can significantly
alter the flow field. The reaction zone thickness can also be used to compute the
reaction time or equivalently the heat release time. The H2 reaction/heat release time
scale can be approximated by,
Thr - Lreaction zone / V
where Lreaction zone is the reaction zone thickness and V is the mean flow
velocity through the reaction zone. For the particular example described here
Lreaction zone-3m and V-1300m/sec which implies that hr-2*10-4 seconds. As
we will see in the next two chapters the fluid time scales will have to be comparable
or longer then the heat release time scale for heat release effects to influence the flow
field. This occurs because it is the H.O reaction which is exothermic and the rate of
heat release is governed by rH.0O
Figure 6-24 also shows the corresponding distributions that would be produced if
the reactions were modeled as equilibrium reactions. Thus one has to be careful to
solve a non-equilibrium flow, like the one computed here, with finite rate chemistry
and not equilibrium chemistry.
Convergence for this calculation was achieved in approximately 700 iterations. If
the equations had not been preconditioned (time scaled) then convergence would have
taken in excess of 108 iterations. The distributions of pressure, temperature and Mach
number are given in figures 6-26, 6-27 and 6-28. The figures show that the reaction
has altered the flow field.
Finally it is interesting to compare the real time behavior, figure 6-29, to the
pseudo time behavior, figure 6-30, for the density fractions of OH and H20 at the
mid-point of the channel. The real time history figure was provided by
Drummond [161 The real time plot shows that OH ignites in 10 -11 seconds while
HzO doesn't ignite until 10 - 5 seconds. In pseudo time. both density fractions ignite at
iteration 1. In addition the slopes of the two pseudo time curves are approximately
equal indicating that each is marched at their own characteristic reaction rate (time
scales), in agreement with the time scale preconditioning method proposed in this thesis.
Probably the most important result is that the steady state reached by the two
methods is the same, ie, YOH-. 2 1 and YH20-.074. Therefore, although different transient
paths are taken the steady state reached using a time accurate method or the time








































































































cpN2  1285. J/kg-.K
cVH20  17160. J/kg*K
CvOH 1181. J/kg-1
CvH2  2854. J/kg.K
Cv02  2041. J/kg.K
CvN2  1285. J/kg.K
HfH2 o -1.44x 107 J/kg
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1 - D Reacting Pressure Plot - Case 1
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Figure 6-6: 1 - D Reacting Temperature Plot - Case 1
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Figure 6-7: 1 - D Mach Number Plot - Case 1
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Figure 6-9: 1 - D Reaction Rate Plot - Case 1
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rure 6-11: 1 - D Reacting Pressure Plot - Case 2
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Figure 6-13: 1 - D Mach Number Plot - Case 2
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Figure 6-15: 1 - D Reaction Rate Plot - Case 2
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1 - D Non-Reacting Convergence History Plot
1 - D Reacting Convergence History Plot - Case 1
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Figure 6-19: 1 - D Reacting Convergence History Plot - Case 2
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Figure 6-22: 1 - D Non-Reacting Temperature Plot
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Figure 6-25: 1 - D Reacting Time Scale Plot
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2-D INVISCID FLOW WITH H2-AIR CHEMISTRY
In this chapter a special class of flame holders will be investigated. The test
geometry is shown in figure 7-1. The geometry was choosen because it can generate an
oblique shock of sufficient strength to ignite and hold a reaction zone. The flow field
will be simulated using the two dimensional Euler equations with the Roger's and
Chinitz [44] chemistry model. Neglecting the viscous diffusion terms means that there
are no viscous diffusion flame effects in this problem. For the inviscid calculations
the combustion zone will be refered to as a reaction zone. In the next chapter, where
the viscous terms are included in the computations, the combustion zone will be
refered to as a flame. The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to studying the
effects of combustion and heat release on the flow field. In particular it will be
shown how the flow field character can be changed from a fully supersonic flow to
one with embedded subsonic zones or to a fully subsonic flow field. The ability to
predict all three types of flows are of interest in scramjet design.
The two dimensional equations (equations (2.41) and (2.42)) were solved using the
chemical time preconditioned Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel scheme with the CFL
number kept constant. See chapters four and five for a description of these techniques.
The computer written for this problem is given in appendix 2.
7.1. 2-D Inviscid Flow No Reaction
The non-reacting flow field can be validated by comparing the computed solution
to two dimensional inviscid theory. For the geometry given by figure 7-1 and the
fluid property data given in table 7-1 the computed non reacting pressure, temperature
and Mach number contour distributions are shown in figures 7-2, 7-3 and 7-4. The
figures show the primary oblique shock, the reflected oblique shock and the expansion
fan. A useful validation is to compare the computed to the theoretical upper wall
pressure. The comparison is shown in figure 7-5. With the exception of some smearing
of the shock, which is characteristic of finite difference schemes, the computed solution
compares well with the theoretical solution. The convergence history plot, 7-6, shows
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that the unsteady term, c9U/at, was reduced to 10-12 in approximately 500 iterations.
Note the curve levels off after 500 iterations corresponding to the Cyber 205 machine
zero. For the 60 x 60 grid calculation the computer time required per iteration was
approximately 1 CPU second. The computations were performed on the Langley Cyber
205 computer. The run times could be substantially reduced if the code were
vectorized. However for this thesis no attempt was made to vectorize the code.
7.2. 2-D Inviscid Flow with Hz-Air Chemistry
The flame holding properties of the ramp geometry could have an important
application to scramjet engine design. In this section we will show how these devices
can anchor a flame (Reaction zone). In addition the heat release produced by the
reaction zone can change the character of the local flow field. For example the release
of heat can produce locally embedded subsonic zones or with higher levels of heat
release the flow can become thermally choked. A convenient way of classifying these
different situations is to group them together on a 0 vs channel inlet Mach number
map. * is equal to the fuel to air ratio divided by the stoichiometric fuel to air
ratio. * and M are good plotting variables since they indirectly represent thermal and
kinetic energy. 0 and M were chosen as plotting variables instead of the thermal and
kinetic energy because they are known before the calculation. The map can be used
as a design tool in deciding what type of flow field will be produced for a given *
and channel inlet Mach number.
7.2.1. 2-D Heat Release
In this subsection three different examples of heat release over ramps will be
investigated. The examples include the case where the reaction zone thickness is small
compared to the geometric length scale, where the reaction zone thickness is of the
order of the geometric length scale and the case where the primary oblique shock
temperature rise is reduced to below the fuel ignition temperature by the expansion
fan. Note for the first two cases the primary oblique shock is not affected by the
expansion fan. In all of the cases considered, the mixture entering the channel is
premixed hydrogen and air.
We will begin by considering how the character of the non-reacting flow field
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can be changed with chemical reaction. The first of the cases mentioned above will be
used to illustrate the different flow fields possible. The calculations use the geometry
shown in figure 7-1. Table 7-2 outlines the fluid data used in the calculations. The
reference non reacting pressure, temperature and Mach number distributions are shown
in figures 7-7, 7-8 and 7-9. These figures show clearly that the flow is entirely
supersonic throughout the channeL If chemical reaction is allowed to occur with 0 -
.1 then the pressure, temperature and Mach number distributions are modified to those
shown in figures 7-10, 7-11 and 7-12. The figures show that the flow is still
supersonic and that the primary oblique shock has moved forward approximately 10%
of the channel length. Note that the shock reflection of the lower wall is still regular.
Figures 7-13 and 7-14 show the species contours produced by chemical reaction. Both
figures verify the original idea that the reaction is triggered by the oblique shock. The
figures also show that the OH reaction zone is thin compared to the H20 reaction
zone. Finally the solution converged in approximately 600 iterations, figure 7-15.
Increasing 0 to .24 leads to a flow field fundamentally different from the one
considered above. Figures 7-16, 7-17, 7-18, 7-19 and 7-20 show the contours of pressure,
temperature, Mach number, H20 density fraction and the OH density fraction
respectively. The flow field is different from the previous case in that it contains an
embedded subsonic zone. The subsonic zone is located behind the Mach stem formed at
the base of the oblique shock. The minimum Mach number produced for this case is .9.
The Mach stem has moved foward by 50% of the channel length compared to the
non-reacting case. The embedded subsonic can be made to fill most of the channel by
increasing # to .35 . In this case the minimum Mach number is reduced to .79 .
The contours of Mach number and H.O density fraction for this case are given by
figures 7-21 and 7-22. The size of the subsonic zone increases with increasing heat
release. Finally the figures show that the reaction zone coincides with the shock
location.
If we increase the value of 0 still further then another class of interesting flow
fields can be produced. These flow fields are characterized by heat addition levels high
enough to thermally choke the flow [51 It appears that thermal choking for this
example occurs when the embedded subsonic zones extends from the lower wall to the
upper wall. Thermal choking creates a normal shock in the channel. The normal
shock is unstable due to the converging area of the channel and is pushed out of the
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front end of the channeL Under these conditions the flow is entirely subsonic. Figure
7-23 shows the Mach contours for the evolution stage just before the normal shock
would be forced out of the inlet. In this simulation the inflow boundary conditions
were held fixed and thus these figures do not represent a real solution but serve to
illustrate the consequences of thermal choking. It is interesting to note that the quasi
one dimensional equations could also be used to predict the onset of thermal choking
since the flow is essentially one dimensional. See Bussing [5] for examples of such a
calculation. Note, there could be a stable transition solution for the case where the
flow just becomes thermally choked. However this case was not seen computationally.
Consider now the second class of ramp problems discussed in the beginning of
this section. So far we have looked at cases where the reaction zone thickness was
much smaller than the channel length. For the previous examples
Lreaction zone / Lchannel length - .1
If the channel length is reduced but the flame thickness is kept constant then a
different flow behavior can be expected. If we redo case one with -.1, but reduce
the geometric length scales to 10(% of their original values then the following results.
The results for this second case will now be discussed. The channel bump length is
now .1 LI , where LB is the case one channel bump length. Note, in the original
case the primary oblique shock was shifted foward by 109'o of the channel length.
The contours of pressure, temperature, Mach number, HzO density fraction and OH
density fraction are shown in figures 7-24, 7-25, 7-26, 7-27 and 7-28. The figures
show that the pressure, temperature and Mach number contours look the same as those
of the non-reacting case. In this case heat release takes place far downstream and has
no effect on the fluid mechanics. Note the reaction zone thicknesses are now an order
of magnitude thicker. Thus with the same level of 0 as in case one a different flow
field is produced. A thicker reaction zones implies that heat addition is delayed and
takes place further downstream from the point of ignition. Thus care must be taken to
match the reaction zone length scale and the channel length scale to produce the
desired behavior.
The last of the three cases mentioned at the begining of this section will now be
discussed. Unlike the previous two cases, this case will assess the the effect of the
expansion fan interacting with the primary oblique shock. In this case the interaction
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could reduce the static temperature rise across the shock sufficiently to extinguish the
reaction. To produce this kind of interaction we need to shorten the ramp used in the
previous examples. Figure 7-29 shows the new geometry. Note the geometric length
scale is the same as that used in case one. Using the same flow conditions described
for case one, and with a #=.1, the contours of pressure, temperature, Mach number,
HzO density fraction, OH density fraction, H2O reaction rate and OH reaction rate are
given in figures 7-30, 7-31, 7-32, 7-33, 7-34, 7-35 and 7-36. These figures show that
the reaction zone is limited to a small region of the flow and does not traverse the
full channel Figure 7-35 and 7-36 show where the reaction is actually occuring.
7.2.2. Ramp Heat Release Characterization Map
In the previous section it was shown that chemical reaction in a ramp geometry
can produce a variety of fundamentally different flow fields. If they could be
characterized in a way such that all possible flow fields could be represented on a
single figure then, the designer would have a quick way to design these devices. It is
suggested that one way to represent the various flow fields is to map them according
to the type of flow field, on a 0 vs channel inlet Mach number plot. With these
variables the suggested map for the ramp channel geometry is given by figure 7-37.
The map can be divided into different regions identified as follows: region 1
corresponds to fully supersonic flow with no chemical reaction, region 2 corresponds to
fully supersonic flow with chemical reaction, region 3 corresponds to supersonic flow
with an embedded subsonic region and chemical reaction, regions 4 and 5 are transition
cases and region 6 corresponds to the case of thermally choked flow. Chemical reaction
does not occur below a minimun inlet Mach number. The minumum inlet Mach
number dictates that the static temperature rise across the oblique shock is not high
enough for ignition to occur. The map shows there are at least four distinct regions
where the flow is fundamentally different, i.e, 1, 2, 3 and 6. The different flow
fields generated for case one are represented by the line AB. The results from case
two indicate that the position of the lines dividing the various regions will tend to
move towards the M-Mminr line as the ratio of the flame thickness to the ramp
length is increased. Similarly, case three suggests that as the ratio of t/L (channel
height fixed) i decreased the lines dividing the various regions will also tend to move
towards the M-MMi n line. Another possible choice for the abscissa variable is the
heat release due to chemical reaction (HR). 0 was chosen over HR as the abscissa
variable because 0 is known before the calculation is performed whereas HR is not.
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The map is intended to suggest a general way of laying out the possible flow
fields. A specific map would probably be needed for each fuel, ramp geometry and
set of inflow conditions.
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Properties Values Dimensions
Poo 1.0x 105 N/m 2
Too 900. K
u Velocity 1500 m/s
v Velocity 0 m/s
Moo 2.5
cP 1000. J/kg.*K
cv  714. J/kg.K
L 1.0 m
Grid 60 x 60
CFL 1.5
av .1
Table Of Fluid Data - Validation 7 - 1ATable 7-1:
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Properties Values Dimensions




u Velocity 1500 m/s










cvo z  2041. J/kg.K
CvN z  1285. J/kg-.C
-fHfo  -1.44 x 10 7 J/kg





Grid 60 x 60
CFL 1.5
ov .1
Table 7-2: Table Of Fluid Data - H2 Air
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Figure 7-1: Ramp Channel Test Geometry
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Figure 7-2:
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Figure 7-3: Non Reacting Temperature Contour Plot - Gama - 1.4
Figure 7-4: Non Reacting Mach Number Contour Plot - Gama - 1A
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Figure 7-7: Non Reacting Pressure Contour Plot - Phi - .1
Figure 7-8: Non-Reacting Temperature Contour Plot - Phi - .1
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Figure 7-9: Non-Reacting Mach Number Contour Plot - Phi - .1
Figure 7-10: Reacting Pressure Contour Plot - Phi - .1
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Figure 7-11: Reacting Temperature Contour Plot - Phi - .1
Figure 7-12: Reacting Mach Number Contour Plot - Phi - .1
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Figure 7-13: Reacting H20 Density Fraction Contour Plot - Phi - .1




Figure 7-15: Reacting Convergence History Plot - Phi - .1
Reacting Pressure Contour Plot - Phi - .24Figure 7-16:
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Figure 7-17: Reacting Temperature Contour Plot - Phi - .24
Figure 7-18: Reacting Mach Number Contour Plot - Phi - .24
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Figure 7-19: Reacting H20 Density Fraction Contour Plot - Phi - .24
Reacting OH Density Fraction Contour Plot - Phi - .24F igure 7-20.-
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Figure 7-21: Reacting Mach Number Contour Plot - Phi - .35
Figure 7-22: Reacting H20 Density Fraction Contour Plot - Phi - .35
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Figure 7-23: Reacting Mach Number Contour Plot - Phi - .5
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Figure 7-24: Reacting Pressure Contour Plot - Phi - .1
Figure 7-25: Reacting Temperature Contour Plot - Phi - .1
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Figure 7-26: Reacting Mach Number Contour Plot - Phi - .1
Reacting H20 Density Fraction Contour Plot - Phi - .1r igure 7-27:
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Figure 7-28: Reacting OH Density Fraction Contour Plot - Phi - .1
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Figure 7-30: Reacting Pressure Contour Plot - Phi - .1
Figure 7-31: Reacting Temperature Contour Plot - Phi - .1
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Figure 7-32: Reacting Mach Number Contour Plot - Phi - .1
Reacting H20 Density Fraction Contour Plot - Phi - .1F igure 7-33:
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Figure 7-34: Reacting OH Density Fraction Contour Plot - Phi - .1
H20 Rate Contour Plot - Phi - .1]Figure 7-35:
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2-D VISCOUS FLOW WITH H,-AIR CHEMISTRY
Flame holding occurs when a chemical reaction is initiated in a flow field and a
stable flame propagates downstream from that point. In a viscous flow near a solid
wall, flame holding can occur in two ways. The first way is to have a flow with a
maximum temperature which is above the ignition temperature. In this case combustion
will always occur. In the second situation the maximum temperatuti reached in the
flow is everywhere below the fuel ignition temperature. For burning to occur an
ignition source must be provided. However, only under certain situations can a stable
flame holder be produced. The next section will illustrate some of these different cases.
One example of a potential supersonic flame holder where viscous effects are
important is a rearward facing step. These devices operate by creating a hot spot
behind the step from which heat and radicals can diffuse into the unburned mixture.
If the fluid maximum temperature is above the fuel ignition temperature chemical
reaction will always occur. If tht mixture is premixed the step offers little benefit in
this case since the boundary layer before and after the step will also be reacting. For
this case a stable flame holder could be produced as long as the flow is not thermally
choked. If the fluid maximum temperature is everwhere below the fuel ignition
temperature, the step can provide a large volume of hot gas from which heat and
radicals can diffuse out of to ignite the unburned gas mixture comming over the step.
To get the flow burning in this case, an ignition source must be provided. For a
stable flame holder to exist the heat produced in the recirculation zone must be equal
to the heat which diffuses out of the recirculation zone. This implies that a fluid
particle must remain in the recirculation zone long enough for chemical reaction to
occur, iLe, rr>Hao 2 0,'OH r is the time a fluid particle remains in the recirculation
zone and TH20 and OH are chemical reaction time scales for the HZ-air chemistry
model.
In the next section an attempt will be made to characterize the rearward facing
step geometry. The full 2 - D laminar Navier-Stokes equations with H2 air chemistry
will be solved using the chemical time scaled preconditioned Jameson, Schmidt and
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Turkel scheme with the constant CFL condition. For these calculations the flow over
the step was assumed to be premixed. The computer code written for this problem is
given in appendix 3.
8.1. Effect Of Artificial Viscosity/Numerical Smoothing
Most finite differences schemes require the addition of artificial viscosity to
stabilize the scheme and remove unwanted wiggles in the solution near shocks. If we
are only interested in solving the Euler equations then adding artificial viscosity tends
to smear out shocks. The amount of smearing can be controlled by adjusting the
artificial viscosity coefficients.
Solving the Navier-Stokes equations with added artificial viscosity can lead to
errors if special care is not taken to ensure that the real viscous terms are not
overwhelmed by the artificial viscosity terms. In particular, to get an accurate
solution, the artificial viscous stress fluxes must be small in comparison to the sum of
the real viscous stresses plus the convective fluxes. A typical artificial viscosity term
can be written as,
(8.1)
AX2 8 2
while a typical real viscous stress term is given by,
(8.2)
1 8 O
" ' Re x A x
which can be approximated as,
(8.3)
Re 8x
* could be a velocity component, the temperature or a species density fraction. For
regions of the flow field where the real viscous stress terms dominate over the
convective terms a relation can be derivied from equations (8.1) and (8.2) indicating
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which implies that ov and Ax must be choosen carefully to get accurate solutions. In
fact it was found that the artificial viscosity fluxes had to be at least an order of
magnitude less than the real fluxes to prevent them from contaminating the solution.
It was found best to set Ov-.05 and vary Ax so that equation (8.4) is satisfied. The
choice of ov was determined from experience gained while computing laminar flat
boundary layers.
8.2. Viscous Flow Validation
Two test cases will be used to validate the method for the Navier-Stokes
equations. The first case consists of supersonic flow over a flat plate. The second
case is for supersonic flow over a rearward facing step. The flat plate results are
compared with another set of computations while the rearward facing results are
compared with experiment.
The simplest way to test a solution method for the Navier-Stokes equations is to
solve for the flow over a flat plate. The computations were started impulsively and
time marched to convergence. A temperature equal to the stagnation temperature was
specified at the wall. For the fluid properties given in table 8-1, and the mesh
distribution shown in figure 8-1, the computed profiles of u, T and v are given by
figures 8-2, 8-3 and 8-4. The profiles were measured at a distance of x-L, where x
is the distance measured from the plate leading edge and L equals two thirds of the
length of the plate. The Reynolds number based on the total plate length, 3/2L, is
1500. The profiles are compared with a calculation performed by Carter [81 The
comparison shows excellent agreement. Note the kink in the profile is due the bow
shock emanating from the leading edge of the plate. It was found best to run the
calculation with an artificial viscosity coefficient of .05 . In some preliminary
investigations it was observed that if a coefficient larger than .05 were used, say .1,
we would begin to see some contamination of the flow field due to artificial viscosity.
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These values correspond to artificial diffusion terms which are at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the sum of the real convection and diffusion terms. The
solution converged in approximately 2000 iterations, figure 8-5. Convergence is based
on a four order reduction in the continuity equation residual.
The second validation test case involved comparing the computed wall pressue
behind a rearward facing step with experimental data. The data was taken from an
experiment performed by Jakubowski and Lewis [21] They studied supersonic flow
over rearward facing steps for various step heights. The test data used in this
comparison is given in table 8-2. The solid walls were assumed to be adiabatic and
the upper wall is assumed to be a symmetry plane. The inflow boundary conditions
are set equal to the free stream conditions. The inflow temperature and velocity
profiles are assumed to be constant across the inflow boundary. The computational
grid is shown in figure 8-6. In constructing a grid care must be taken to ensure that
the errors associated with the artificial viscosity terms do not contaminate the
computed solutions. The computed pressure, temperature and Mach contours are given
by figures 8-7, and 8-8. The velocity vector plot, 8-9, shows clearly the viscous
layers. Figure 8-10 is an enlargement of the recirculation zone and shows that the
flow is in rotation. The computations give the reattachment point as being one step
height downstream of the step, in agreement with Jakubowski and Lewis's
experimental observations. Note the boundary layer coming over the step is of the
order of one step height, again in agreement with Jakubowski and Lewis's experimental
observations. Finally the computed and experimental wall pressures behind the step are
given in figure 8-11. The figure shows that reasonable agreement was obtained between
the computation and the experiment. The differences between the experiment and the
computation could be partly due to the fact that the gas mixture in the experiment
was not standard air but a dissociated mixture which could not be adequately
accounted for in the present computer code. In addition the code did not take into
account the variation of cp and cv with temperature. The code considers the various
thermodynamic properties to be dependent only the species density fractions.
Convergence for this example was obtained in approximately 2000 iterations (figure
8-12).
Given these two validation cases a high degree of confidence in the solution
method and code ability to solve the Navier-Stokes equations has been established.
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8.3. Heat Release
The computational mesh used for all of the remaining rearward facing step
calculations is shown in figure 8-13, while the fluid and property data are given in
table 8-3. Note the lower boundary is modeled as a solid wall while the upper
boundary is modeled as a symmetry line. In order to reduce the computational domain
size an incompressible Blasius flat plate boundary layer profile was specified at the
inlet. For this example the solid walls were assumed to be adabatic and non-catalytic.
The flow over a rearward facing step is strongly dependent on the ratio of the
boundary layer thickness to the step height, 0. Three situations were investigated to
assess the effect of varying 0. The three situations include 0>>I, 0=r1 and •<41. In
the first case, Q>>1, the amount of flame holding provided by the step is small
compared to the flame holding provided by a simple flat plate boundary layer. A
flat plate can hold a flame if the maximum temperature reached in the boundary
layer is greater than the fuel ignition temperature. In this case the step has little or
no effect on flame holding and will not be considered further here. For 0=1, the
boundary layer thickness was chosen to be equal to the height of the step, which is
typical for scramjet applications. Finally, the boundary layer thickness was set to zero
for the case when •<<1.
The flow is also strongly affected by the ratio of the fluid maximum
temperature to the fuel ignition temperature, E. If 2 is greater than one the fuel and
air autoignite wherever the static temperature is above the fuel ignition temperature. A
2: less than one corresponds to the situation where the fluid maximum temperature is
everywhere below the fuel ignition temperature. In this case, for chemical reaction to
occur, an ignition a:,-rce must be provided. Numerically this implies forcing the
temperature behind t:' ~'p to be above the ignition temperature for a period of time
and then removing this constraint once the fuel has started burning.
Examples of a non-reacting temperature, Mach number and velocity field, with
0•1, :<1 and -.5, are shown in figure 8-14, 8-15 and 8-16. A blow up of the
region behind the step shows clearly the recirculation region , figure 8-17. Figures
8-18 and 8-19 show that, with combustion, chemical reaction occurs in the boundary
layers and behind the step. The amount of chemical reaction produced by the step is
comparable to that produced by the boundary layer coming over the step. The
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maximum temperature reached behind the step is approximately 1850K. If 0 is
increased to 1 the flow thermally chokes. Due to resource limations the residuals
were only reduced by 2.5 orders of magnitude for all of the reacting step calculations.
Using the same flow conditions just discussed but with a step height equal to
.15 m (Re, Pr, 7 and M free stream same as above), 1-0 and #=.5, the following is
generated. First the non-reacting temperature, Mach number and velocity field
distribution is given in figure 8-20, 8-21, 8-22 and 8-23. With combustion, figures 8-24
and 8-25 , chemical reaction occurs only behind the step. The maximum temperature
reached was approximately 2350K. In this case chemical reaction is limited to the
region behind the step. Thus if 2>1 the step serves only to incrase the size of the
burning region compared to a a simple boundary layer. The increased reaction zone size
could increase the rate at which heat and radicals are transferred to the unburned
fluid and thus increase the rate of flame spreading away from the flame holding
region.
So far all of the cases considered have assumed that 1>1. If Z<1 the steady state
solution will depend on the initial conditions. To compute the stable reacting solution,
if one exists, requires that an ignition source be provided. To ignite the fuel, a hot
spot is created behind the step. The assumption here is that the release of heat will
raise the local static temperature above the fuel ignition temperature and sustain a
stable burning process. This means that a stable flame can only be produced if the
fuel concentration is high enough to insure a sufficient level of heat release. For the
problem under consideration the non-reacting maximum temperature is approximately
1350K. As a demonstration that multiple steady states are possible consider increasing
the fuel ignition temperature to 1450K, O<<1. Note the fuel ignition temperature is
usually a constant but is varied here to illustrate a point. With a #-1 and the
chemistry model turned on, two different steady states can be arrived at by varying
the initial conditions. The two steady states include a non-reacting and a reacting
solution. If the starting temperature was chosen to be below Tig than the non-reacting
solution was obtained. If a hot spot was set up behind the step, than the reacting
steady state solution was obtained. With the step height used in the first reacting
example (h-.025m) only the non-reacting steady state is obtained. However, if the step
height is increased by a factor of 6 (Re, Pr, 7 and M free stream kept constant), two
solutions can be obtained depending upon the initial conditions. Figures 8-26, 8-27,
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8-28 and 8-29 show the temperature , the velocity field, the H2 0 reaction rate source
term and the HzO density fraction contours for the reacting situation. Note the
reattachment point has moved to approximately 1.5 step heights downstream of the
step compared to 1 for the non-reacting case, figure 8-22. The maximum temperature
reacted in the flow field was 2860K.
8.4. Rearward Facing Step Characterization Map
It is suggested that some of the reacting rearward facing step flows can be
characterized on a 0 vs Tmax/Tig map, figure 8-30. The map breaks up the possible
flow fields into three regions, reacting (1), non-reacting/reacting (2) and non-reacting
(3). The figures indicate that for a E less than 1, there is a region on the map where
the steady state is dependent upon the initial conditions chosen. In this region at least
two different steady state solutions can be generated, reacting and non-reacting. The
non-reacting steady state is arrived at by choosing an initial temperature distribution
which is everywhere below Tig. The reacting steady state, if one exists, is found by
starting the calculation with a hot spot (T>Tig) behind the step. For the other two
regiors only one steady state exists.
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Properties Values Dimensions
PO 7.0 N/m 2
TOO 216. K
u Velocity 882 m/a





v  714. J/kg.*K
L .15 m
Grid 60 x 60
CFL 1.
ov .05




Poo  744. N/m2
Too 1046. *K
u Velocity 2491. m/s








Grid 51 x 31
CFL 1.
ov .05
Rearward Facing Step Test Data - ValidationTable 8-2:
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Properties Values Dimensions




u Velocity 1200. m/s





cpH2  2854. J/kg-.K
Cro0 2041. J/kg.K
cpNz 1285. J/kg.K





HfH2 0  -1.44 X 10 J/kg






Grid 51 x 31
CFL 1.
ov .05
Table 8-3: Rearward Facing Step Test Data
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Figure 8-3: Temperature Profile
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Figure 8-5: Flat Plate Convergence History
Figure 8-6: Rearward Facing Step Mesh - Validation
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Figure 8-7: Temperature Contours - Validation
INC =.4
Figure 8-8: Mach Number Contours - Validation
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Figure 8-9: Velocity Vector Plot - Validation
Recirculation Zone Velocity Vector Plot - Validation
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Figure 8-11: Comparison Between Computed an
Wall Pressure
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Figure 8-13: Computational Grid
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Figure 8-15: Non-Reacting Mach Number Contours
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Figure 8-16: Non-Reacting Velocity Vector Distribution
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Figure 8-17: Blowup Non-Reacting Recirculation Zone
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Figure 8-18: Reacting Temperature Contours
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Figure 8-19: Reacting Y.zO Contours
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Figure 8-20: Non-Reacting Temperature Contours
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Figure 8-21: Non-Reacting Mach Number Contours
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Figure 8-22: Non-Reacting Velocity Vector Distribution
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Figure 8-23: Blowup Non-Reacting Recirculation Zone
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Figure 8-24: Reacting Temperature Contours
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Figure 8-27: Reacting Velocity Vector Distribution
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Figure 8-28: H20 Reaction Rate Source Term
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Several important contributions to the field of computational fluid dynamics and
chemically reacting flows associated with scramjet flame holders can be drawn from
this study and summarized as follows:
Computational Fluid Dynamics
1. The time stiffness associated with stiff finite rate chemistry can be removed
from the Navier-Stokes equations by preconditioning the unsteady equations.
2. If only the steady state is desired, the amount of computational work was
found to be independent of the level of chemical stiffness.
3. The preconditioner chosen can be shown to be equivalent to advancing each
state quantity at its own characteristic rate.
4. The point implicit method can be shown to be a special case of a more
general preconditioning method.
5. The method can be made time accurate by choosing numerical time steps
which are less than the time scales of interest.
6. The preconditioning technique is shown to be extendable to the Ni multiple
grid method.
Scramjet Flame Holders
1. Two candidate scramjet flame holders were studied using the 2-D Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations with an HZ-air chemistry modeL
2. With the ramp flame holder geometry at least three different flow fields
could be produced. These included fully supersonic flow, supersonic flow
with an embedded subsonic zone and a thermally choked flow.
3. It was suggested that the behavior of 2-D compression ramps could be
characterized and the results plotted on an inlet 0 vs inlet Mach number
map. The map serves to identify what type of flow will be produced for
a given combination of 0 and inlet Mach number.
4. The onset of thermal choking could be delayed by shortening the ramp
wedge or by increasing the ratio of the flame thickness to the ramp length.
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5. Reacting flows over rearward facing steps were found to be strongly
dependent on the ratio of the boundary layer thickness coming over the
step to the step height and to the ratio of the fluid maximum temperature
to the fue ignition temperature.
6. It was suggested that some of the possible rearward facing step flow fields
could be plotted on a 0 vs Tmax/Tig map.
Each of these points will be discussed in detail in the following sections. In
addition several recommendations will be made about possible future work. The
results of this thesis have been published in two recent AIAA papers [4, 61
9.1. Numerical Methods
The numerical integration of the equations governing chemical reacting flows can
be very expensive unless special care is taken to remove the time stiffness limitations
characteristic of these problems. A variety of numerical methods have been developed
to solve these equations including both explicit and implicit techniques. Purely explicit
methods are limited and become very inefficient when the time scales associated with
chemical reaction become small compared to the fluid time scales Implicit methods
overcome these limitations but lose their high performance when applied to problems
with more than one space dimension. A preconditioning procedure is developed which
successfully removes the stiffness limitations due to chemical reactions and whose
performance does not degrade when applied to problems with more than one space
dimension. In addition the preconditioning technique can be applied to multiple grid
acceleration methods which can further improve the efficiency of the scheme. The
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where U, F, G, and H are the state quantities, both fluxes and source terms
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respectively. S is a preconditioning matrix which is used to rescale the equations In
time so that each state quantity, U, is numerically advanced at its own characteristic
rate. Specifically this means that a fluid quantity is marched at a fluid time scale and
a species quantity at its own chemical rate time scale. Note both equations satisfy the
same steady state equation. If only the steady state solution is desired then advancing
each state quantity at its own characteristic rate produces a time inaccurate solution
but one that converges very quickly to the steady state. With this particular
technique the number of iterations needed to achieve steady state is found to be
independent of the level of stiffness. Stiffness is defined as the ratio of the




For the problems of interest S can vary from 10 to 106, which can translate to
substantial computational work savings. If a time accurate solution is desired then one
needs only to reduce the numerical time step to the time scale of interest.
The preconditioning concepts were also shown to be extendable to the Ni multiple
grid acceleration scheme. In addition the use of a local CFL number can improve the
rate of convergence of the scheme.
The preconditioning procedure is applied to the MacCormack and Jameson, Schmidt
and Turkel finite volume schemes. The preconditioned methods are applied to one and
two dimensional problems with simple 02 dissociation and a two step H2 - air
chemistry model
9.2. 2-D Scramjet Flame Holders
Two candidate scramjet flame holders were assessed in this thesis. The first
flame holder considered uses an oblique shock wave to trigger and hold a flame. It
was found that with various levels of heat addition the flow field character could be
changed from an entirely supersonic flow, to one containing embedded subsonic zones.
If the level of heat addition is increased still further the flow becomes thermally
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choked and the shock system is forced out of the front of the inlet. A variety of
parameters, including the ratio of the flame thickness to the channel geometric length ,
0 and inlet channel Mach number were varied and the results were plotted on a # vs
inlet Mach number map. This suggested map can identify the flow regime generated
for a given set of flow conditions. is the ratio of the fuel to air ratio to the
stoichiometric fuel to air ratio.
The second class of flame holders considered were rearward facing steps.
Rearward facing steps act as flame holders by creating a hot region from which a
flame can be anchored. It was found that reacting flows over rearward facing steps
could produce a variety of different flow fields. Is is suggested that some of the
different possible flow fields could be plotted on a 0 vs Tmax/Tig map.
9.3. Recommendations For Future Work
Based on this study several recommendations can be made about possible future
work. These recommendations can be summarized as follows:
1. Improved damping scheme
2. Real gas effects
3. Grid embedding
4. Turbulence modeling
5. A more accurate H2 - air chemistry model
6. Extend the method to 3 - D
Each recommendation is explained in detail below.
Improved Damping Scheme
The 2-D viscous results indicate the importance of ensuring that the artificial
viscosity terms are not a significant fraction of the sum of the convective plus the
real viscous terms. This condition is particularly important when dealing with
reacting flows where the species gradients can be large. It is suggested that an
artificial viscosity scheme like the one proposed by Jameson be used. He used a
switch on the second order smoothing term related to the pressure. It might prove
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advantageous to base the switch on the species concentration when damping the species
equations. This could prove helpful since a thin reaction zone might be produced,
which could have only a small pressure gradient. In this case a switch based on
pressure would be small in value which could be insufficient for effective damping.
Real Gas Effects
The non-reacting rearward facing step calculation indicates the importance of
modeling the real behavior of the gases. In particular modeling Cp and C, as
functions of species gradients, temperature and pressure and not just species gradients, as
was done here, can greatly improve the solution accuracy. This occurs because the
solution is very sensitive to all of these quantities. This information can be obtained
from the NASA gas tables [34] where the fluid properties are given as functions of
pressure and temperature in tabular form or in the form of parametric equations.
Either form could be used effectively to model the real gas behavior of the fluid.
Grid Embedding
In recent years grid embedding ([551 [121 [i1) has received considerable
attention. The advantages of this approach is that grid points are added only where
needed and points are not wasted in regions where nothing happens. The disadvantages
are that the technique tends to be complex and to have a complicated data base. With
these limitations in mind the technique seems to offer the potential of significant work
and storage savings compared to non-embedding techniques [111 The embedding
techniques would be particulary useful in the recirculation region behind rearward
facing steps where high accuracy is required to predict flame holding.
Turbulence Modeling
Extending the present work to include turbulence effects is important since most
scramjet flows are turbulent. For most scramjet applications Sindir [49] showed that
the least complex turbulence model that can adaquately describe these flows is the k -
e turbulence model. He found that the simpler models, i.e. algebraic, could not
reliably predict the flow behind geometries like rearward facing steps. In addition
with chemical reaction these discrepancies are expected to become greater.
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Sindir found that when he solved the fluid transport and k - e turbulence
equations he encountered a stiffness problem similar to the one characteristic of the
reacting species equation. The preconditioning procedure developed as part of this thesis
can be used to overcome this problem. In this case the source terms represent the
production of turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic
energy. The k - e turbulence transport equations can be written in conservative form
and solved using the techniques described in chapters 4 and 5.
Care must be taken to insure that the effect of turbulence on the chemical
reaction rate is properely accounted for. Turbulence adds a random fluctuation that
produces a temperature and species fluctuation which can significantly increase the
burning rate. This interaction is particularly important when the turbulence time
scales are of the same order of the chemical reaction time scales.
A More Accurate H2 - Air Chemistry Model
The H2 - Air chemistry model used in the thesis was developed by Rogers and
Chinitz [441 The model is a simplified version of a more accurate 8 step model and
is intended to model scramjet combustor flow. Using the 8 step reaction model gets
around the problem of having to specify the ignition temperature, since the model is
valid below the ignition temperature, and provides a more accurate reaction detail
important in flame holding.
The implementation of this model will follow the method described at the
beginning of this thesis. The only difficulties would be the need to add two new
species transport equations for the O and H radicals. In addition the matricies which
need to be solved become 10 * 10 instead of the 8 * 8 used here, which implies some
additional work in computing the jacobians.
Extend The Method To 3-D
Three dimensional effects can have a strong effect on the overall flow field.
Using the 2-D equations to predict the flow over a rearward facing step allows
information to propagate from the recirculation zone to the outer-flow only by
diffusion. In 3-D secondary flow fields could arise augmenting the diffusion
mechanism with 3-D convective mechanisms. Thus 3-D effects could increase the
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exchange of information between the recirculation zone and the outer-flow leading to
more effective flame holding.
In reality fuel is injected through circular holes producing highly 3-D flow
fields. It is believed that the recirculation behind these jets can produce stable flame
holding. Therefore the ability to compute 3-D nonreacting/reacting flow fields would
have many useful applications.
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Appendix 1 H,-Air Preconditioner
The preconditioning matrix S is given by,
OH
s = [I + &t--]
au
where H/Iau is the Jacobian matrix of the source term with respect to the state
quantities U. Note the dimension of S is equal to the number of state quantities
U. For the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations with the Roger's and Chinitz H2 -air chemistry
model, the number of required state quantities is 8. In this case the Jacobian consits
of 64 elements. However, many of these elements are equal to zero. The S matrix
used with the Roger's and chinitz chemistry model will now be derivied.
The state quantities U are given as U - [p, pu, pv, pE, pYHZ, pY 02, pYHZ0'
pYN 1 while the source terms H are H - [0 ,0 , ,0, wg, wo0  ' W O, 01]. The
three non-zero source terms are,
k,,U sU6  kb,(UOH) 2
W = Aw. [- +
Awm2Ao02 Awo2
kf2UsUon2  kb2 72
+ ]
Aw 2Awon 2  Aw20o2
k,,U sU6  kbl(UOH) 2S = Aw [- + I
2 2 Aw Aw02 AWo2
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(4)
k f2U 5 O2  kb2 72
wN20 = Aw. 4 2 [ - IAW 2Aw2Aw Aw 202
where UOH - U3 - U5 - U6 - U7 - U8 and Hs--w 5 , H--w. and H 7 --w 7 . With
the U's and H's the Jacobian elements can be evaluated as follows,
aH 11t
-um 0
for n - 1,2,3,4,8 and m - 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8. Only rows 5, 6 and 7 of the matrix S
contribute non-zero elements to the Jacobian. For example the contributions to row 5
from the Jacobian are,
k bUc0







= Aw 1.- (ak,,/8T)UsU6
-- ,4•P -
(ak b/8aTXUo) 2
Aw 2Aw2 Awo 2
(ak,2/aT)U5 U•, 2  (Ak,/oT)XU,) 2
- + .]












a8H k5Ue  kblUoH
•= Aw A [- - 2 A














8H 5 kblOH k,,2UsUo 2kb2 7
- 2 AwH [ + -+ I
, 2 AWOH2 Aw 2Awo 2 Aw.20
aHe
-• = 2 Aw [-2
dU "a2
-k bUoN kQf2 5 OH
+
AWo 2 Aw2 AWo 2H2
where,
(14)
kf,, A1(~)-"11  E,[-10 + I exp(- E,/R TT )
-T Too le RUTTOo
Ok, 2  A2(0 ) 14 _" E
-(-13 +- exp(- E,/R7TTo)
"T ToO  R TToo
Ok,, 1 Ok,, k,, aK.,
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( INVISCID - FINITE RATE CHEMISTRY
2-D INVISCID NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY SOLVER
THE PROGRAM IS PRESENTLY SET UP TO SOLVE
FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW IN CHANNELS AND OVER
FORWARD FACING RAMPS. THE PROGRAM CAN ALSO
HANDLE FLOWS WITH EMBEDDED SUBSONIC ZONES.
THE SCHEME IS BASED ON AN EXTENED FINITE VOLUME
MULTISTEP EULER EQUATION METHOD PROPOSED BY
JAMESON( JUNE 1983).
THE EQUATIONS SOLVED ARE THE 2 - D EULER
EQUATIONS COUPLED WITH FINITE RATE CHEMISTRY.
THE ROGERS AND CHINITZ H2-AIR CHEMISTRY
MODEL IS MODEL THE COMBUSTION PROCESS
THE SOURCE TERMS ARE INTEGRATED IMPLICITLY
WHILE THE SPATIAL DERIVATIES ARE INTEGRATED
EXPLICITLY (POINT IMPLICIT METHOD).
CP AND CV ARE CURRENTLY DEPENDENT ONLY ON




C WRITTEN AT THE C
C MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY C
C DATE STARTED C
C MARCH 1984 C
C BY C
C C
C THOMAS BUSSING C
C C
C THE DETAILS OF THE EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL C
C METHOD USED ARE GIVEN IN THOMAS BUSSING C









































- 1 , NITER
- I

































DETERMINE IF STEADY STATE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED
CALL CONV
IF(IRES.EQ.O.AND.I.GT.50) GO TO 100
DO 2 IY - 1 , NYY
DO 2 IX - 1 , NXX








































COMON/VAR16e/DXE(, 0, 60),DXN(4, 0,60),DXW(4,60,60),DXS(4, 0,60)
COMMON/VAR17/DYE(4, 60,60),DYN(4,60,60),DYW(4,60,60),DS(4,60,60)
COMMON/VAR18/DD(2,8,60,60)





C --- READ INPUT DATA("INPUT.DAT")
C
















C --- IEQ - NUMBER OF TRANSPORT EQUATIONS SOLVED
C
IEQ S8
C --- FOR PURELY INVISCID CALCULATION
C --- FOR A VISCOUS CALCULATION
C
CFL
CFL - 2. (APPROXIMATELY)
CFL - .5 (APPROXIMATELY)
- 1.
C --- ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT
C --- ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT
INVISCID DCOFF - .1
VISCOUS DCOFF - .05
DCOFF - .1
C
















P1 FREE STREAM PRESSURE (N/M**2)
P1 - 100000.
TI FREE STREAM TEMPERATURE (K)
- 900.






































































C --- IP NO CHEMICAL REACTION IS DESIRED ACO. - 0
C --- IF CHEMICAL REACTION IS DESIRED ACO - 1
C
ACOM - 0.
C --- TRIGGER TEMPERATURE - ABOVE THIS TEMPERATURE CHEMICAL REACTION
C OCCURS



























ALPHA(1) ,ALPHA(2) ,ALPHA(3) ,ALPHA(4)
IVIS
P1 , Tl , Ul , Vl ,AL
VISL , COND , CP , CV
DFH2 , DFO2 , DFH20 , DFOH , DFN2
CPH2 , CPO2 , CPH20 , CPOH , CPN2
CVH2 , CVO2 , CVH20 , CVOH , CVN2
CONH2 , CONO2 , CONH20 , CONOH , CONN2












































C --- DETERMINE REMAINING INPUT UNKNOWNS
C
CP - CONH2 * CPH2 + CON02 * CP02 + CONH20 * CPH20
1 + CONOH * CPOH + CONN2 * CPN2
CV - CONH2 * CVH2 + CON02 ' CV02 + CONH20 * CVH20
1 + CONOH * CVOH + CONN2 * CVN2
R - CP - CV
GAMA - CP / CV
DHEATF- CONH2 * DFH2 + CON02 * DF02 + CONH20 * DFH20
1 + CONOH * DFOH + CONN2 * DFN2
C
C --- PHI IS THE FUEL EQUIVALENCE RATIO
C
PHI - (CONH2 / CON02) * 8.
C
DEN1 - P1/(R'T1)
VELO1 - SQRT(Ul**2 + V1802)
El - CV*Tl+.5*VELO012 + DHEATF / VELOl**2
C
C --- DETERMINE NON-DIMENSIONAL VARIABLES
C
P11 - Pl/(DEN1*VELO1'*2)




C --- COMPUTE THE FREE STREAM NON-DIMENSIONAL VARIABLES
C
- DEN1 * VELO1 * AL / VISL
- VISL * CP / COND
- VELO1/SQRT(GAMA*R*T1)
- 1.0 / ((GAMA - 1.0)*AMI**2)
- -. 6666 / REN






































- U1 / VELO1






U VEL(I,J)**2 + VVEL(I,J)**2
- Ell






















- UVEL(1,J)*)2 + Pll
- UVEL(I,J)*VVEL(I,J)
- (P11 + E11)*UVEL(1,J)








FI(6,1,0) - UVEL(1,J) * CON02
FI(7,I,J) - UVEL(1,J) s CONH20
FI(8,I,J) - UVEL(1,J) * CONN2
GI(1,I,J) - VVEL(I,J)
OI(C,I,J) - UVEL(I,J)*VVEL(I,J)
GI(S,I,J) - VVEL(I,J)0*2 + P11
GI(4,I,J) - (P11 + Eli )*VVEL(I,J)
OGI(S,I,) - VVEL(Z,J) * CONHS
OG(6,I,J) - VVEL(1,J) * CON02
OG(7,I,0) - VVEL(1,J) * CONH20



















C --- ZERO OUT ALL VISCOUS LENGTH ARRAYS
C
DO 2 - 1 , 4
DO 2 I - 1 , NX














































NXMAX- NX + 1
NYMAX- NY + 1
NXX - NX-1
NXXX - NX - 2
NYY - NY-1
NYTY - NY - 2
NSXB - NSX - 1
NSXA - NSX + 1
NSYB - NSY - 1
NSYA - NSY + 1
C
C --- INPUT THE MESH DISTRIBUTION HERE
C
C
C --- X COORDINATE FORMULATION
C
DXX - 1.0 / NXX
DYY - .5 / NYY
X(1,1) - 0.0










DO 4 I - 1 , NXMAX
Y(I,1) - 0.0
DO 4 J - 2 , NYMAX
IF(I.LE.8) DHY - .5
IF(I.GT.8.AND.I.LE.40) DHY - .5 - .1C(X(I,3)-X(8,J))/
(X(40,J)-X(8,J))
IF(I.GT.40) DHY - .4
Y(I,J) - Y(I,J-1) + DHY/NYY
4 CONTINUE
*** *3s******s * s **s**s**s**s*****s**** *****
REMAINDER OF GRID GENERATION PROCESS AUTOMATIC
sssse~s**s*** 2ststste*.*s·s~tast*ss~sssts~s
C
C --- DETERMINE THE AREA OF EACH CELL
C
DO 10 J - 1 , NY
DO 10 1 - 1 NX
Al - (X(I+1,J+1) - X(I,J)) * (Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J))
A2 - (X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J)) * (Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I,J))
AREA(I,J) - (ABS(A1) + ABS(A2)) / 2.0
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 J - I , NYY
DO 20 I - 1 , NXX
C

















































































































- I , NYY





































(YW1 + YW2)(VS1 *T2)
























































































































































- L - ;)d;
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C --- PROJECTIONS OF VISCOUS CELL SOUTH SIDE
C
- 2 , TY















































































































DXE(4,I,J) - - .5 * (XE1 + XE2)
DXN(4,I,J) - - .5 * (XN1 + XN2)
DXW(4,I,J) - - .5 * (XWl + XW2)
DXS(4,I,J) - - .5 0 (XS1 + XS2)
DYE(4,I,J) - - .5 * (YE1 + YE2)
DYN(4,I,J) - - .5 * (YN1 + fN2)
DYW(4,I,J) - - .S * (YWI + YW2)



































DO 1 J -2 , NYYY
DO 1 I -2 , NXXX
Xl - X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+l,J)
X2 - X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
X3 - X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
X4 - X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
Y1 - Y(I+I,J+I) - Y(I+I,J)
























S.s5 (FI(K,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))
S.5 (FI(K,1-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
.- 5 (FI(K,I,J-1) + 7I(K,I,J))
S.5 (GI(K,I+1,3J) + GI(K,I,J))
.5 (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + 0I(K,I,J))
- (F1 + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (FA + FV(4,,I,,J))*y4
- (G1 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (02 + OV(2,K,I,J))*X2
m (03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G4 + OV(4,K,I,J))1X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (OFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)




DO 10 J - 2 , NYY
Xl - X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
X2 - X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
X3 - X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
X4 - X(I+l,J) - X(I,J)
T1 - Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
Y2 - Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
Y3 - Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
Y4 ' Y(I+1,i) - Y(I,J)
DO 11 K - 1 , IEQ
F1 - .5 * (FI(K,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
F2 - .5 * (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))
IF(K.EQ.1)F3 - Ul/VEL01
IF(K.EQ.2)F3 - (U1/VEL01)**2 + P11
IF(K.EQ.3)F3 - (Ul * V1)/VELO1**2
IF(K.EQ.4)F3 - Ell U1/VELO1 + Ul*P11/VELO1
IF(K.EQ.5)F3 - CONH2 * Ul/VELO1
IF(K.EQ.6)F3 - CON02 * Ul/VELO1
IF(K.EQ.7)F3 - CONH20 * UI/VELO1
IF(K.EQ.8)F3 - CONN2 * Ul/VEL01
F4 - .5 * (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
01 - .5 • (GI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
02 - .5 * (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
IF(K.EQ.1)03 - V1/VELO1
IF(K.EQ.2)G3 - V1 * Ul/VEL01''2
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- Ell * V1/VELO1 + VI*Pll/VELO1
- CONH2 * V1/VELO1
- CON02 * VI/VELO1
- CONH20 * Vl/VELOI
- CONN2 * VI/VELO1
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
- (F1 + FV(I,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))YT4
- (01 + GV(I,K,I,J))*X1 + (G2 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
S(G03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G4 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(IJ)
































- X(I+1,J+i) - X(I+l,J)
- X(I,J+1) - X(I+l,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+l,J+1) - Y(I+l,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+l,J+1)
- Y(,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
- 1 , IEQ




- (UI/VELOI)**2 + P11
- (Ui * V1)/VELO1**2
- Ell * U1/VELO1 + Ul*P11/VEL01
- CONH2 * U1/VELO1
- CON02 * Ul/VELO1
- CONH20 Ul1/VELO1
- CONN2 * Ul/VELO1
- .5 * (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))




- Vl * UI/VEL01**2
- VI**2/VEL01l*2 + P11
- Ell * VI/VELO1 + VI*Pll/VEL01
- CONH2 * V1/VELO1














.5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
(F1 + FV(i,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))sT2
(F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*'3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Ty
(01 + GV(I,K,I,J))'X1 + (G2 + GV(2,X,I,3))*X2
(G3 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G4 + GV(4,1,1,J))*X4
(FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)








































- X(I+1,J+1) - X(1+1,J)
- X(,c+1)) - X(I+l,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(1,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
SY(I,J+i) - Y(I+1,J+1)
Y- (I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+I,J) - Y(I,J)
1 , IEQ
.5s (FI(K,I+1,7) + FI(K,I,J))
.s- (FI(K,I,7+1) + FI(K,I,J))
- UI/VELO1
- (Ul/VEL01)'*2 + P11
- (Ul * V1)/VELO1**2
- Ell i/VEL01 + UlPll/VEL01
- CONH2 * U1/VELO1
- CON02 * U1/VELO1
- CONH20 * Ul/VL'1
- CONN2 a Ul/VELO1
- 0.0
- PRES(1,i)
S.5 (GI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
W .S • (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
- Vi/VELO1
- V1 * Ui/VELOi1'2
- V1**2/VEL01**2 + P11
- Ell * VI/VELO1 + V1*P11/VEL01
- CONH2 t Vl/VELO1
- CON02 * Vl/VEL01
- CONH20 * Vl/VELO1
- CONN2 * Vl/VELO1
- 0.0
- PRES(I,1)
- (F1 + FV(1,K,I,J))*'I + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2









C --- LOWER BOM
C -----
C
- (01 + GV(I,K,I,J))sX1 + (02 + GV(2,X,I,qY))D2
- (03 + GV(3,X,I,J))OX3 + (G4 + OV(4,K,I,J))*X&
- (FFLUXE + FFLUXWS) - (GYLUXEN + GVP..MCWS
- RESID / APREA(I,J)
----------Y ----WALL CELL EVALATION----------
---------------------- 
j 1
DO 3 1-2 NXXx
PW - PPESUE,1)
xi X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+
2 X(z,J+1) - X(1+
X3 - )(I,J) - X(I,o
71 - X(I+-i,) - X(I,
72 Y(,.) - 7(1+:
Y3 - Y((I
Y4 Y(+1,J) -Y(
DO 4 K I ,IEQ
Fl - .5 (Fl(?,1+1,J)




01 - .5 (GI(KI+l,J)
02 - .do6 (0I(KIJ+1)
03 m .5
IF(K.EQ.3)G4 - PW
FFLUXEN - (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))Y1l
FFLUiWS - (F3 + FV(3,K,I,d))SY3
GFLUXEW - (G1 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1
GFLUXWS - (03 + OV(3,K,I,J))*X3
RESID - (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) -
RES(K,1,J) - RESID / AREA(I,J)
CONT INUE
CONTINUE

















+ (F2 + FV(2,1,I,J))OY2
+ (T4 + FV(1,I, !,J))*Yl
+ (02 + GV(2,X,I,J))*XZ
+ CG,' 4 GV(4,K,I,J))*X 4
(GFLtr'XEN + OFUIWS)
J .mP~77
DO S I 522 ,XXX
Xi - X(I+I,J+i) - X(I+1,J)
X2 - X(IY+1) - X(I+lJ+l)
























- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+I,J) - Y(I,J)
- 1 , IEQ
.s * (FI(K, +1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(I,NYT)
.s * (FI(K,I-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
.s * (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
S.5 (GI(K,I+I,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(I,NYY)
S.5 (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-i) + GI(K,I,J))
- (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*YI + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))YT2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (Fr + FV(4,K,I,J))YT4
- (Gl01 + GV(1,K,I,J))*Xl + (G2 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
- (G3 + GV(3,K,I,J))SX3 + (G4 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)
cC -------------------------
C EXIT BOWDARY EVALUATION
C
C
CC --- UPPER CTER CELL------------------------C

















- X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
., X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)




- .5 * (FI(K,I-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
















.5 * (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
.5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
(Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
(F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
(G1 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (G2 + GV(2,KI,J))*X2
(03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (04 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
(FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + OFLUXWS)
RESID / AREA(I,J)
































- X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
- X(•,J+1) - x(I+1,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
SY(I+1,J+1l) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,c+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
- 1 , IEQ
- FI(K,I,J)
.5 * (FI(K,I,J+1) + FICK,I,c))




.5 ' (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
.5 (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(NXX,J)
m (F1 + FV(1,R,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))'Y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))'Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
- (01 + GV(1,K,I,J))'X1 + (02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
- (03 + GV(3,X,I,J))*X3 + (04 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (OFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)







- 2 , NYYY
- X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+l,J)
- X(I,J+l) - X(I+1,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
200
X4 - X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
Y1 - Y(I+1,J+I) - Y(I+I,J)
Y2 - Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
Y3 - Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
Y4 - Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
DO 22 K - 1 , IEQ
Fl - FI(K,I,J)
F2 - .5  (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))
F - .5 a (FI(K,I-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
F4 .5 ' (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
01 = GI(K,I,J)
G2 - .5 * (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
GS3 .5 8 (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
G4 - .5 ' (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
FFLUXEN - (Fl1 + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
FFLUXWS - (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (FA + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
GFLUXEN - (G1 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (G2 + GV(2,K,I,J))'X2
GFLUXWS - (G03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G4 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
RESID - (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)




































DO 1 - 1 , NYY




























- 1 , NYY























































































COMMON/VAR23/REN, PR,FACT1 , LAMB,SDIFF
DO 1 - 2 , NYYY












- U(1,I,J+1,2) + U(1,I,J-1,2) -2.0'U(1,I,J,2)
- U(2,I,J+1,2) + U(2,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(2,I,J,2)
- U(3,I,J+1,2) + U(3,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(3,I,J,2)
- U(4,I,J+1,2) + U(4,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(4,I,J,2)
- U(5,I,J+1,2) + U(5,I,J-1,2) -2.0'U(5,I,J,2)
- U(6,I,J+1,2) + U(6,I,J-1,2) -2.0'U(6,1,3,2)
- U(7,I,J+1,2) + U(7,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(7,I,J,2)
- U(8,I,J+1,2) + U(8,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(8,I,J,2)
- 1 , NXX
rT EVALUATION OF U'S - BASED UPON REFLECTION
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C --- Y - 1
C
UIGHOST - DEN(I,1)

























- U(I,I,2,2) + U1GHOST - .O*U(1,I,1,2)
- U(2,I,2,2) + U20HOST - 2.0*U(2,I1,2)
- U(3,1,2,2) + U3GHOST - 2.O*U(3,1,1.2)
- U(4,1,2,2) + U4GHOST - 2.o0U(lI,1,2)
- U(5,I,2,2) + U5GHOST - 2.0*UC5,I,1,2)
- U(6,1,2,2) + U6GHOST - 2.O'U(6,I,1,2)
- U(7,1,2,2) + T7GHOST - 2.0*UC7,1,1,2)


























DE( INYY) YYN2( IYY)
- U(1,IJTYYY,2) + U1GHOST - 2.0*U(1,I,NYY,2)
- U(2,I,NYYY,2) + U2GHOST - 2.o0U(2,I,NYY,2)
- U(3,I,NYYY,2) + U3GHOST - 2.O'U(3,1,rYY,2)
- U(4,I,NYYY,2) + U4GHOST - 2.O*UC4,I,NYY,2)
- U(5,I,1YYY,2) + U5GHOST - 2.0*U(5,I,NYY,2)
- U(6,1,NYYY,2) + U6GHOST - 2.OUC(6,I,NYY,2)
- U(7,I,NIYY,2) + U7GHOST - 2.0U(7,INYY,2)
- U(8,I,NYYY,2) + U80HOST - 2.0U(8,I,NYY,2)










- 1 , NYY

























































ENTHP (I , J)
- u(1,I,J,2)
- 1.0 / DECIMT,J)
- U(2,I,J,2) ODEN
- UC3,I,J,2) * ODEI
- U(4,I,J,2) ODEN
- U(5,1,J,2) * ODEN
- U(6,1,J,2) *ODEI
- U(7,I,J,2) * ODEN
- U(8,I,J,2) * 0DEN
- 1.0 - YH2(I,J) - YO2(I,J) - YH20(I,J) - YYN2(I,J)
- ( YH2(I,J)*CPH2 + Y02(I,J)* CP02 +YH20(I,J)*CPH20
+ UOH*CPOH + YYN2(I,J)* CPN2)
- ( 7H2(I,,)*CVH2 + Y02(I,J)* CV02 +YH20(CI,J)CVH20
+ UOH'CVOH + YYN2(I,J)* CVN2)
- CP - CV
- CP / CV
= YH2(I,J)*DFH2 + YO2(I,J)ODF02 + YH2O(I,J)DFH20O
+ UOH*DFOH + YYN2(I,J) *DFN2
- UVEL(I,7)**2 + VVEL(I,J)**2
- VEL1'**2/(CV'T1)*(AINTE(I,7) - .*SVELO














C --- DETERMINE THE EIGGEST TIME STEPS THE SOLUTION CAN BE ADVANCED




















COMMON/VAR16/DXE(4, 0,60), DN(4, 60,60), DX(, 0,60),DXS(4, 0,60)







DO 1 IY - 1 , NYY
DO 1 IX - 1 , NXX
C
DXXX - ABS(X(IX+I,IY)-X(IX, IY))
DYYY - ABS(Y(IX, IY+1)-(IX, IY))
DMX - ABS(UVEL(IX, IY)) + SOUND(IX, IY)
DMY - ABS(VVEL(IX, IT)) + SOUND(IX,IT)
C
Al - (DMX/DXXX + DMY/DYTY) / CFL








C --- COMPUTE THE INVISCID CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE




























DO 1 JJ - 1 ,I NYY
DO 1 II - 1 , NXX
EVALUATE THE INVISCID PARTS OF "F" AND "O"











































- Ir - - - - % . --- If -- - -
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TRES1 - TRES1 / NPT
TRES2 - TRES2 / NPT
TRES3 - TRES3 / NPT
TRES4 - TRES4 / NPT
TRESS - TRESS / NPT
TRES6 - TRES6 / NPT
TRES7 - TRES7 / NPT
TRES8 - TRES8 / NPT
C
C --- PRINT OUT THE RESIDUAL HISTORIES FOR EACH ITERATION
C





C --- CONVERGENCE TEST
C
IRES -0


































COMMON/VAR23/REN, PR,FACT1 ,LAMB, SDIFF
C





C GRID METRIX AND REACTION RATES
C
DO 6 - 1 , NY




C --- LOAD RESTART FILE " DSTEP.DAT
C
DO 5 J - 1 , NYY






DO 3000 I - 1 , NXX
DO 3000 J - 1 , NYY
RESN1 - ABS(U(1,I,J,2) - U(1,I,J,1)) / DT(I,J)










C --- COMPUTE THE SOURCE TERMS
C --- THE H2 - 02 CHEMISTRY SOURCE TERMS ARE AS





































WSCALE - AL / (VELO1 * DEN1)
C
C --- SWEEP THROUGH ALL GRID POINTS TO COMPUTE "WDOT"
C
FACT4 - ACOM ' (1.OE+21/(T1"**)) * (1.OE+20/(T1**S))





C --- INITIALIZE CHEMICAL SOURCE TERM ARRAYS
C
DO 100 K - 1 , IEQ
DO 100 l - 1 , NYY




C --- TEST IF CASE IS REACTING OR NONREACTING- DO ONLY IF
C --- REACTING CASE
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C
IF(ACOM.EQ.0.0) GO TO 500
C
DO 1 J - 1 , NYY
DO 1 I - 1 , NXX
ATEMP - TEMP(I,J) * T1
IF(ATEMP.LE.TRIGTEMP) GO TO 1
C
C --- EXPONENTIAL FACTOR
c
EQUIL4 - 26.164 * EXP( -8992. / (TEMP(I,J) * Ti))
EQUILS - 3.269E-8 * EXP( 69415. / (TEMP(I,J) ' T1))
CONST4 - - 4865. /(1.987 * T1 8 TEMP(I,J))
CONSTS - 42500./(1.987 * T1 * TEMP(I,J))
APHI4 - (8.917 * PHI + 31.433 / PHI - 28.950 )
APHIS - (2.000 + 1.333 / PHI - .8333 * PHI)
C
C --- RATE CONSTANTS
c
C WRITE(5,*)TEMP(I,J),Ti
AF4 - APHI4 / (TEMP(I,J)**5) * FACT4
1 * EXP(CONST4) / (TEMP(I,J)8*5)
AF5 - APHIS / (TEMP(I,J)**6) * FACTS
1 * EXP(CONSTS) / (TEMP(I,J)'*?)
AB4 - AF4 / EQUIL4











UOH - UDEN - UH2 - U02 - UH20 - UN2
UOH - ABS(UOH)
UH2 - UH2 * DEN1 / AWH2
U02 - U02 * DEN1 / AW02
UH20 - UH20 DEN1 / AWH20
UOH - UOH ' DEN1 / AWOH
UN2 - UN2 * DEN1 / AWN2
C
C --- PRODUCTION RATES - 'H' TERM
C
SS - 1.0
AH(S,I,J) - AWH2 * (- AF4 U H2* U02 + AB4 U OH**2
1 - AFS * UOH'*2 *'H2 * S5
2 + ABS * UH20**2 SS5 )
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S5 - 1.0
AH(6,I,J) - AWO2 * (- AF4 * UH2 * U02 + AB4 * UOH**2 )
5 - 1.0
AH(7,I,J) - AWH20 * 2.0 ' ( AF5 * UOH'*2 " UH2 * S5
1 - ABS * UH20**2 * SS )
C WRITE(5,*)I ,J,AH(5,I,J),AH(6,I,J),AH(7,I,J)
C
C --- ADD THE SOURCE TERMS TO THE RESIDUALS COMPUTED IN THE
C --- FLUX BALANCE ROUTINE " SUBROUTINE FLUX"
C --- NOTE 'WSCALE' IS A PARAMETER USED TO NON-DIMENSIONALIZE WDOT
C
RES(5,I,J) - RES(5,I,J) - AH(5,I,J) * WSCALE
RES(6,I,J) - RES(6,I,J) - AH(6,I,J) * WSCALE









C MATRIX EQUATION TO BE SOLVED C
C C
C C
c [ ] [ ] [ ] c
C [ A B C [ xl [ R1 ] C
C [ J [ c
S C[ D E F ] [ X2 ] [ RZ C
c [ i [ [ ] c
C [ G H I ] X3 ] [ R3 I C




C --- SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS SOLVED £7
C --- GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION - GLOBAL CHEMISTRY MODEL
C ---
C
C --- COMPUTE THE TIME SCALING DERIVATIVES OF THE













COMMON/VAR/P1 ,,AT1,A1,VISL,U1,V1 ,AK1 ,CV,CP,R,GAA,DEN1,E
COMMON/VAR9/Pll,C11,E11
COMMON/VAR10/DFH2,DF02,DFH20,DFOH, DF2























WSCALE - AL / (VELO1 DEN1)
C
C --- SWEEP THROUGH ALL GRID POINTS TO COMPUTE "WDOT"
C
FACT4 - ACOM * (1.OE+21/(T1'*5)) * (1.OE+20/(T1**5))








C --- FREE STREAM SPECIFIC HEAT
C
CPFS - CPN2 * CONN2 + CPO2 ' CON02 + CPH2 * CONH2
C
DO 1J - 1 , NYY




C --- IGNITION TEMPERATURE TEST
C
ATEMP - TEMP(I,J) * Ti
IF(ATEMP.LE.TRIGTEMP.OR.ACOM.EQ.0.0) GO TO 500
C
C --- EXPONENTIAL FACTOR
C
EQUIL4 - 26.164 * EXP( -8992. / (TEMP(I,J) * Ti))
EQUILS - 3.269E-8 * EXP( 69415. / (TEMP(I,J) * Ti))
CONST4 - - 4865. /(1.987 * T1 * TEMP(I,J))
CONSTS - - 42500./(1.987 * Tl * TEMP(I,J))
APHI4 - (8.917 * PHI + 31.433 / PHI - 28.950 )
APHIS - (2.000 + 1.333 / PHI - .8333 * PHI)
C
C --- RATE CONSTANTS
C
AF4 - APHI4 / (TEMP(I,J)**S) * FACT4
1 EXP(CONST4) / (TEMP(I,J)"*5)
AFS - APHIS / (TEMP(I,J)**6) * FACTS
1 * EXP(CONSTS) / (TEMP(I,J)**7)
AB4 - AF4 / EQUIL4
AB5 - AF5 / (EQUIL5 P RUCGS * T1 * TEMP(I,J))
C
C --- DK / DT
C
C WRITE(S,*)I,,7,FACT4FACTACT,CONST4,CONST5
PAF4 - APHI4 / (TEMP(I,J)'*5) * FACT4
1 0 EXP(CONST4) / (TEMP(I,J)**6)
2 * ( -10. - CONST4 )
PAFS - APHIS / (TEMP(I,J)**8) * FACTS
1 * EXP(CONST5) / (TEMP(I,J)**8)
2 * ( -13. - CONSTS )
C







UOH - UDEN - UH2 - U02 - UH2O - UN2
UOH - ABS(UOH)
UH2 - UH2 * DEN1 / AWH2
U02 -UO2 * DEN1 / AWO2
UH20 - UH20* DEN1 / AWH20
UOH - UOH * DEN1 / AWOH
UN2 - UN2 * DEN1 / AWN2
CV - ( YH2(I,J) * CVH2 + Y02(I,J) * CV02
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+ YH20(I,J) * CVH20 + YOH(I,J) * CVOH
+ YYN2(I,J) * CVN2 )
c
C --- COMPUTE \ S \ MATRIX ELEMENTS DH / DU





C --- CHARACTERISTIC TIME SCALES
C
C
- 1.0 / AWH2
- 1.0 / AW02
- 1.0 / AWH20
- 1.0 / AWOH
C --- H2 TIME SCALES











(- AF4*UO2*S1 - 2.O*AB4IUOH*S4
+ 2.0'AF5*UOI'UH2*S4
AF5'UOH*20S1
C- AF4*UH2*S2 - 2.0*AB4lU0H*S4
+ 2.OAF5*UOH*UH2S4
C- AB4*UOHS4 + AFS*UOHUTH2St4
+ AB5*UH20OS3
AWH2 * 2.0'(+ AB4*UOH*S4 - AF5'UOHOUH2*S4
- DH2UD
(-TH2*U02 + UOH*'2/EQUIL4 ) ' PAF4
EQUILS'RUCGS*T1'TEMP(I,J)
(-UOH**2*UH2 + tH20**2/EQUILS) PAF5
AWH2*VEL01**2/(T1*CV*DEN(I,J))*(DH2UE1+DH2UE2)










AW02 * - AF4*U02*S1 - 2.O'AB4*UOHOS4









DH2OUH2 - AWH2O *2.0*(- 2.0'AF5*UOH'UH2*S4
1 + AF5'UOH'*2*S1 )
DH2OUO2 - AWH20 '2.0*(- 2.0*AF5*UOH*UH2*S4 )
DH2OUW - AWH20'2.0(- 2.0*AF5'UOH'UHS*S4
1 - 2.0*AB'UHS20*S )
DH2OUD - AWH20 '2.0*( 2.0'AFUOH'UH2*S4 )
DH20UN2 - - DH20OUD
EQUILS - EQUIL5*RUCGS*T10TEMP(I,J)




C --- DEFINE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE COEFFICIENT NATRIX \\ 8 \\
C
A - 1.0 - DH2UH2 * DDT * ALPHA(IA) 0 WSCALE
B - - H2U002 * DDT s ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
C - - DH2UW * DDT 8 ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
D - - D02UH2 * DDT 6 ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
E - 1.0 - 00202 0 DDT 8 ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
F - - D02UW 0 DDT ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
AAG - - DH20UH2 0 DDT 0 ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
AAH - - DH20U02 a DDT * ALPHA(IA) 0 WSCALE
AAI - 1.0 - DH20UW a DDT * ALPHA(IA) ' WSCALE
C
C --- NEXT DEFINE THE RESIDUAL VECTOR
C
DU1 - - ALPHA(IA) a DDT * RES(1,I,J)
DU1 - DU1 * WSCALE
DU4 - - ALPHA(IA) * DDT ' RES(4,I,J)
DU4 - DU4 * WSCALE
DU8 - - ALPHA(IA) 8 DDT * RES(8,I,J)
DU8 - DU8 WSCALE
C
C --- DU1 * DH/DU ACCOUNTS THE DEPENDANCE OF WDOT ON
C --- DENSITY
C
Ri - - ALPHA(IA) * DDT a (RES(5,I,J) - DH2UD * DU1
1 - DH2UE * DU4 - DH2UN2 * DU8)
R2 - - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * (RES(6,I,J) - D02UD * DUI
1 - DO2UE * DU4 - DO2UN2 a DU8)
R3 - - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * (RES(7,I,J) - DH2OUD * DUI
1 - DH2OUE a DU4 - DH20UN2 a DU8)
C
C --- NORMALIZE THE MATRIX ELEMENTS SUCH THAT NONE IS GREATER
C --- THAN ONE
C




IF(ABS(B).GT.SC1) SC1 - ABS(B)
IF(ABS(C).GT.SC1) SCI - ABS(C)
SC2 - ABS(D)
IF(ABS(E).OT.SC2) SC2 - ABS(E)
IF(ABS(F).GT.SC2) SC2 - ABS(F)
SCs - ABS(AAG)
IF(ABS(AAH).GT.SC3) SC3 - ABS(AAH)
IF(ABS(AAI).GT.SC3) SCs - ABS(AAI)
c
C -- NORMAL IZE
C
A A / SC1
B B / SC1
C C / SC1
D D / SC2
E E / SC2
F F / SC2
AAGO AAG / SC3
AAH - AAH / SC3
AAI - AAI / SC3
C
R1 - Ri / SC1
R2 - R2 / SC2
R3 - R3 / SC3
C
C ---------------------------------
C --- SOLVE MATRIX SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
C --------------------------------
C




IF(TEST.LT.EP) GO TO 100
DIV - A / D
E - B - DIV 0 E
F - C - DIV ' F
R2 - R1 - DIV ' R2
100 CONTINUE
TEST - ABS(AAG)
IF(TEST.LT.EP) GO TO 101
DIV - A / AAG
AAH - B - DIV * AAH
AAI - C - DIV ' AAI
R3 - R1 - DIV ' R3
101 CONTINUE
TEST - ABS(AAH)
IF(TEST.LT.EP) GO TO 102
DIV - E / AAH
AAI - F - DIV ' AAI
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R3 - R2 - DIV * R3
102 CONTINUE
C
C --- NOW COMPUTE THE X'S VIA BACK SUBSTITUTION
C
X3 - R3 / AAI
XZ - (R2 - F x3) / E




C --- COMPUTE NEW FLUID " U 'S "
C -----------------------------
C
U(1,I,J,2) - U(1,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(1,I,J)
U(2,I,J,2) - U(2,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(2,I,J)
U(3,I,J,2) - U(3,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(3,I,J)
U(4,I,J,2) - U(4,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * PES(4,I,J)
U(8,I,J,2) - U(8,1,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(8,I,J)
C
C ----------------------------------------------------
C --- COMPUTE THE NEW SPECIES STATE QUANTITIES IE " U'S "
C ----------------------------------------------------
C
IF(ATEMP.LE.TRIGTEMP.OR.ACOM.EQ.0.0) GO TO 501
U(5,I,J,2) - U(5,I,J,1) + Xl
o(6,1,J,2) - u(6,1,&,1) + X2
U(7,I,J,2) - U(7,I,J,1) + X3
GO TO 502
501 CONTINUE
U(5,I,J,2) - U(5,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) s DDT * RES(5,I,7)
U(6,I,J,2) - U(6,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(6,I,J)








ODEN - 1.0 / DEN(I,J)
UVEL(I,J) - U(2,I,J,2) * ODEN
VVEL(I,J) - U(3,I,J,2) • ODEN
AINTE(I,J) - U(4,I,J,2) * ODEN
C
C -----------------------------
C --- UPDATE SPECIES MASS FRACTIONS
C -----------------------------
C
YHS(I,j) - U(5,I,J,2) * ODEN
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YTO(I,J) - u(6,I,J,2) * ODEN
YH20(I,3) - U(7,I,J,2) * ODEN








- ( YH2(1,3) 0CPH2 + YO2(I,J)
+ YH20(I,J) * CPH20 + UOH




C --- NON-DIMENSIONAL CP
C
CPND(I,J) - CP / CPFS
- H2(I.J) CVH2 + Y02(I.J) * CV02
+ YH20(I,J) * CVH20 + UOH * CVOH
+ YYN2(I,c) * CVN2 )
WRITE(5,*)I,J,CP,CV,YH20(I,J),YO2(I,J),YH20(I,J),YOH(I,3)
R - CP - CV
GAMA - CP / CV
DHEATF - YH2(I,J)'DFH2 + YOS(I,J)* DF02 + YH20(I,J)'DF]
+ UOH'DFOH + YYN2(I,J)' DFN2
VELO - UVEL(I,J)002 + VVEL(I,J)0*2
TEMP(I,J) - (VELOl1"2/(CV*T1))*(AINTE(I,J) - .S'VELO
- DHEATF/(VELO1**2))
TEMP(I,J) - APYS(TEMP(I,J))
SOUND(I,J) - SQRT(GAMA * R * T1 * TEMP(I,J))/VELO1
AMACH(I,J) - SQRT(VELO)/SOUND(I,J)
PRES(I,J) - (Tl /VELO1**2) * R * DEN(I,J) * TEMP(I,J)
ENTHP(I,J) - CP * TI / VELO1**2 OTEMP(I,J) + .5 * VELO








C --- COMPUTE AND PRINT OUT THE GROSS FEATURES OF THE PROBLEM C
C --- FOR EXAMPLE CALCULATE THE PERCENT OF H2 AND O2CONSUMED OR THE C




































C --- COMPUTE THE PERCENT OF H2 CONSUMED
C
C --- AMASS1 - MASS OF H2 IN
C --- AXASS2 - MASS OF H2 OUT
C
AMASS1 - Y(NSY,NYY) * DEN1 0 CONH2 * 1.0
C
AMASS2 - 0.0
DO 1j - 1 , NYY
DELTAY - Y(NXX,J+1) - Y(NXX,J)
AVEL - SQRT(UVEL(NXX,J)**2 + VVEL(NXX,J)*02)
DM - DELTAY DEN1 * DEN(NXX,J) * YH2(NXX,J) * AVEL
AMASS2 - AMASS2 + DM
1 CONTINUE
C
C --- PERCENT OF H2 CONSUMED PH2
C











MASS OF 02 IN
MASS OF 02 OUT












DELTAY s DEN1 * DEN(NXX,J) * Y02(NXX,J) * AVEL
AMASS2 + DM
C --- PERCENT OF 02 COMSUMED P02
C
PO2 - 100. 8 ( 1.0 - AMASS2 / AMASS1 )
8*88 .8 .* 88 8828 888 *88 88*28 8*$* * 8 8*8 * * 8**8* 88 8*8** 8888*S8*
C
C --- COMPUTE THE HEAT RELEASE PARAMETER PH - DHF / ETO
C
C8sess *8*8 sss* 88 8 * * 2 8 8 *888sas $$ss88 * ss s*8s8ses88* 88*888888s8
C --- HTO - ENTERING TOTAL ENTHALPY
C --- DHF - HEAT RELEASED DUE TO THE FORMATION OF H20













- DHF / (Y(NXX,NYY) - Y(NXX,1))
- DHF / HTO
PRINT OUTPUT














\ NSFRC \ C
( NAVIER - STOKES FINITE RATE CHEMISTRY )
2-D VISCOUS NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY SOLVER
*--------------------------*---------*-------
THE PROGRAM IS PRESENTLY SET UP TO SOLVE
FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW IN CHANNELS AND OVER
REARWARD FACING STEPS. THE PROGRAM CAN ALSO
HANDLE FLOWS WITH EMBEDDED SUBSONIC ZONES.
THE SCHEME IS BASED ON AN EXTENED FINITE VOLUME
MULTISTEP EULER EQUATION METHOD PROPOSED BY
JAMESON( JUNE 1983).
THE EQUATIONS SOLVED ARE THE 2 - D NAVIER
STOKES COUPLED WITH FINITE RATE CHEMISTRY.
THE ROGERS AND CHINITZ H2-AIR CHEMISTRY
MODEL IS MODEL THE COMBUSTION PROCESS
THE SOURCE TERMS ARE INTEGRATED IMPLICITLY
WHILE THE SPATIAL DERIVATIES ARE INTEGRATED
EXPLICITLY (POINT IMPLICIT METHOD).
THE CODE IS CURRENTLY SET UP TO TREAT THE
WALLS ADABATICALLY. K, THE THERMAL DIFFUSION
COEFFICIENT IS ASSUMED CONSTANT AND CP AND CV
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C ARE CURRENTLY DEPENDENT ONLY ON THE SPECIES C
C DENSITY FRACTIONS. C
C C
C C
C WRITTEN AT THE C
C MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY C
C DATE STARTED C
C MARCH 1984 C
C BY C
C C
C THOMAS BUSSING C
C C
C THE DETAILS OF THE EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL C
C METHOD USED ARE GIVEN IN THOMAS BUSSING C









































- 1 , NITER
" I
NULTISTEP INTEGRATION - FOUR STEPS
IA - 1



















































C --- DETERMINE IF STEADY STATE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED
C
CALL CONV
IF(IRES.EQ.O.AND.I.GT.50) GO TO 100
DO 2 IT - 1 , NYY
DO 2 IX - 1 , NXX

































COkMON/VAR9/P 11, C ,El
CORKION/VAR10/DFH2,DF02,DFH20,DFOH,DIN2











COMMON/VAR23/REN, PR,FACT1, LAMB, SDIFF
C
C --- READ INPUT DATA("INPUT.DAT")
C


















C --- FOR PURELY INVISCID CALCULATION CFL - 2. (APPROXIMATELY)




C --- ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT CALCULATION DCOFF - .1
















C --- FOR I'VISCID CALCULATIONT IVIS - 0




C --- P1 FREE STREAM PRESSURE (N/hM*2)
P1 - 100000.
C

















































































C --- IFNO CHEMICAL REACTION IS DESIRED ACOM - 0
C --- IF CHEMICAL REACTION IS DESIRED ACOM - 1
C
ACOM - 1.
C --- TRIGGER TEMPERATURE - ABOVE THIS TEMPERATURE CHEMICAL REACTION
C OCCURS





C' **38*888 **$8888*$S 88888880*8*88*8**88888$$*888888888*88I$88888588
C
C
C --- WRITE OUT THE INPUT QUANTITIES TO THE OUTPUT DATA FILE "NSFRCD"
C
WRITE(6,10) NX , NY , NITER , IFQ
WRITE(6,11) NSX , NSY





WRITE(e,16) P1 , Ti , Ul , Vl ,AL
WRITE(6,14) VISL , COND , CP , CV
WRITE(6,16) DFH2 , DF02 , DFH20 , DFOH , DFN2
WRITE(6,16) CPH2 , CP02 , CPH20 , CPOH , CPN2
WRITE(6,16) CVH2 , CV02 , CVH20 , CVOH , CVN2
WRITE(e,16) CONH2 , CON02 , CONH20 , CONOH , CONN2












































C --- DETERMINE REMAINING INPUT UNKNOWNS
C
CP - CONH2 * CPH2 + CONO2 * CPO2 + CONH20
+ CONOH * CPOH + CONN2
CV - CONH2 * CVH2 + CONO2 * CVO2 + CONH2O
.r f~nTuin1f r'tA ~vur .u
R - CP - CV
GAMA - CP / CV
DHEATF- CONH2 * DFH2 + CONO2 * DF02 + CONH2O *








C --- PHI IS THE FUEL EQUIVALENCE RATIO
C
PHI - (CONH2 / CONO2) * 8.
DEN1 - P1/(R*TI)
VELO1 - SQRT(Ul**2 + V1*2)
El - CV'TI+.5*VEL01**2 + DHEATF / VELOI**2
C --- DETERMINE NON-DIMENSIONAL VARIABLES
C
P11 - P1/(DEN1*VEL01**2)
Eli - CV*T1/VEL01**2 + DHEATF /VEL1O**2 + .5
C11 - (SQRT(GAMA*R'T1))/VEL01
C --- COMPUTE THE FREE STREAM NON-DIMENSIONAL VARIABLES
C
REN * DEN1 * VELO1 * AL / VISL
PR - VISL 8 CP / COND
AM1 - VELO1/SQRT(GAMA'*RTI)
FACT - 1.0 / ((GAMA - 1.0)'AM1**2)
LAMB - -.6666 / REN
SDIFF - 1.0 / (REN * PBR)
DO 1 J
DO 1 1
















- Ul / VELO1






- UVEL(I,J) "*2 + VVEL(I,J))*2
- Ell






















































































UVEL(I ,J)*VVEL( I, J)
VVEL(I,J)**2 + P11



















C --- ZERO OUT ALL VISCOUS LENGTH ARRAYS
C
DO 2K- 1 , 4
DO 2 I- 1 , NX












































NIXAX- NX + 1
NyLAX- NY + 1
NXX - NX-1
NXXX - NX - 2
NTY - NY-1
NYYY - NY - 2
NSXB - NSX - 1
NSXA - NSX + 1
NSYB - NSY - 1
NSYA - NSY + 1
INPUT THE MESH DISTRIBUTION HERE
X COORDINATE FORMULATION
DXX - 1.0 / NXX
DTY .3 / NYY
X(1,1) - 0.0
DO 1 - 2 , NXMAX
X(I,1) - X(I-1,1)+DXX
DO 2 J - 2 , NYMAX
DO 2 1 1 ,NXMAX
X(i,J) - X(I,1)
X(1,1) - 0.0
DO 1 I - 2 , IXMAX
AI - I














.5 * ((Al - 35.)/16.)**2.14
.5/1. ' 1.0/20. * 1.0/3.
* (1.0 + (AI - 20.)/5.)
.25/1. " 1.0/10.
- X(I-1,1) + DXX




DO 4 I - 1 , NXMAX
Y(I,1) - 0.0
234
DO 4 J 2 , NYMAX
AJ - J
IF(J.LT.11) DYY - .0015/1. * 1.0/10.
IF(J.GE.11) DYY - .006/1. * 1.0/20. * 1.0/3.0
$ * (1.0 + (AJ - 11.)/5.)
DYY - .015/.025 1./30.
Y(i,J) - Y(I,J-1) + DTY
4 CONTINUE
C sasssssas s s ses ss sss• ass* s**assa*sa***s*s*s
C --- REMAINDER OF GRID GENERATION PROCESS AUTOMATIC
C
C --- DETERMINE THE AREA OF EACH CELL
C
DO 10 J - 1 , NY
DO 10 I - 1 , NX
Al - (X(I+I,J+1) - X(I,J7)) (YCI,J+1) - Y(I+I,J))
A2 - (X(I,J+1) - X(1+1,J)) * (Y(1+1,J+1) - Y(I,J))
AREA(I,J) - (ABS(A1) + ABS(A2)) / 2.0
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 J - 1 , NYY



































































* (XEl + XE2)
* (XN1 + XN2)
* (XW1 + XW2)
* (XS1 + XS2)
8 (YE1 + YE2)
0 (YN1 + 7N2)
* (YW1 + YW2)




- - .S (YSi + YS2)































































* (XEl + XE2)
* (XN1 + XN•2)
* (XW1 + XW2)
* (XSI + IS2)
* (YE1 + YE2)
* (YN1 + YN2)
* (TW1 + YW2)
* (YS1 + YS2)








































































PROJECTIONS OF VISCOUS CELL NORTH FACE
























































































































































































































































COMMON/VAR23/REN, PR,FACT , LAMB,SDIFF
DO 1 J - 2 , NYYY
DO 1 I -2, NXXX
X1 - X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
X2 - X(I,J+l) - X(I+1,J+1)
X3 - X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
X4 - X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
Y1 - Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
T2 - Y(I,J+1) - Y(+11,J+1)
Y3 - Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
Y4 - (1I+1,J) - Y(1,J)
DO 2 K 1 , IEQ
Fl - .5 ' (FI( ,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
F2 - .s5 (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))
P3 - .5 * (FI(K,1-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))














- .5 ' (OI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (OX(K,I,J+1) + OI(K,I,J))
- .5 (OGI(K,I-1,J) + OI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + OI(K,I,J))
- (F1 + FV(1,K,I,J))'Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
- (FC + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
- (01Gl + OV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (02 + OV(2,K,I,J))"X2
- (03 + GV(3,X,I,J))*X3 + (G4 +GV(4,X,I,J))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (OFLUXEN + OFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)





































- X(1+1,J+1) - X(1+1,J)
- X(I,0+1) - X(I+1,0+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - x(I,J)
Y- (1+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
Y- (I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
- 1 , IEQ
- .5 • (FI(K,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,))
- .5 * (FI(K,I,+1) + FI(K,I,J))
- Ul/VELO1
- (U1/VELO1)'*2 + P11
- (U '* V1)/VELO1**2
- E11 ' Ul/VELO1 + U1'P11/VELO1
- CONH2 * Ul/VELO1
- CONO2 * U1/VELO1
- CONH20 * U1/VELO1
- CONN2 * UI/VELO1
- .5 * (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 • (GI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,0))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
- Vl/VELO1
- V1 " Ul/VELO1**2
- VI•*2/VEL01'*2 + P11
- El1 * Vl/VEL01 + V1*P11/VELO1
- CONH2 * V1/VELO1
- CON02 * VI/VELOI
- CONH20 * Vl/VELO1
- CONN2 * Vl/VELO1










- (Fi + FV(i,K,I,J))*Y1
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3
- (01 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1
* (G3 + GV(3,K,I,J))OX3
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) -
- RESID / AREA(I,J)
+ (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
+ (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
+ (02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
+ (G04 + OV(4,K,I,J))*X4
(GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)








































- X(I+1,J+l) - X(I+I,J)
X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+I,J) - X(I,J)
Y- (I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
Y- (I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
S1 , IEQ




- (Ul/VELOI1)*2 + P11
- (U1 * V1)/VELO1'*2
- El1 * Ul/VELO1 + Ul*Pll/VELO1
- CONH2 * Ul/VELO1
- CON02 * U1/VELO1
- CONH20 * Ul/VELO1
- CONN2 * U1/VEL01
- .5 * (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))




- Vl * Ul/VEL01**2
- Vl*'2/VEL01l*2 + P11
- Ell * Vi/VELO1 + V1*PI1/VEL01
- CONH2 * V1/VELO1
- CON02 * Vl/VELO1
- CONH20 * Vl/VEL01
- CONN2 * Vl/VEL01
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
- (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,T))*YS + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
- (GI + GV(1,K,I,J))'X1 + (G2 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2





- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - C0FLUXER + GPLUXWS)
- RESID / AREACI,J)





























- X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+i,J)
- X(I,J+1) - X(I+I,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+i,J) - X(I,J)
- T(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+I,J)
- Y(I,J+l) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+i)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
- 1 , IEQ
- .5 * (FI(K,I+i,J) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (FI(K,I,J+i) + FIC(K,I,J))
- UI/VELO1
- (U/VELO1)'**2 + P11
- (Ul * Vl)/VELO1'*2
- Eli * Ul/VELO1 + Ul*Pll/VEL01
- CONH2 * t1/VELO1
- CON02 * Ul/VELO1
- CONH20 * UI/VELO1
- CONN2 * Ul/VEL01
- 0.0
- PRES(1,1)
- .5 * (GI(K,I+i,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,,+I) + GI(K,I,,))
- V1/VELO1
- V1 * U1/VEL01l'2
- V1I"2/VEL01**2 + P11
IF(K.EQ.4)G3 - Ell * Vl/VELO1 + Vl*P11/VELO1
IF(K.EQ.5)G3 - CONH2 * Vl/VELO1












- CONH20 * Vl/VELO1
- CONN2 * V1/VELO1
- 0.0
- PRES(i,i)
- (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Yi + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*T2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))"Y4
- (Gl + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
- (03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (04 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (OFLUXEN + OFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)
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.5 * (FI(K,I+1,J) + FI(l
.5 • (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(C
.5 * (FI(K,I-1,J) + FI(1
0.0
PW
.5 * (GI(K,I+,J)) + oGI(
.5 * (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(
.5 * (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(
0.0
PW
(Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 +
(F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 +
(Gi + GV(1,K,I,J))'X1 +
(G3 + GV(3,K,I,J))'X3 +
(FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (C





































F3 = .5 0 (FfIK,I-1,J) + FICKIJ))
F4 - .5 (FICKI.J-1) + FICKIJ))













- .s C (I(zK,I-1,J) + OI(K,1,J))
- .5 * (GI(XCKI,J-1) + 0I(K,I,J))
- (F1 + FV(I,K,I,J))*Y1 + (FP2 + FV(8,K,I,J))TY2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))Y3S + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
- (G1 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (G02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
- (03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (04 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (OFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)



























2 X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
- X(I,J+1) - X(I+l,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+I)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+l,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,3+1)





.5 * (FI(K,1-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))




S.5 * (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + OI(K,I,J))
m (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
= (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (74 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4














- (03 + OV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G4 + OV(4,K,I,J))OX4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (OFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)






























- X(I+I,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
- X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+l,J) - X(I,J)
- YC(I+,J+1) - (YC+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+I,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
Y- (I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
S1 , IEQ
- FI(K,I,J)
S.5 (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))




- .5 3 (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 ' (GI(K,I-I,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(NXX,J)
- (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3
- (OG + GV(1,K,I,J))*Xl
- (03 + 07(3,K,I,J))*X3
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) -
- RESID / AREA(I,J)
+ (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
+ (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))'Y4
+ (02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
+ (G4 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
(GOFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
VERTICAL EXIT CELL EVALUATION ( X - NXX , Y - 2 , TYYY )
- NXX



























































+ (F2 + PV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
+ (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
+ (G02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2


















































































- 11 , NYY
= 1.0/.2 * (Y(1,J) - Y(1,10))
= VELO1 * (1.5 * AHIGHT - .5 * AHIGHT'*3)
- 1.5 * AHIGHT/DFACT - .5 *(AHIGHT/DFACT)**3
- 1.84 + (1.0 -1.64) * TIN11
- P1/(R*T1)
- P1/(R TIN(J) *T1) * 1./DENINI
- CV * TIN(J)* T1/VEL01**2




EIN(J) - CV * T1/VEL01**2 + .5
-2, NYY
- 2 , NXXX
.AND.J.LT.NSY) GO TO 1
- X(I+1,J+l) - X(I+1,J)
- X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+I,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+I,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
1 , IEQ
- .5 * (FI(K,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
-. * (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (FI(K,I-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
.5 * (FI(K,I,J-l) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
m .5 * (GI(K,I-I,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
- (Fl1 + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
- (G1 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
- (03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G04 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUIWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)












































- NSYA , NYYY
- X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
- X(I,J+1) - X(I+i,J+1)
- X(I,a) - x(I,a+1)
- x(I+1,a) - x(I,a)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)




- .5 * (FI(K,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
S. * (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))
- DENIN(J) * UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * (UIN(J)/VELOl)**2 + P11
- DENIN(J) * (UIN(J) * V1)/VELO1**2
- DENIN(J) * EIN(J) * UIN(a)/VEL01
+ UIN(J)*P1/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH2 * UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CON02 *UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH20 * UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONN2 * UIN(J)/VELO1
- .5 * (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I+I,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
- DENIN(J) * VI/VELO1
- DENIN(a) * (Vl * UIN(J))/VELO1**2
- DENIN(J) * V1**2/VEL01**2 + Pl1
- DENIN(J) * EIN(J) * V1/VELO1
+ VI'P11/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH2 * V1/VEL01
- DENIN(J) * CON02 * Vl/VEL01
- DENIN(J) * CONH20 * V1/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONN2 * Vl/VELO1
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
- (Fl + FV(I,K,I,J))*YI + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
- (Gl + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (G02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
- (03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G4 + GV(4,K,I,T))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + OFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)














































- X(I+1,J+1) - x(I+1,J)
- x(I,J) - x(Il,+1)
- x(I,a) - x(I,a+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,c)
- Y(I+I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
= Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - YT(,J+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
- 1 , IEQ
S.s * (FI(K,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(1,NYY)
- DENIN(J) * UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(T) * (UIN(J)/VEL01),*z + P11
- DENIN(J) * (UIN(J) * V1)/VELO1**2
- DENIN(J) * EIN(J) * UIN(J)/VELO1
+ UIN(J)*Pll/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH2 * UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CON02 * UIN(J)/VELOI1
- DENIN(J) * CONH20 * UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONN2 * UIN(J)/VELO1
- .5 S (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 ( OGI(K,+1,e) + GI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(1,NYY)
- DENIN(J) * V1/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * (V1 * UIN(J))/VELO1**2
- DENIN(J) * V1**2/VELOI** 2 + P11
- DENIN(J) * EIN(J) * Vl/VELO1
+ V1*P11/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH2 * VI/VELOI
- DENIN(J) * CON02 * Vl/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH20 * Vl/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONN2 * Vl/VELO1
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
- (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J)Y)lY + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*T2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + 'F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
- (01 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (G, + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
- (03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G04 + OV(4,K,I,J))*x4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLU*XEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)
INFLOW BOUNDARY LOWER CORNER CELL
- 1
- NSY
- XCI+l,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
- X(IJ+1) - X(I+1,J+1)






































- X(I+1,3) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - YC(I,+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
- 1 , IEQ
- .S * (FI(K,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 • (FI(K,I,J+1) + FZ(K,I,))
- DENIN(J) * UIN(3)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) ' (UIN(J)/VELO1)**! + P11
- DENIN1(J) ' (UIN(J) * Vl)/VELOI1*2
- DENIN(J) * (EIN(J) * UINCJ))/VELO1
+ UIN(J)*P11/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH2 * UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) ' CONOS * UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH20 ' UIN(J)/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONN2 * UIN(J)/VELO1
- 0.0
- P11
- .5 * (GI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 a (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
- DENIN(J) * Vl/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * (Vl * UIN(J))/VEL01*S2
- DENIN(J) * Vl'*2/VEL01*02 + P11
- DENIN(J) a EI•(J) a VI/VELO1
+ V1*Pll/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONH2 * VI/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CON02 a VI/VEL01
- DENIN(J) * CONH20 * VI/VELO1
- DENIN(J) * CONN2 ' VI/VELO1
- 0.0
- P11
- (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))'Y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
- (Gl + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
S(G03 + GV(3,K,I,J))'X3 + (G4 + OV(4,K,I,J))*X4
w (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GOFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)
C --- LOWER BOUNDARY WALL CELL EVALUATION
C ---------------- -------------------
C
DO 3 1 - 2 , NXXX
IF(I.EQ.NSX) GO TO 3
IF(I.LT.NSX) J - NSY
IF(I.LT.NSX) PW - PRES(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) J - 1
IF(I.GT.NSX) PW - PRES(I,1)
250
xi - X(i+i,J+1) - x(I+1,J)
X2 - X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
X3 - X(I,J) -X(x,J+1)
x4 - x(i+i,J) - x(I,J)
Y1 - Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(1+1,J)
T2 - Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
Y3 - Y(I,J) - T(I,J+1)
4 (- Y I+1,J) - Y(CI,)
DO 4 K -1 , IEQ
P1 - .5 * (FI(K,I+1,J) + FZ(K,I,J))
S2 - .5 * (PI(K,,J+1) F+ I(K,,J))
F3 .5 s * (xCK,I-1,) + FI(x,I,J))
74 - 0.0
IF(K.EQ.2)F4 - PW
G1 - .5 * (GI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,,J))
G02 - .5 * (GI(K,I,7+1) + GI(K,I,J))
G3 - .5 * (GI(K,I-1,s) + GI(K,I,J))
G4 - 0.0
IF(K.EQ.3)G4 - PW
FFLUXEN - (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*YZ
yFLUXWS - (F3 + FV(3,x,I,J))SY3 + (F4 + rV(4,x,I,a))*Y4
GFLUXEN - (Gl + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (G2 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
GYLUXWS - (G3 + GV(3,K,I,J))'X3 + (G04 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
RESID - (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (OFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)








- X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+l,J)
- X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
- x(I,J) - X(I,+1)
- X(I+1,0) - X(x,0)
- Y(I+1,3+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(C,J+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(,,J)
14 K I, IEQ
- .5 * (FI(K,I+i,J) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 • (FI(K,1,J+1) + 1F(CK,I,))
- .5 * (FI(K,I-1,0) + 1(XK, a,))
- .5 * (FP(K,1,J-1) + 1I(K,1,J))
- .5 (GI(K,IX+1,J) + 01(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,1,0+1) + oG(K,1,0))
- .5 * (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))










- (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))'Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))T'2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (FA + FV(4,K,I,t))'T4
- (01 + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (02 + OV(2,K,I,J))'X2
- (03 + oV(3,K,I,J))'X3 + (G4 + OV(4,K,I,J))'X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (OFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)






























- X(I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
SX(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
- , IEQ
- .5 * (FI(K,I+1,) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 ' (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(NSX,J)
- .5 ' (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
- .5 ' (GI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- .5 * (GI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(NSX,J)
.5 * (GI(K,I,J-1) + GI(K,I,J))
- (Fl + FV(I,K,I,J))'Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))'Y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,i,J))YS3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*y4
S(Gl0 + OGV(1,K,I,J))'X1 + (02 + GV(2,K,I,J))'X2
- (G3 + OV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (04 + GV(4,K,I,J))'X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)













































.s * (Crz(K,I+1,J) + FI(K,I,J))





.5 (OCx(,z+l,J) + OIxCK.,I,J))





(Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))'Y1 + (F2 + FV(8,z,z,J))'Y2
(73 + FVC(,K,I,J))*Y3 + (74 + FV(4,K,I,J))Ty4
(01 + GV(1,K,I,J))+XI + (02 + OV(2,K,I,tJ))*2
(03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G4 + GV(4,K,I,J))OY4
(FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)


























- X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
X- (I,J+1) - X(I+1,J+1)
- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(1,T+I)
- Y(I+1,T) - T(I,+)
I- , IEQ
.5 * (FI(K,I+1,J) + fI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(I,NYY)
S.5 (FI(K,I-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
S. * (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
- .58 (GI(K,I+1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
- 0.0
- PRES(I,JYY)
.s * (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
S.S (OI(K,I,I-1) + GI(K,I,J))
- (F7 + FV(1,K,I,,))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2








(01 + GV(1,K,I,J))'X1 + (02 + OV(2,,KIJ))*X2
(03 + OV(3,K,I,3))'X3 + (04 + OV(4,,Io,J))*X4
(FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)











































.s * (FI(K,I-1,J) + FI(K,I,j))




.5 * (GI(K,I-1,J) + GI(K,I,J))
.5 s (GI(K,I,J-1) + OI(K,I,J))
(Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,J))*Y2
(F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (F4 + FV(4,K,I,J))*Y4
(Gl + GV(1,K,I,J))*X1 + (G02 + GV(2,K,I,J))*X2
(G03 + GV(3,K,I,J))'X3 + (04 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
(FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
RESID / AREA(I,J)
LOWER EXIT CORNER ( X - NXX , Y - 1 )
- NXX
- 1
- X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)










































- X(I,J) - X(I,J+1)
- X(I+1,J) - X(I,J)
- Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
- Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+1,J+1)
- Y(I,J) - Y(I,J+1)
- Y(I+,J) - YC(I,J)
- 1 , IEQ
- FI(K,I,J)
- .5 * (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,J))




- .5 * (oI(K,I,J+1) + GI(K,I,6))
- .5 S (GI(KX,I-1,) + GI(K,I,C))
- 0.0
- PRES(NXX,J)
- (Fl + FV(1,K,I,J))*YI + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,a))*Y2
- (F3 + FV(3,K,I,J))*Y3 + (Ft + FV(4,K,I,6))*YT4
S(G01 + OV(1,K,I,6))X1l + (G02 + GV(2,1,I,6))*X2
- (03 + OV(3,K,I,J)),X3 + (04 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
- (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + GFLUXWS)
- RESID / AREA(I,J)
VERTICAL EXIT CELL EVALUATION ( X - NXX , Y - 2 , NYYT )
I - NXX
DO 22 J - 2 , NYYY
Xl - X(I+1,J+1) - X(I+1,J)
X2 - X(1,+1l) - X(I+I,J+1)
X3 - x(1,6) - X(1,J+1)
X4 - X(1+1,J) - X(I,J)
Y1 - Y(I+1,J+1) - Y(I+1,J)
Y2 - Y(I,J+1) - Y(I+I,J+1)
Y3 - Y(I,J) - Y(I,3+1)
Y4 - Y(I+1,J) - Y(I,J)
DO 22 K - 1 , IEQ
F1 - FI(K,I,J)
F2 - .5 * (FI(K,I,J+1) + FI(K,I,6))
F3 - .5 * (FI(K,I-1,J) + FI(K,I,J))
F4 - .5 * (FI(K,I,J-1) + FI(K,I,J))
G1 = OI(K,I,J)
G2 w .5 * (GI(K,I,J+1) + 0GI(K,I,))
03 - .5 • (GI(K,1-1,6) + oG(K,I,J))
04 - .S * (OG(K,I,J-1) + 0G(K,I,J))
FFLUXEN - (F1 + FV(1,K,I,J))*Y1 + (F2 + FV(2,K,I,6))*Y2
FFLUXWS (F3 + FV(3,K,I,6))'Y 3 + (F4 + FV(4,1,I,J))*T4
GFLUXEN - (01 + OV(1,K,I,J))'X1 + (G02 + GV(2,K,I,6))*X2
GFLUXWS - (03 + GV(3,K,I,J))*X3 + (G4 + GV(4,K,I,J))*X4
255
RESID - (FFLUXEN + FFLUXWS) - (GFLUXEN + OFLUXWS)



































DO 1 J - 1 , NYY
DO 1 I - 2 , NXXX
DD(1,1,X,J) - U(1,1+1,J,2) + U(1,I-1,J,2) -2.0*U(1,I,J,2)
DD(1,2,I,J) - U(2,I+1,J,2) + U(2,I-1,J,2) -2.0*U(2,I,3,2)
DD(1,3,I,J) - U(3,I+1,J,2) + U(3,I-1,J,2) -2.0*U(3,I,J,2)
DD(1,4,I,J) - U(4,I+1,J,2) + U(4,I-1,J,2) -2.0*U(4,I,J,2)
DD(1,5,I,J) - U(5,I+I,J,2) + U(5,I-1,J,2) -2.OU(S,I,c,,2)
DD(1,6,I,J) - U(6,I+1,J,2) + U(6,I-1,J,2) -2.0*U(6,I,J,2)
DD(1,7,I,J) - U(7,I+1,J,2) + U(7,I-1,J,2) -2.0*U(7,I,J,2)
DD(1,8,I,J) - U(8,I+1,J,2) + U(8,I-1,J,2) -2.0*U(8,I,J,2)
1 CONTINUE
DO 3 S - 1 , NYY
C



















































































COMMON/VAR16/DXE(4,53,33),DXN(4,S3,33),DXW(4,53, 3), DS(4,53, 3)






DO 1 J -2, NYYY










C --- GHOST POIN
C ---
- U(1,I,J+1,2) + U(1,I,J-1,2) -2.0*t(1,I,,82)
- U(2,I,J+1,2) + U(2,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(2,I,J,2)
- U(3,I,J+1,2) + U(3,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(3,1,J,2)
- U(4,I,J+1,2) + U(4,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(4,I,J,2)
- U(5,I,J+1,2) + U(5,1,J-1,2) -2.0*U(S,I,J,2)
- U(6,I,J+1,2) + U(6,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(6,I,J,2)
- U(7,I,J+1,2) + U(7,I,J-1,2) -2.0'T(7,I,J,2)
- U(8,I,J+1,2) + U(8,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(8,1,J,2)
- 1 , NXX
'T EVALUATION OF U'S - BASED UPON REFLECTION
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C --- Y - 1
C
UIGHOST - DEN(I,1)

























- U(1,I,2,2) + UlGHOST - 2.0'U(1,I,1,2)
- U(2,I,2,2) + UZGHOST - 2.0*U(2,I,1,2)
- U(3,1,2,2) + U3GHOST - 2.0*U(3,I,1,2)
- U(4,1,2,2) + U4GHOST - 2.0"U(4,I,1,2)
- U(5,I,2,2) + U5GHOST - 2.0*U(5,I,1,2)
- U(6,I,2,2) + U6GHOST - 2.0*U(6,I,1,2)
- U(7,1,22,) + U7GHOST - 2.0*U(7,I,1,2)











DD(2,1,i14qY) - u(iz,lrYYY,2) + UIGHOST - 2.0'U(1,I,NTY.2)
DDC2,2,I,3YY) U(2,,NlYYY,2) + U2GHOST - 2.O'U(2,I,3Yt2)
DD(2,3,1,NYY) - U(3,I,NY!Y,2) + U3GHOST - 2.O'UC3,INYY,2)
DDC2,4,1,NYY) -UC4,I,NYYY,2) + U4GHOST - 2.O'U(4,INYY,2)
DD(2,5,I,NYY) - U(5,I,NYYY,2) + U5GHOST - 2.O'UCB,5.NYY,2)
DD(?,6,I,1NYY) - U(6,I,1'YYY,2) + U60HOST - 2.0OU(6,I,NY,2)
DD(2,7,I,NYY) - U(7,I,TYYY,2) + U70HOST - 2.OU(7,1,NYY,2)
DD(2,8,1,NYY) - U(8,I,NYY7,2) + U80HOST - 2.O*UC8,1,NYY,2)
3 CONTINUE






































COMPUTE NEW PRIMATIVE QUANTITIES
SU(1,I,J,2)
- 1.0 / DEN(I,3)
U- (2,I,J,2) * ODEN
- U(3,I,J,2) * ODEN
U 0(4,1,J,2) * ODEN
- (5,I,J,2) ODEN
- U(6,I,J,2) * ODEN
SU(7,I,J,2) * ODEN
- (8,I,J,2) * ODEN
- 1.0 - YH2C1,J) - Y02(I,J) - YH2O(1,J) - YYN2CI,J)
-( YH2(I,J)*CPH2 + Y02(1,J)' CPO2 +YH20(I,J)*CPH20
+ UO1*CP0H + TYN2(I,J)s CPN2)
-( YH2(I,J)'CVH2 + Y02(I,J)' CVO2 +YH20(1,J)OCVH20
+ DOH5CVOH + YYN2(I,J)s CVN2)
- CP - CV
- CP / CV



















1 + UOH'DFOH + YYN2(I,J) *DFN2
VELO - UVEL(I,B)**2 + VVEL(I,J)**2
TEMP(I,J) - VELOl*2/(CV*T1)*(AINTE(I,J) - .5*VELO




PRES( I ,J) - (T1*R/VELO1 *2) DEN( I,J)*TEMP(I,)
ENTHP(I,J) - CP*TI/VEL01**2*TEMP(I,J)+.5eVELO

































C --- X COXPONENT OF POST SPLIT SMOOTHING OPERATOR
C
C INCLUDE 'COMNS.INC'
DO 1 J -, 1 NYY
DO I - 2 , NXXX
IF(I.LT.NSX.AND.J.LT.NSY) GO TO 1
DD(1,1,I,J) - U(1,I+1,,,2) + U(1,I-1,J,2) -2.0*U(1,I,J,2)




























- I , NYY























































- U(1,NSXA,J,2) +U1GHOST -2.0*U(1,NSX,J,2)
- U(2,NSXA,J,2) +U2GHOST -2.0*U(2,NSX,J,2)
- U(3,NSXA,J,2) +U3GHOST -2.0*U(3,NSX,J,2)
- U(4,NSXA,J,2) +U4GHOST -2.0*U(4,NSX,J,2)
- U(5,NSXA,J,2) +U5GHOST -2.0*U(S,NSX,J,2)
- U(6,NSXA,J,2) +USGHOST -2.0*U(6,NSX,J,2)
- U(7,NSXA,J,2) +U7GHOST -2.0'U(7,NSX,J,2)
- U(8,NSXA,J,2) +U8GHOST -2.0*U(8,NSX,J,2)















DD(1,5,NXX,J) - U(S,NXXX,J,2) - ;(SNIX,j,g)
DD(1,6,NXX,J) - U(6,NXXX,J,2) - U(6,NXX,J,2)
DD(1,7,NXX,J) - U(7,NXXX,J,2) - U(7,NXX,J,g)
DD(1,8,NXX,J) - U(8,NXXX,J,2) - U(8,NXX,J,2)
3 CONTINUE
DO 2 J - 1 NYY
DO 2 1 - I , NXX
IF(I.LT.NSX.AND.J.LT.NSY) GO TO 2
IF(I.LT.NSX) 00 TO 2
U(1,I,J,2) - U(1,I,J,2) + DCOFF * DD(1,1,I,J)
U(2,I,J,2) - U(2,I,J,2) + DCOFF * DD(1,2,I,J)
U(3,I,J,2) - U(3,I,J,2) + DCOFF * DD(1,3,I,J)
U(4,I,J,2) - U(4,I,J,2) + DCOFF * DD(1,4,I,J)
U(S,I,J,2) - U(S,I,J,2) + DCOFF * DD(1,5,I,J)
U(6,I,J,2) - U(6,I,J,2) + DCOFF * DD(1,6,I,J)
U(?,I,J,2) - U(7,I,J,2) + DCOFF * DD(1,7,I,J)

































C --- Y COMPONENT OF POST SPLIT SMOOTHING OPERATOPR
262
INCLUDE 'COMNS.INC'
DO 1 J - 2 , NYY
DO I I, NXX














- U(1,I,J+1,8) + U(1,x,J-1,2) -2.0*U(,I,J,2)
- U(2,I,J+1,2) + U(2,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(2,I,J,2)
- U(3,I,J+1,2) + U(3,I,j-1,2) -2.0*U(3,I,J,2)
* U(4,I,J+1,2) + U(4,I,J-1,2) -2.00U(4,.,J,2)
- U(5,I,J+1,2) + U(5,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(5,I,J,2)
- U(6,I,J+1,2) + U(6,I,J-1,2) -2.0'U(6,IJ,2)
- U(?,I,J+1,2) + U(7,I,J-1,2) -2.0*U(7,I,J,2)
- U(8,I,J+1,2) + U(8,X,J-1,2) -2.0*U(8,I,J,2)
-I , NXX







































- U(1,1,2,2) + UlGHOST - 2.0*U(1,I,1,2)
- U(2,I,2,2) + U2GHOST - 2.0*U(2,I,1,2)
- U(3,I,2,2) + U3GHOST - 2.0*U(3,I,1,2)
- U(4,I,2,2) + U4GHOST - 2.0*U(4,I,1,2)
- U(5,I,2,2) + U5GHOST - 2.0*U(5,I,1,2)
- U(6,I,2,2) + U6GHOST - 2.0*U(6,I,1,2)
- U(7,I,2,2) + UTGHOST - 2.0*U(7,I,1,2)


















C --- y - rYY
C
- U(2,I,NSYA,2) + U2GHOST - 2.0*UC2,I,NSY,2)
- U(3,I,NSYA,2) + U3GHOST - 2.0*UC3,IISY,2)
- U(4,I,NSYA,2) + U4OHOST - 2.0*UC4,I,JSY,2)
- U(5,I,NSYA,2) + U5GHOST - 2.0*UC5,I JSY,2)
- U(6,I,NSYA,2) + U60HOST - 2.0*U(6,1,NSY,2)
- U(7,I,NSYA,2) + U7GHOST - 2.0*U7I,IfSY,2)
- U(8,I,NS"A,2) + USOHOST - 2.0OU(8,1, NSY 2)
UlGHOST DEN2I,?YY)
U20HOST -m DEN(I,)YY)'UVEL(INYY)






DD(2,1,I,NYY) - U(1,I,NYYY,2) + UOIHOST 2.0'*UC,I,NYY,2)
DD(2,2,I,NYY) - U(2,1,NYTY,2) + U2GHOST - 2.OU(2,1,NYY,2)
DD(2,3,1,NYY) - U(3,r,NYYY,2) + U3GHOST - 2.OUC3,I,NYY,2)
DD(2,4,I.2=Y ) - U(4, 1YYY,2) + UIOHOST - 2.*UC(4,1,ITYY,2)
DD(2,5,I,NrY) - U(SI,iYYY,2) + USOHOST - 2.0O*SU,I,NTTY,2)
DD(26,I,lqTY) - UC8,1,NYYY,2) + UGHOST - 2.O'*UC,1,NWY,2)
DD(2,7,I,)rrY) - U(7,1,NYYY,2) + U7GHOST - 2.0OU(7,I,NYY,2)




- 1 , NYY
- 1 , NXX
IF(I.LT.NSX.AND.J.LT.NSY)



































- 1.0 / DEN(I,J)
SU((2,I,J,2) * ODEN
SU(3,I,J,2) * ODEN
- U(4,I,J,2) * ODEN
- U(5,I,J,2) * ODEN
SU(,I,J,2) * ODEN















= 1.0 - YH2(I,J) - Y02(1,J) - TH20(Z,J) - TYYN(I,J)
- ( YH2(I,J)'CPH2 + Y02(I,J)* CPOS +YH2OC(I,)*CPH20
+ UOH*CPOH + YYN2(I,J)* CPN2)
- ( YH2(I,J)*CVH2 + YO2(I,J)* CV02 +YH20(1,J)*CVH20
+ UOH'CVOH + YYNs(I,J)* CVN2)
- CP - CV
- CP / CV
- TH2(I,J)*DFH2 + Y02(1,J)ODF02 + TH20(X,J)*DFH20
+ UOH*DFOH + YYN2(I,J) *DFN2
- UVEL(I,J)·*2 + VVEL(I,rJ)*2
- VEL01*2/(CV'T1)*(AINTE(I,J) - .5*VELO
- DHEATF / VEL01*2 )
- ABS(TEMP(I,J))












C --- DETERMINE THE BIGGEST TIME STEPS THE SOLUTION CAN BE ADVANCED





























DO 1 IY - 1 , NYY
DO 1 IX - 1 , NIXX
C
DXXX - ABs(x(IX+1,IY)-X(IX, Y))
DYTY - ABS(Y(IX,IY+1)-Y( IX,I))
DMX - ABS(UVEL(IX,IY)) + SOUND(IX,ITY)
DMY - ABS(VVEL(IX,IY)) + SOUND(IX,IY)
Al - (DMX/DXXX + DMY/DYYY) / CFL
A2 - VIS(IX,IY)/(DXXX*'2*DEN(IX,IT))
& + VIS(IX,IY)/(DYYY**2*DEN(IX,ITY))
DT(IX,IT) - CVIS / (Al + A2)








C --- COMPUTE THE INVISCID CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE




























DO 1 JJ - 1 , NY
DO 1 II - 1 , NXX
EVALUATE THE INVISCID PARTS OF "F" AND "G"
C











DEN( II TJJ*TVEL( IIJJc)*AINTE( IJJ)
+ UvEL(IIJJ)PIRESCIcJJ)





























C --- COMPUTE THE VISCOUS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE











'ft! ,M tvv "vNa' vvfv q9
---- % - - I - - If - - -- % - - I - - If - - -- - % - - I - - .1



















C --- THE REST OF THIS SUBROUTINE WILL BE DEVOTED TO DETERMINING THE
C ---
C --- VISCOUS GRADIENT TERMS IE: \ D Z D Z \
C --- \ --- , --- \
c --- \ DX DY \
C ---
C --- WHERE Z COULD BE ANY QUANTITY IE: U , V , T , YI




C --- \ EAST FACE \
C  ---------------
C
DO 20 - 2 , NYYY
DO 20 I - 2 , NXXX






UN - .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I+1,J+1)
1 + UVEL(I,J+1) + UVEL(I,J))
US - .25 * (UVEL(I+I,J) + UVEL(I,J)






VN - .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J) + VVEL(I+1,J+1)
+ VVEL(I,J+1) + VVEL(I+I,J))
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VS - .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J) + VVEL(I,J)






TN - .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I+1,J+1)
1 + TEMP(I,J+1) + TEMP(I+1,J))
TS - .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I,J)






YIN - .25 ' (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I+1,J+1)
1 + YH2(I,J+1) + YH2(I+1,J))
Y1S - .25 * (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I,3)






Y2N - .25 * (Y02(I+1,J) + Y02(I+1,J+1)
1 + Y02(I,J+1) + Y02(I+1,J))
Y2S - .25 * (YO2(I+1,J) + Y02(I,J)






Y3N - .25 * (TH20(I+I,J) + YH20(I+1,J+1)
1 + IH20(I,J+1) + YH20(I+1,J))
Y3S = .25 * (YH20(I+1,J) + YH20(I,J)






Y4N - .25 * (YYN2(I+I,J) + YYN2(I+1,J+1)
1 + YYN2(I,J+1) + YYN2(I+1,J))
Y4S - .25 * (YYN2(I+1,0) + YYN2(I,J)
1 + YYN2(I,J-1) + YYN2(I+1,J-1))
C




- (UE * DYE(1,I,J) + UN *
+ UW * DYW(1,I,J) + US '
- (VE * DYE(I,I,3) + VN *
+ VW * DYW(1,I,J) + VS *
- (TE * DYE(1,I,J) + TN *
+ TW s DYW(1,I,J) + TS '
- (T1E " DYE(1,I,J) + YIN
+ Y1W * DYW(1,I,3) + yis
- (Y2E * DYE(1,I,,) + Y2N
+ y2W * DYW(1,I,J) + Y2S
- (Y3E s DYE(1,I,J) + Y3N
+ S3W ' DYW(1,I,J) + Y3S
- (Y4E * DYE(1,I,J) + Y4N
+ Y4W * DYW(1,I,J) + Y4S
DYN(i, I,J)
DYS(1,I,J)) / AVYN(Ii, I,J)
DYSC1,IJ)) / AV
* DYN(l,i,J)
















- - (UE * DXE(1,I,J) + UN * DXN(,1,,J)
+ UW * DXW(1,I,J) + US * DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
- - (VE * DXE(1,I,J) + VN * DXN(1,I,J)
+ VW * DXW(1,I,J) + VS * DXS(I,I,J)) / AV
- - (TE 4 DXE(1,I,4) + TN * DXN(1,I,J)
+ TW * DXW(1,I,J) + TS * DXS(I,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y1E • DXE(1,I,J) + YIN * DXN(1,I,J)
+ YIW * DXW(I,I,J) + YlS * DXS(1,I,J)) /
- - (Y2E ' DXE(1,I,J) + Y2N * DXN(I1,J)
+ 12W * DXW(1,Z,J) + Y2S 0 DXS(iI,J)) / A
-(Y3E * DXE(1,I,J) + Y3N * DXNC1,I,cl)
+ Y3W * DXW(1,I,J) + 73S S DXS(C,I,J)) /
- -(Y4E DXE(1,I,J) + y4N DX(l,1,c)
+ 74W * DXW(1,I,J) + Y4S D XS(II,J)) / A
- - DYiDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN • (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN







































.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO0**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELO01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *








.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VELOI1*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
- SDIFF/VEL1O**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEXP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *



















- 2 , NYYY
- 2 , NXXX








+ UVEL(I,J+1) + UVEL(I,J))
- UVEL(I,J+1)
- .25 * (UVEL(I,J+1) + UVEL(I-1,J+1)




m .25 s (VVEL(1+1,J) + VVEL(I+1,J+I)
+ VVEL(I,J+1) + VVEL(I,J))
- VVEL(I,J+1)
- .25 s (VVEL(I,J+1) + VVEL(I-1,J+1)





- .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I+1,J+1)
+ TEMP(I,J+1) + TEMP(I,J))
- TEXP(I,J+1)
- .25 * (TEMP(I,J+1) + TEMP(I-1,J+1)
















- .25 * (YH2(I+I,J)
+ YH2(I,J+1)
- TH2(I,J+1)
- .25 * (YH2(I,J+1)
+ YH2(I-1,J)
- YH2(I,J)
- .25 * (Y02(I+1,J)
+ YO2(I,J+1)
- Y02(1,J+1)

















- .25 * (YH20(I+i,J) + YH20(I+1,J+1)
+ YH20(I,J+1) + YH20(I,J))
- YH20(I,J+1)
- .25 * (YH20(I,J+1) + YH20(I-1,J+1)











- .25 * (YYN2(I+1,J) + YYN2(I+1,J+1)
+ YYI2(I,3+I) + YYN2(C,J))
- YYI;2(I,J+1)
-,25 * (YYN2(I,J+l) + YYN2(I-1,J+1)
+ YYN2(C-1,3) + YT;2(I,3))
- Yfl2(I,J)

















































*DYNC2,1,j)S S(2,1,J)) / AV
DYN(2,I,J)
" DYS(2,I,J)) / AV
" DYN(2,I,3)
" DYS(2,1, )) / AV
- -DYiDX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C











































- - DYIDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY




































--- 0- - -%.
-- L -
I ,ij .rkw, L4, r. j
. vAWI, ,Ltt
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- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN
C














































.5 a (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))OTXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 ' DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 a 1.0 / CPND(I,,) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(C,J) *
+ CP02 0 T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELOli*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 8
+ CPH20 * T1 8 TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 ' T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,,) '
+ CPOH ' Ti ' TEMP(I,,)) * DY5DX
- SDIFF ' DY1DX
- SDIFF ' DY2DX
- SDIFF ' DY3DX




.5 ' (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+I))*TYY
+ .5 ' (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACTI ' DTDY
- SDIFF/VELO'**2 a 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 ' TI a TEMP(I,J)) a DYIDY
- SDIFF/VEL01i*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) a
+ CPO2 a Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VELOi0*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) a
+ CPH20 * T1 a TEMP(I,,)) ' DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) a
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) a DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 ! 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH a T1 * TEMP(I,J)) a DY5DY
- SDIFF a DY1DY
- SDIFF ' DY2DY
- SDIFF ' DY3DY


















C --- \ WEST FACE \
C ---------------
C
DO 40 J - 2 , NYYY
DO 40 I - 2 , NXXX






UN - .25 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVELCI,J+1)
1 + UVEL(I-1,J+I) + UVEL(I-1,J))
US - .25 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I-1,J)






VN - .25 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1)
1 + VVEL(I-1,J+1) + VVEL(I-1,J))
VS - .25 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I-1,J)






TNN - .25 * (TEMP(I,J) + TEMP(I,J+1)
1 + TEMP(I-1,J+1) + TEMP(I-1,J))
TS - .25 * (TEMP(I,J) + TEMP(I-1,J)






TIN - .25 * (YH2(I,J) + YH2(I,J+1)
1 + YH2(I-1,J+1) + YH2(I-1,J))
TIS = .25 * (YH2(C,J) + YH2(I-1,J)






















- .25s (YO2(I,J) + Y02(I,,+1)
+ Y02(I-1,J+1) + Y02(1-1,J))
- .2s c (Y02(1,J) + Y02(1-1,J)
+ Y02(I-1,J-1) + Y02(1,J-I))
- YH20(I,J)
- YH20(I-1,J)
- .25 * (YH20(I,J) + YH20(I,J+1)
+ YH20(I-1,J+i) + YH2O(I-1,J))
- .25 * (YH20(I,J) + 7H20(I-1,J)
+ YH20(I-1,,-1) + TH20(I,J-1))
- YYTN2(I,J)
- YYN2(I-1,J)
- .25 * (YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(I,J+1)
+ YYN2(I-1,J+1) + YYN2(1-1,J))
- .25s (YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(1-1,J)
+ YYN2(1-1,J-1) + YYN2(I,J-1))























































- -DYlDX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C
C --- Y GRADIENTS
C
- - (UE * DXE(3,I,J) + UN *
+ UW * DXW(3,I,J) + US 8
- - (VE * DXE(3,I,J) + VN *






















Vmp / p p %
,








- - (TE * DXE(3,I,J) + TN * DXN(3,I,J)
+ TW * DXW(3,I,J) + TS * DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y1E * DXE(3,I,J) + YIN * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y1W * DXW(3,I,J) + Y18 * DXS(3,IJ)) / AV
- - (Y2E * DXE(3,I,J) + Y2N * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y2W * DXW(3,I,J) + Y2S * DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y3E * DXE(3,I,J) + SY3N * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y3W * DXW(3,I,J) + Y3S * DXS(31,,J)) / AV
- - (Y4E * DXE(3,I,J) + Y4N * DXN(3,IJ)
+ Y4W * DXW(3,I,J) + 48S * DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - DY1DY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX L - LAMB * VIS(I,J) 0 (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMBE VIS(I, ) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN





























.5 * (UVEL(I.J) + UVEL(I-1,J))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I-1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '
+ CPN2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF * DYIDX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX









.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I-1,J))*TYY
+ .5 * (tVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I-1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01*'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2





- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL012** * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)





\ SOUTH FACE \
- 2 NYYY
-2 , NXXX




























- .25 • (TEMP(I+I,J)
+ TEMP(I,J-1)
- TEMP(I,J)

































- .25 * (YO2(I+1,J)
+ Yo2(I,J-1)
- Y02(I,J)























- .25 * (CH.20(I+1,J)
+ YH20(I,IJ-1)
- YH20(I,J)
- .25 * (YH20(I,J)
+ YH20(I-1,J-I)
- YH20(I,J-I)
- .25 * (YYN2(I+1,J)
+ YYN2(I,J-1)
- YYN2(I,J)











C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C







- (UE * DYE(4,I,J) + UN ' DYN(4,I,J)
+ UW * DTW(4,I,J) + US * DYS(4,I,J)) / AV
- (VE * DYE(4,I,J) + VN * DYN(4,I,J)
+ VW * DYW(4,I,J) + VS * DYS(4,I,J)) / AV
- (TE * DYE(4,I,J) + TN * DYN(4,I,J)
+ TW * DYW(4,I,J) + TS " DYS(4,I,J)) / AV
- (Y1E * DYE(4,I,J) + YiN * DYN(4,I,J)
+ Y1W * DYW(4,I,J) + Y1S * DYS(4,I,J)) / AV
- (Y2E * DYE(4,I,J) + Y2N 8 DYN(4,I,J)
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" Y2W * DYW(4,I,J) + Y2S * DYS(4,I,J)) / AV
- CM3E * DYE(4,I,O) + Y3N * DYIC4,I,J)
" Y3W * DYW(4,I,J) + Y3S 0 DYSC4,I,J)) / AV
- (Y4E * DYEC4,IJ) + Y4N * DYNC4,1,J)
" Y4W * DYW(4,I,J) + YES * DYS(4,I,J)) / AV
























































- - DYIDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN









- .5s (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J-1))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J-1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 ' DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01"*2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DF02
+ CPO2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH20
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
+ CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX



















--- I . - - I
I JL .i , L, r)
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12 + CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) ' DYSDX
FV(4,5,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY1DX
FV(4,6,I,J) - - SDIFF ' DY2DX
FV(4,7,I,J) - - SDIFF ' DY3DX




GV(4,4,X,J) - .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J-1))*TYY
1 + .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,,-1))OTXY
2 - SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
3 - SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
4 + CPH2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
5 - SDIFF/VELOl**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DF02
8 + CPO2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) 0 DY2DY
7 - SDIFF/VELOl**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH20
8 + CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
9 - SDIFF/VEL01*'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
10 + CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
11 - SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFOH
12 + CPOH * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DTSDY
GV(4,5,I,J) - - SDIFF * DYIDY
GV(4,6,I,J) - - SDIFF ' DY2DY
GV(4,7,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY3DY






















































UN - .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I+I,J+1)







VN - .25 * (VVEL(I+I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J+1)







TN - .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I+1,J+1)
















m .25 * (CH2(1+1,J) + YH2(1+1,J+1)




m .25 s (Y02(1+1,J) + Y02C1+1,J+i)

















m .25 s (YH2O('I+i,J) + YH20C1+i,J+1)




m .25 * (YY12(I+1,J) + YYN2CI+i,J+I)
+ YYN2(I,J+i) + YYN2CI+1,J))
- Y4VALL


















US ' DYS(l,I,J)) /
VN ' DYN(1,I,J)
VS * DYS(1,I,J)) /
TN X DYN(1,I,J)
TS * DYS(1,I,J)) /







































--- I - - - I
-




























+ UN * DXN(1,I,J)
+ US , DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
+ VN * DXN(I,YJ)
+ VS 0 DXS(I,I,7)) / AV
+ TN * DXN(1,I,J)
+ TS s DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
+ YIN M DXN(1,I,J)
+ Y1S * DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
+ Y2N * DXN(1,I,J)
+ Y2S * DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
+ Y3N * DXN(1,I,J)
+ Y3S * DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
+ Y4N DXN(Il,J)










C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - -LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN



























.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+1,J))*TXX
+ .5s (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 ' DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL0Ol**2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DT3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) ' DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELOl**2 s 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF * DYlDX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX
- SDIFF * DY4DX
0.0
TXY





























.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+1,J))'TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL010*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) a
+ CPH2 * T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) DYDY
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
- SDIFF/VEL01"*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,3) *
+ CPN2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH ' Ti * TEMP(I,J)) " DYSDY
- SDIFF ' DY1DY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF DY3DY
- SDIFF a DY4DY
\ NORTH FACE \
J - 1










- .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J)
+ UVEL(I,J+1)
- UVEL(I,J+1)











- .25 a (VVEL(I+1,J) + VVEL(I+1,J+I)
+ VVEL(I,J+1) + VVEL(I,J))
- VVEL(I,J+1)
- .25 ' (VVEL(I,J+1) + VVEL(I-1,J+i)








































- .25 * (YH2(I,J+1)
+ YH2(I-1,J)
- YH2(I,J)
- .25 ' (Y02(I+1,J)
+ Y02(I,J+1)
- Y02(I,J+1)
- .25 ' (Y02(I,J+1)
+ Y02(I-1,J)
- YO2(I,J)
- .25 * (YH20(I+1,J)
+ YH20(I,J+1)
- YH20(I,J+1)






































































* DYS(2,I,J)) / A
* DYN(2,I,J)









= -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
Y GRADIENTS
- (UE ' DXE(2,I,J) + UN *
+ UW * DXW(2,1,J) + US *
- - (VE * DXE(2,I,J) + VN '
+ VW ' DXW(2,I,J) + VS '
- - (TE * DXE(2,I,J) + TN *
+ TW ' DXW(2,I,J) + TS *
- - (Y1E 0 DXE(2,I,J) + YIN
+ Y1W * DXW(2,I,J) + Y71
- - (Y2E * DXE(2,I,J) + Y2N
+ Y2W * DXW(2,I,J) + Y2S
- - (Y3E * DXE(2,I,J) + Y3N
+ Y3W * DXW(2,I,J) + Y3S
- - (Y4E ' DXE(2,I,J) + Y4N
+ Y4W * DXW(,I,J) + Y4S
















COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DtDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN
C




FV(2,3,I,J ) - TXY
FV(2,4,I,J) - .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))'TXX


















































































- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CP02 s TI 8 TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01'2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) 8 DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF * DY1DX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF ' DY3DX




.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 i DTDY
- SDIFF/VELOl**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 i TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DY
- SDIFF/VEL0**i2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CP02 * T1 i TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * Tl ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *















\ WEST FACE \
J = 1i













UN - .25 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1)







VN - .25 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1)







TN - .25 s (TEMP(I,J) + TEMP(I,J+1)







Y1N - .25 s (YH2(I,J) + YH2(I,J+1)







Y2N - .25 * (Y02(I,J) + Y02(I,J+1)







Y3N - .25 s (YH20(I,J) + YH20(I,J+1)











S.25 * .(YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(I,J+1)
+ YYN2(I-1,J+1) + YYN2(I-1,J))
- Y4WALL
C





















































* DYS(3,I,J)) / AV
* DYN(3,I,J)
* DYS(3,I,J)) / AV
* DYN(3,I,J)
* DYS(3,I,J)) / AV
* DYN(3,I,J)
* DYS(3,I,J)) / AV
- -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C

























































-- DYiDY -- D72DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) ' (DUDX + DVDY)

































- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN
C














































.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I-1,J))*TXX
+ .s * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I-1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,,) *
+ CP02 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO01**2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,0)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY5DX
- SDIFF * DYIDX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX




.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I-1,J))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I-1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF s FACT1 ' DTDY
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYlDY
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VELO1'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01Ol2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 0
+ CPOH " T1 * TEMP(I,J)) " DYSDY
- SDIFF * DYlDY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF * DY3DY






































































CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
X GRADIENTS
- (UE 8 DYE(4,I,J) + UN *
+ UW * DYW(4,I,J) + US *
" (VE * DYE(4,I,J) + VN *
+ VW * DYW(4,I,J) + VS *
- (TE * DYE(4,I,J) + TN *
+ TW * DYW(4,I,J) + TS *
- (YlE * DYE(4,I,J) + Y1N
+ Y1W * DYW(4,I,J) + Y1S
- (Y2E * DYE(4,I,J) + Y2N
+ Y2W * DYW(4,I,J) + Y2S
= (Y3E * DYE(4,I,J) + Y3N
+ Y3W * DYW(4,I,J) + Y3S
- (Y4E * DYE(4,I,J) + Y4N




















































* DXS(4,I,J)) / A
* DXN(4,I,3)
• DXS(4,I,J)) / A
B DXN(4,I,J)
* DXS(4,I,J)) / A
B DXN(4 ,,J)
* DXS(4,I,J)) / A











































_ _ e - -











DTDY - 2.0*(TEMP(I, 1)-TWALL)/(Y(I,2)-Y(I,1))
DYiDY - 2.0*(YH2(I,1)-YIWALL) /(Y(I,2)-Y(I,1))
DY2DY - 2.0*(YO2(I,I)-Y2WALL) /(Y(I,2)-Y(I,1))
DY3DY - 2.0*(YH20(I, )-Y3WALL)/(Y(I,2)-Y(I,1))
DY4DY - 2.0*(YYN2(I,I)-Y4WALL) /(Y(I,2)-Y(I,i))
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,Y) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN
C


























- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPO2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPOH * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) ' DYSDX
- SDIFF ' DY1DX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX









- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
+ CPH2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DYiDY




6 + CPO2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) ' DY2DY
7 - SDIFF/VEL01'*2 8 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH20
8 + CPH20 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
9 - SDIFF/VEL01'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
10 + CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) ' DY4DY
11 - SDIFF/VELOi**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFOH
12 + CPOH * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
GV(4,5,I,J) - - SDIFF * DYiDY
GV(4,6,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY2DY
GV(4,7,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY3DY











































DO 20 I - 2 , NXXX







US - .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I,J)







VS - .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J) + VVEL(I,J)







TS - .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I,J)







Y1S - .25 * (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I,J)







Y2S - .25 * (Y02(I+1,J) + Y02(I,J)
















- .25 * (YH20(I+1,J) + YH20(I,J)




- .25 * (YTN2(I+1,J) + IYN2(Z,J)
+ YTN2(I,J-1) + YTN2(1+1,J-1))




- (UE * DYE(1,I,J) + UN * DYN(1,I,J)
+ Uw * DYW(l,I,J) + US * DYS(1,4,J)) /
- (VE 0 DYE(1,I,J) + VN * DYN(1,I,J)
+ VW * DYW(1,I,J) + VS * DYS(1,I,J)) /
- (TE * DYE(1,I,J) + TN * DYN(1,I,J)
+ TW * DYW(1,I,J) + TS 9 DYS(1,I,J)) /
- (Y1E * DYE(1,I,J) + YIN 0 DYN(1,I,J)
+ YIW b DYW(I,I,J) + Y1S * DYS(1,I,J))
- (Y2E * DYE(I,I,J) + Y2N * DYN(I,X,J)
+ Y2W * DYW(I,I,J) + Y2S * DYS(I,I,J))
- (Y3E * DYE(1,I,J) + Y3N * DYN(I,I,J)
+ Y3W * DYW(1,I,J) + Y3S ' DYS(1,I,J))
- (Y4E * DYE(1,I,J) + Y4N ' DYN(1,I,J)
+ Y4W * DYW(1,I,J) + Y4S * DYS(I,I,J))
- -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C





































* DXS(I,IJ)) / AV
" DXN(1,I,J)
* DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
3 DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
* DXN(iI,J)
* DXS(1,I,J)) / AV





































C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN













































.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 ' DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) ' DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO1'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Ti ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO1'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 ' T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELO1'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) ' DTSDX
- SDIFF " DY1DX
- SDIFF DY2DX
- SDIFF ' DY3DX




.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J))'TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01'O2 " 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 ' T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
- SDIFF/VEL01I*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) "
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01'O2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 ' T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * Tl ' TEMP(I,J)) 0 DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) ' DYSDY
- SD:FF ' DY1DY
- SDIFF " DY2DY
- SDIFF ' DY3DY















C --- \ NORTH FACE
C -------------------C
cJ - NYY


















































CALCULATE THE GRIADtIENT TEM S
X GRADIENTS
- (UE * DYE(2,I,J) + UN * DYN(2,1,J)
" UW * DYW(2,I,J) + US * DYS(2,1,J)) /
- (yE * DYE(2,I,J) + VN * DYN(2 ,,J)
+ VW * DYW(2,I,J) + VS * DY(2,I,i)) /
- (TE * DYE(2,1,J) + TN * DYN(2,I,J)
+ TW V*DYW(2,I,J) + TS * DYS(2,I,J)) /
- (Y1E * DYE(2,I,J) + YIN 9 DYN(2,I,J)
" Y1W * DtW(2,I,J) + 71S * DYS(2,1,J))
- (Y2E * DYE(2,I,J) + 721? * f 71(2,I,J)
+ Y2W * DYW(2,I,4) + 72S * DYS(2,1,J))
= (Y3E * DYE(2,I,7) + 731 * D71C2,I,J)
+ Y3W * DYW(2,I,T) + Y3S * DYS(2,1,J))
- (Y4E * DYE(2,I,c) + Y41N * DYN?(2,I,J)
+ 74W * DYW(2,I,e) + Y4S * DYS(2,I,cJ))
- -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - Y4flX
C






























+ UN * DXN(2,I,J)
+ US * DXS(2,I,J)) /
+ VN * DXN(2,I,t)
+ VS * DXS(2,I,J)) /
+ TN * DXN(2,I,J)
+ TS * DXS(2,I,J)) /
+ YTN * DXN(2,I,J)
+ Y1S * DXS(2,I,J))
+ Y2N * DXN(2,I,J)
P + Y2S * DXS(2,I,J))
+ 3SN * DXN(2,I,J)
+ Y3S * DXS(2,I,J))
+ Y4N * DXN(2,I,J)
+ Y4S * DXS(2,I,J))
= - DYIDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4D7




































TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - VIS(I,J) / REN ' (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN










































- SDIFF * FACT1 -- DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) 8 DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL012*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) 0 DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY5DX
- SDIFF * DY1DX
- SDIFF DY2DX





- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 8 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYiDY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CP02 ' T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 s 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH20 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) ' DT4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPOH T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) ' DY5DY
- SDIFF ' DYiDY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF * DY3DY
- SDIFF ' DY4DY















DO 40 I - 2 , NXXX







US - .25 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I-1,J)







VS - .25 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I-1,J)







TS - .25 * (TEMP(I,J) + TEMP(I-1,J)







Y1S - .25 * (YH2(I,J) + YH2(I-1,J)







Y2S - .25 * (Y02(I,J) + Y02(I-1,J)
















- .25 ' (YH20(I,J) + YH20(I-1,J)




= .25 * (YYN2(1,J) + •TN2(I-1,J)
+ YYN2(I-1,J-1) + YYN2(I,J-1))
C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C

























- (Y4E * DYE(3,I,J)
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C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB ' VIS(I,J) ' (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMB ' VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) ' DVDY / REN













































.5 (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I-1,J))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I-1,J))'TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 i DTDX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL010"2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) 3 DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,C,)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO1'*2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 ' T1 * TEMP(I,J)) " DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) s DYSDX
- SDIFF ' DY1DX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX




.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I-I,J))'TTY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I-1,cl))*TXY
- SDIFF 0 FACT1 ' DTDY
- SDIFF/VELOi**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
- SDIFF/VELOI'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VELO1'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VELO01'* * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01I*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH ' T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY5DY
- SDIFF " DYIDY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF * DY3DY


























































































w .25 * (UVZEL(I+1,J)
+ UVEL(I,J-1)
- UVEL(I,J)
- .25 * (UVEL(I,,3)
+ UVEL(I-1,J-1)
- UVEL(I,J-1)
- .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J)
+ VVEL(I,J-1)
- VVEL(I,J)






































- .25 * (Y02(I,J)
+ Y02(I-1,J-1)
- Y02(I,J-1)
- .25 * (YH20(I+1,,Y)
+ YH20(I,J-1)
- TH20(I,J)
- .25 * (YH20(I,J)
+ YH20(I-1,J-1)
- YH20(I,J-1)
- .25 * (YYN2(I+I,J)
+ YYN2(I,J-1)
- YYN2(I,J)














C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C


























































- -DYIDX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C
C --- Y GRADIENTS
C
- - (UE * DXE(4,I,J) + UN * DXN(4,I,J)
+ UW * DXW(4,I,J) + US * DXS(4,I,J)) / AV


























+ VW s DXW(4,I,J) + VS * DXS(4,I,J)) /
- - (TE * DXE(4,I,J) + TN * DXF(4,I,J)
+ TW * DXW(4,I,J) + TS * DXS(4,I,J)) /
- - (Y1E * DXE(4,I,J) + YIN 0 DXN(4,I,J)
+ YIW * DXW(4,I,J) + YIS * DXS(4,I,J))
- - (Y2E * DXE(4,I,J) + Y2N * DXN(4,I,J)
+ Y2W s DXW(4,I,J) + Y2S * DXS(4,I,J))
- - (Y3E * DXE(4,I,J) + Y3N * DXN(4,I,J)
+ Y3w * DXW(4,I,J) + Y3S 0 DXS(4,I,J))
- - (Y4E * DXE(4,1,J) + Y4N * DXN(4,I,J)
+ Y4W * DXW(4,I,J) + Y4S * DXS(4,I,J))








C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / BEN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMB ' VIS(I,J) ' (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DVDY / BEN





















.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J-1))*TXX
+ .s * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J-i))*TXY
- SDIFF 9 FACTI * DTDX
- SDIFF/VELOl1**2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYiDX
- SDIFF/VEL01*i2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELOi1'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 v 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF * DY1DX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX








.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J-1))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J-1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 ' DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
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4 + CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYlDY
5 - SDIFF/VELOi**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFO2
6 + CPO2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) ' DY2DY
7 - SDIFF/VELOl1*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2O
8 + CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
9 - SDIFF/VELOl**2 8 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
10 + CPN2 8 T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
11 - SDIFF/VEL01**2 v 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFOH
12 + CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY5DY
GV(4,5,I,J) - - SDIFF * DYiDY
GV(4,6,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY2DY
GV(4,7,I,J) - - SDIFF ' DY3DY




































NXX - NX - 1



































- NIX * NYY + NSX * NSY
1 , NXX
S1, NYY
- (U(1,I,J,2) - U(1,I,J,1))
- (U(2,I,J,2) - U(2,I,J,1))
- (U(3,I,J,2) - U(3,I,,,1))
- (U(4,I,J,2) - U(4,I,J,1))
- (U(5,I,J,2) - U(5,I,J,1))
S(U(6,I,J,2) - U(6,I,J,1))
- (C(7,I,J,,2) - U(7,I,J,1))
- TRESI + ABS(RES1)
- TRES2 + ABS(RES2)
- TRES3 + ABS(RES3)
- TRES4 + ABS(RES4)
- TRESS + ABS(RES5)
- TRES6 + ABS(RES6)



























C --- PRINT OUT THE RESIDUAL HISTORIES FOR EACH ITERATION
C





C --- CONVERGENCE TEST
C
IRES - 0









































C GRID METRIX AND REACTION RATES
C
DO 6 J - 1 , NY




C --- LOAD RESTART FILE " DSTEP.DAT "
C
DO 5 J - 1 , NYY
310
DO S I - 1 , NXX
WRITE(6,14)U(1,I,J,2),U(2, I,J,2),U(3, I,J,2),U(4, I,J,2),




DO 3000 1 - 1 , NXX
DO 3000 J - 1 , NYY
RESN1 - ABS(U(1,I,J,2) - U(1,I,J,1)) / DT(I,J)










C --- COMPUTE THE SOURCE TERMS
C --- THE H2 - 02 CHEMISTRY SOURCE TERMS ARE AS





































WSCALE - AL / (VELO1 * DEN1)
C
C --- SWEEP THROUGH ALL GRID POINTS TO COMPUTE "WDOT"
C
FACT4 - ACOM * (1.0E+21/(T1**5)) * (1.OE+20/(T1**5))





C --- INITIALIZE CHEMICAL SOURCE TERM ARRAYS
C
DO 100 K - 1 , IEQ
DO 100 J = 1 , NYY




C --- TEST IF CASE IS REACTING OR NONREACTING- DO ONLY IF
C --- REACTING CASE
C
IF(ACOM.EQ.0.0) GO TO 500
C
IF(NOITER.GT.200) GO TO 977
C
C
C --- IGNITION TRIGGER - REMOVE FOR FLAT PLATE CALCULATIONS
C
DO 978 IS - 11 , 17
DO 978 JS - 1 , 7
978 TEMP(IS,JS) - 2.5
977 CONTINUE
C
DO I J - 1 , NYY
DO 1 I - 1 , NXX
ATEMP - TEMP(I,J) * Ti
IF(ATEMP.LE.TRIGTEMP) GO TO 1
C
C --- EXPONENTIAL FACTOR
C
EQUIL4 - 26.164 * EXP( -8992. / (TEMP(I,J) * Tl))
EQUILS - 3.269E-8 * EXP( 69415. / (TEMP(I,J) * Tl))
CONST4 - - 4865. /(1.987 * T1 * TEMP(I,J))
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CONSTS - - 42500./(1.987 ' Ti * TEMP(I,J))
APHI4 - (8.917 * PHI + 31.433 ' PHI - 28.950 )
APHIS - (2.000 + 1.333 / PHI - .8333 ' PHI)
C
C --- RATE CONSTANTS
C
WRITE(S,*)TEMP(I,J),T1
AF4 - APHI4 / (TEMP(I,J)**S) * FACT4
1 * EXP(CONST4) / (TEMP(I,J)*S5)
AFS - APHIS / (TEMP(I,J)**6) * FACTS
1 S EXP(CONST5) / (TEMP(I,J)**7)
AB4 - AF4 / EQUIL4











- UDEN - UH2
- AS(UOH)
- UH2 * DEN1
- U02 * DEN1
- UH20* DEN1
- UOH * DEN1
- UN2 * DEN1







C --- PRODUCTION RATES - 'H' TERM
C
5 - 1.0
AH(5,I,J) - AWH2 * (- AF4 * TH2 * U02 + AB4
- AF5 * UOH**2 UTH2 * SS
+ AB5 * UH20**2 * SS5 )
* UOH**2
5 - 1.0
AH(8,I,J) - AW02 * (- AF4 * UH2 * U02 + AB4 * OH**2 )
SS - 1.0
AH(7,I,J) - AWH20 2.0 * ( AF5 * UOH**2 * UH2 * S5
1 - AB5 0UH20O2 0 SS )
WRITE(S,*)I ,J,AH(5,I,J),AH(6,I,J),AH(7,I,J)
ADD THE SOURCE TERMS TO THE RESIDUALS COMPUTED IN THE
FLUX BALANCE ROUTINE " SUBROUTINE FLUX"
NOTE 'WSCALE' IS A PARAMETER USED TO NON-DIMENSIONALIZE WDOT
RES(5,I,J) - RES(5,I,J) - AH(S,I,J) * WSCALE



























C MATRIX EQU ATION TO BE SOLVED C
C C
C C
C [ ] [ ] C
C [ A B C 3 xl 3 [ Ri ] C
C [ 3 [ ] c
C [ D E F ] [ X2 3 [ R2 3 C
c [ ] [ ] c
C [ o H I ] [ X3 R [ 3 ] C




C --- SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS SOLVED BY
C --- GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION - GLOBAL CHEMISTRY MODEL
C ---
C
C --- COMPUTE THE TIME SCALING DERIVATIVES OF THE







































WSCALE - AL / (VELO1 * DEN1)
C
C --- SWEEP THROUGH ALL GRID POINTS TO COMPUTE "WDOT"
C
FACT4 - ACOM * (1.0E+21/(T1**5)) * (1.0E+20/(T1**S))








IF(NOITER.GT.200) GO TO 977
C
C
C --- IGNITION TRIGGER - REMOVE FOR FLAT PLATE CALCULATIONS
C
DO 978 IS - 11 , 17
DO 978 JS - 1 , 7
978 TEMP(IS,JS) - 2.5
977 CONTINUE
C
C --- FREE STREAM SPECIFIC HEAT
C
CPFS - CPN2 * CONN2 + CPO2 * CON02 + CPH2 * CONH2
C
DO 1 J - 1 , NYY
DO 1 I - 1 , NXX
IF(I.LT.NSX.AND.J.LT.NSY) GO TO 1
C




C --- IGNITION TEMPERATURE TEST
C
ATEMP - TEMP(I,J) ' Ti
IF(ATEMP.LE.TRIGTEMP.OR.ACOM.EQ.0.0) 00 TO 500
C
C --- EXPONENTIAL FACTOR
C
.QUIL4 - 26.164 * EXP( -8992. / (TEMP(I,J) * Ti))
EQUILS - 3.269E-8 * EXP( 69415. / (TEMP(I,J) * T1))
CONST4 - - 4E65. /(1.987 ' Tl * TEMP(I,,))
CONSTS - - 42500./(1.987 ' Tl * TEMP(I,J))
APHI4 - (8.917 * PHI + 31.433 / PHI - 828.950 )
APHIS - (2.000 + 1.333 / PHI - .8333 * PHI)
C
C --- RATE CONSTANTS
C
AF4 - APHI4 / (TEMP(I,J)*'5) * FACT4
1 * EXP(CONST4) / (TEMP(I,J)**S)
AFS - APHIS / (TEMP(I,J)**6) * FACTS
1 * EXP(CONSTS) / (TEMP(I,J)**7)
AB4 - AF4 / EQUIL4
ABS - AFS / (EQUIL5 * RUCGS * Ti * TEMP(I,J))
C
C --- DK / DT
C
C WRITE(5,)I,J,FACT4,FA CT5,CONST4,CONSTS
PAF4 - APHI4 / (TEMP(I,J)**5S) * FACT4
1 * EXP(CONST4) / (TEMP(I,J)*6)
2 ' ( -10. - CONST4 )
PAFS - APHI5 / (TEMP(I,J)*'6) * FACTS
1 * EXP(CONST5) / (TEMP(I,J)**8)
2 ' ( -13. - CONSTS )
C







UOH - UDEN - UH2 - U02 - UH20 - UN2
UOH - ABS(UOH)
VH2 - UH2 * DEN1 / AWH2
U002 - U02 DEN1 / AWO2
UH2O - UH208 DEN1 / AWH20
UOH - UOH * DEN1 / AWOH
UN2 - UN2 * DEN1 / AWN2
CV - ( YH2(I,J) * CVH2 + Y02(I,J) * CV02
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+ YH20(I,J) * CVH20 + YOH(I,J) * CVOH
+ YTN2(I,J) * CVN2 )
C
C --- COMPUTE \ S \ MATRIX ELEMENTS DH / DU





C --- CHARACTERISTIC TIME SCALES
C
C
- 1.0 / AWH2
- 1.0 / AW02
- 1.0 / AWH20
- 1.0 / AWOH
H2 TIME SCALES
DH2UH2 - AWH2 s (- AF4*U02*S1 - 2.0OAB4U0OH$S4
+ 2.OAF5SUOH*UH2*S4
- AF5*UOH**2*S1
DH2U02 - AWH2 * (- AF4*UH25S2 - 2.0*AB4U08H*S4
+ 2.0*AF5*U0HUH25'S
DH2UW m AWH2 * 2.0*(- AB4*UOH*Sl + AF5*UOHUKT2TS'
+ AB5*UH20S3







(-UH28U02 + UOH*2/EQUIL4 ) PAF4
EQt(IL5*UCGS*T1TEMP(I,J)










AW02 (- AF4'UO2*S1 - 2.0*AB4UOH'St4
AW02 ' (- AF4'UH2*S2 - 2.0*AB4*UOH*'S
AW02 * (- 2.0*AB4*UOHS4
AW02 ( 2.0*AB4*UOHS4
- DO2UD









DH2OUH2 - AWH20 *2.0'(- 2.0*AFS*UOH'UH2*St
1 + AFS*UOH* 02*S1 )
DH2OUO2 - AWH20 *2.0'(- 2.0*AFS*tOHUH2*St )
DHSOUW - AWH20*2.0'(- 2.0OAF5*UOH*UH2*S4
1 - 2.0*ABS'U20*S3 )
DH2OUD - AWH20 *2.0*( 2.0*AF5SUOHUH2*S )
DH2OUN2 - - DH20UD
EQUILS - EQUILS•RUCGS*T1OTEMP(I,J)
DH2OUE1 - 2.0*(UOH*02*UH2 - UH20*02/EQUILS) * PAPS
DH2OUE - AWH20*VEL01 *2/(T1 CVDEN(I,J) ) DH20UE1
C
C
C --- DEFINE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX \\ S \\
C
A - 1.0 - DH2UH2 ' DDT * ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
B - - DH2UO2 0 DDT * ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
C - - DH2UW DDT ' ALPHA(IA) 0 WSCALE
D - - DO2UH2 ' DDT ' ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
E - 1.0 - DO2U02 ' DDT * ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
F - - DO2UW ' DDT ' ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
AAG - - DH2OUH2 ' DDT * ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
AAH - - DH20UO2 ' DDT ' ALPHA(IA) ' WSCALE
AAI - 1.0 - DH20UW ' DDT ' ALPHA(IA) * WSCALE
C
C --- NEXT DEFINE THE RESIDUAL VECTOR
C
DU1 - - ALPHA(IA) s DDT * RES(1,I,J)
DU1 - DU1 * WSCALE
DU4 - - ALPHA(IA) 0 DDT * RES(4,I,J)
DU4 - DU4 ' WSCALE
DU8 - - ALPHA(IA) * DDT ' RES(8,1,J)
DU8 - DU8 * WSCALE
C
C --- DU1 * DH/DU ACCOUNTS THE DEPENDANCE OF WDOT ON
C --- DENSITY
C
R1 - - ALPHA(IA) * DDT 2 (RES(5,I,J) - DH2UD * DUl
1 - DH2UE * DU4 - DH2UN2 * DU8)
R2 - ALPHA(IA) * DDT ' (RES(6,I,J) - DO2UD * DUl
1 - D02UE * DU4 - DO2UN2 * DU8)
R3 - - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * (RES(7,I,J) - DH20UD * DUl
1 - DH2OUE * DU4 - DH2OUN2 * DU8)
C
C --- NORMALIZE THE MATRIX ELEMENTS SUCH THAT NONE IS GREATER
C --- THAN ONE
C




IF(ABS(B).GT.SC1) SC1 - ABS(B)
IF(ABS(C).GT.SC1) SC1 - ABS(C)
SC2 - ABS(D)
IF(ABS(E).GT.SC2) SC2 - ABS(E)
IF(ABS(F).GT.SC2) SC2 - ABS(F)
8C3 - ABS(AAG)
IF(ABS(AAH).GT.SC3) SC3 - ABS(AAH)




A - A / SC1
B - B SC1
C - C / SC1
D D / SC2
E E / SC2
F F / SC2
AAG - AAG / SC3
AAH AAH / SC3
AAI - AAI / SC3
C
Ri - R1 / SC1
R2 - R2 / SC2
R3 - R3 / SC3
C
C --------------------------------
C --- SOLVE MATRIX SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
C --------------------------------
C




IF(TEST.LT.EP) GO TO 100
DIV - A / D
E - B - DIV * E
F - C -DIV F
R2 - R1 - DIV ' R2
100 CONTINUE
TEST - ABS(AAG)
IF(TEST.LT.EP) GO TO 101
DIV - A / AAG
AAH - B - DIV * AAH
AAI - C - DIV * AAI
R3 - R1 - DIV ' R3
101 CONTINUE
TEST - ABS(AAH)
IF(TEST.LT.EP) GO TO 102
DIV - E / AAH
AAI - F - DIV ' AAI
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R3S R2 - DIV 0 R3
102 CONTINUE
C
C --- NOW COMPUTE THE X'S VIA BACK SUBSTITUTION
C
X3 - R3 / AAI
X2 - (R2 - F 0 X3) / E




C --- COMPUTE NEW FLUID " U 'S "
C -----------------------------
C
U(1,I,J,2) - U(1,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(I,I,J)
U(2,1,J,2) - U(2,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(2,I,J)
U(3,I,J,2) - U(3,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(3,I,J)
U(4,C,J,2) - U(4,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(4,I,J)
U(8,I,J,2) - U(8,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(8,I,J)
C
C ----------------------------------------------------
C --- COMPUTE THE NEW SPECIES STATE QUANTITIES IE " U'S "
C ----------------------------------------------------
C
IF(ATEMP.LE.TRIGTEMP.OR.ACOM.EQ.0.0) GO TO 501
U(5,I,J,2) - U(5,I,J,1) + Xl
U(6,I,J,2) - U(6,I,J,1) + X2
U(7,I,J,2) - U(7,I,J,1) + X3
GO TO 502
501 CONTINUE
U(5,I,J,2) - U(5,I,J,l) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(5,I,J)
U(6,I,J,2) - U(6,I,J,1) - ALPHA(IA) * DDT * RES(6,I,J)








ODEN - 1.0 / DEN(I,J)
UVEL(I,J) - U(2,I,J,2) * ODEN
VVEL(I,J) - U(3,I,J,2) * ODEN
AINTE(I,J) - U(4,I,J,2) * ODEN
C
C -----------------------------
C --- UPDATE SPECIES MASS FRACTIONS
C -----------------------------
C
YH2(I,J) - U(5,I,J,2) a ODEN
320
Y02C1,J) - U(6,I,J,2) * ODEN
YH20(,J) - U(7,I,J,2) * ODEN
YYYN2(IJ) - U(8,I,J,2) 0 ODE
COMPUTE REMAINING UIKNOWNS




- ( TH2(I,J) * CPH2 + YO2(1,J) * CPO2
+ YH20(I,J) * CPH20 + UOH * CPOH
+ TYN2(I,J) * CPN2 )
C
C --- NON-DIMENSIONAL CP
C
CPND(I,J) - CP / CPFS










+ YH20(I,J) * CVH20 + UOH * CVOH
+ YYN2(I,J) * CVN2 )
WRITE(5,*)I,J,CP,CV,YH20(I,J),YO2(I,J),YH20(I,J),YOH(I,J)
- CP - CV
IAMA - CP / CV
)HEATF - YH2(I,J)'DFH2 + Y02(I,J) DFO02 + YH20(I,J)*DFH20
+ UOHODFOH + YYN2(I,J)* DFN2
7ELO - UVEL(I,J)**2 + VVEL(I,J)*S2
rEMP(I,J) - (VEL01**2/(CV*T1))'(AINTE(I,J) - .5'VELO
- DHEATF/(VELO1*2))
rEMP(I,J) - ABS(TEMP(I,J))
;OUND(I,J) - SQRT(GAMA * R * T1 * TEMP(I,J))/VELO1
tMACH(I,J) - SQRT(VELO)/SOUND(I,J)
'RES(I,J) - (Tl /VELO1'*2) * R * DEN(I,J) * TEMP(I,J)
NTHP(I,J) - CP * T1 / VELOi**2 *TEMP(I,J) + .5 * VELO









































DO I - 1 ,NYY
DO 1 I - 1 ,NXX








C --- COMPUTE AND PRINT OUT THE GROSS FEATURES OF THE PROBLEM C
C --- FOR EXAMPLE CALCULATE THE PERCENT OF H2 AND O2CONSUMED OR THE C





























C****ass*sass **ssass sasasass sa******sasas a*****sss*s** ss** s$asss
C
C --- COMPUTE THE PERCENT OF H2 CONSUMED
C











MASS OF H2 IN
MASS OF H2 OUT
- Y(NSY,NYY) DEN1 * CONH2 1.0
- 0.0
- 1 , NYY
- Y(NXX,J+1) - Y(NXX,J)
- SQRT(UVEL(NXX,J)**2 + VVEL(NXX,J)**•)
- DELTAY * DEN1 * DEN(NXX,J) 0 YH2(NXX,J) * AVEL
- AMASS2 + DM
PERCENT OF H2 CONSUMED PH2
PH2 - 100. * ( 1.0 - AMASS2 / AMASS1 )
c
C *s55$ssas assassaases a scasesssasss$$ scec sosas5*5s5ss5*5$$ss$$5$
C








MASS OF 02 IN
MASS OF 02 OUT
- Y(NSY,NYY) * DEN1 s CONO2 * 1.0
- 0.0






DELTAY - Y(NXX,J+1) - Y(NXX,J)
AVEL - SQRT(UVEL(NXX,J)**S + VVEL(NXX,J)0*2)
DM - DELTAY * DENI * DEN(NXX,J) * O02(NXX,J) * AVEL
AMASS2 - AMASS2 + DM
2 CONTINUE
C
C --- PERCENT OF 02 COMSUMED P02
C
P02 - 100. C ( 1.0 - AMASS2 / AMASS1 )
C
C
Czs ssae8s..eS essSase sees esassss asusses e eseseesessesseeseeses
C
C --- COMPUTE THE HEAT RELEASE PARAMETER PH - DHF / HTO
C
C --- HTO w ENTERING TOTAL ENTHALPY
C --- DHF = HEAT RELEASED DUE TO THE FORMATION OF H20
C
HTO * (CPN2 * CONN2 + CPH2 * CONH2 + CPOS * CONO2) * T1
1 + .5
DO3 -I1,NYY
DM - YH20(NXX,J) * DFH20
DHF - DHF + DM
3 CONTINUE
DHF - DHF / (Y(NXX,NYY) - Y(NXX,1))
PH - DHF / HTO
C
C --- PRINT OUTPUT
C













































C --- COMPUTE FLUXES THROUGH THE LOWER WALL CELLS
C
C ---------------
C --- I EAST FACE I
C ---------------C
DO 20 I - 2 , NXXX
IF(I.EQ.NSX) GO TO 20
IF(I.LT.NSX) J - NSY
IF(I.GT.NSX) J - 1
IF(I.LT.NSX) TWALL - TEMP(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) TWALL - TEMP(I,1)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y1WALL - YH2(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y1WALL - YH2(I,1)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y2WALL - Y02(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y2WALL - Y02(I,1)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y3WALL - YH2O(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y3WALL - YH20(I,1)
IF(I.LT.NSr) Y4WALL - YYN2(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y4WALL - YYN2(I,1)







UN - .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I+1,J+1)







VN - .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J) + VVEL(I+I,J+1)







TN - .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I+I,J+1)







YIN - .25 * (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I+1,J+1)







Y2N - .25 * (Y02(I+1,J) + Y02(I+1,J+1)







Y3N - .25 * (YH20(I+1,J) + TH20(I+i,J+1)











m .25 * sCYN2(I+1,J) + YYII2(I+I,J+1)
+ YYN2(1,J+1) + YYZ2(1+1,J))
- U4WALL
C
C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C





























+ UN * DYN(1,I,J)
+ US • DYS(1,!,J)) / AV
+ VN * DYN(I,I,J)
+ VS * DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
+ TN * DYN(1,I,J)
+ TS * DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
+ YIN * DYN(1,I,J)
+ YiS * DYS(I,I,7)) / AV
+ Y2N * DYN(I,I,J)
+ Y2S * DYS(I,I,J)) / AV
+ Y3N * DYN(L,I,J)
+ Y3S * D7S(1,I,J)) / AV
+ Y4N DYN(1,I,J)
+ Y4S * DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
- -DYiDX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4PDX
C
C --- Y GRADIENTS
C
- - (UE " DXE(1,I,J) + UN *
+ UW * DXW(1,I,J) + US *
- - (VE * DXE(1,I,J) -+ VN *
+ VW * DXW(1,I,J) + VS *
- - (TE * DXE(1,I,J) + TN *
+ TW s DXW(I,I,J) + TS *
- - (YiE * DXE(1,I,J) + Y1N
+ YIW * DXW(1,I,J) + YIS
- - (Y2E * DXE(i,I,J) + Y2N
+ Y2W * DXW(i,I,J) + Y2S
- - (Y3E a DXE(I,I,J) + Y3N
+ Y3W * DXW(1,I,J) + Y3S
- - (Y4E * DXE(I,I,J) + Y4N
+ Y4W * DXW(1,I,J) + Y4S








* DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
a DXN(,CI,J)
, DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
* DXN(1,I,J)
a DXS(1,I,j)) / AV
* DXN(1,I,J)
* DXS(I,I,J)) / AV
DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
- - LAMB S VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 a VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)





















- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN






























.s * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+1,J))'TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,,))OTXT
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 1.0 / CPND(I,,) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(Iv)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELOI1*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2O * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 0
+ CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELOl**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 0
+ CPOH ' TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY5DX
- SDIFF , DY1DX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX




.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + tVfEL(I+I,J))TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VELOI"*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,0) *
+ CPH2 * T1 s TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
- SDIFF/VELOi'*2 " 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 3
+ CPN2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
- SDIFF/VELO1"*2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
























DO 30 I - 2 , NXXX
IF(I.EQ.NSX) GO TO 30
IF(I.LT.NSX) J - NSY
IF(I.OT.NSX) J- 1
IF(I.LT.NSX) TWALL - TEMP(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) TWALL - TEMP(I,1)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y1WALL - YH2(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y1WALL - YH2(I,1)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y2WALL - Y02(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y2WALL - Y02(1,1)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y3WALL - YH20(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y3WALL - YH20(I,1)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y4WALL - YYN2(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y4WALL - YYN2(I,1)




- .25 * (UVEL(I+I,J) + UVEL(I+1,J+1)
+ UVEL(I,J+1) + UVEL(I,J))
- UVEL(I,J+1)
- .25 * (UVEL(I,J+1) + UVEL(I-1,J+1)





.25 * (VVEL(1+1.,) + 'VEL(I+1.J+1)
+ VVEL(I.J+1A + VVEL(T.JV)
- VVEL(I,J+1)
- .25 * (VVEL(I.J+1) + VVEL(I-1.J+1)




.25 * (TEMP(I+1.J) + TEMP(1+1.J+1)
+ TEMP(I.J+1) + TEMP(I.J))
- TE(P(I,J+1)
.25 * (TEMP(I.,+1) + TEMP(I-1.J1





Y1E - .25 8 (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I+1,J+1)
+ YH2(I,J+1) + YH2(I,J))
C --- V-'/ELOC ITYC
V \ý ,d





















m .25 * Cn!2(z,J.1) + YH2(1-1,J+1)
+ YH2(1-1,J) + YH2CI,J))
- YH2(1,J)
m .25 8 (Y02(1+1,J) + Y02(X+1,J+1)
+ Y02(I,J+1) + Y02C1.J))
- Y02(I,J+1)
w .25 * (Y02(1,J+1) + Y02(1-1,J+1)
+ YO2C-1,J) + Y02(I,J))
- Y02C1,J)
- .25 (YH20(I+i,J) + YH20(I+1,J+1)













m .25 C (YY2(I.1,J)
+ YYN2(I,J+l)
- YYN2(I,Js-)








C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C



































* DYS(2,I,J)) / AV
* DYN(2,I,J)
* DYS(2,I,J)) / AV
* DYN(2,I,J)























- --I - . - 7 - I
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+ Y4W 0 DTW(2,IJ) + Y4S * DYS(2,I,J)) / AV
- -DYItX - 1DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
Y GRADIENTS
- - (UE a
- - (VE
+ VW *
























+ UN * DXN(2,I,J)
+ US * DXS(2,I,J)) /
+ VN * DXN(2,I,J)
+ VS * DXS(2,I,J)) /
+ TN * DXN(2,1,I)
+ TS 0 DXS(2,I,J)) /
+ TIN * DXN(2,I,J)
+ YIS * DXS(2,I,J))
)+ Y2N * DXN(2,I,J)
+ Y2S * DXS(2,I,J))
+ Y3N * DXN(2,I,J)
+ Y3S 0 DXS(2,I,J))
+ Y4N * DXN(2,I,J)
+ Y4S * DXS(2,I,J))
- - DYlDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) 0 DVDY / REN
























.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+1,J))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))'TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 a DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 a 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO1*02 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELO01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) a DY5DX
- SDIFF * DYiDX
- SDIFF a DY2DX
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OV(2,4,1,3) - .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))*TTY
1 + .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J))*TXY
2 - SDIFF * FACTI * DTDY
3 - SDIFF/VELO1*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
4 + CPH2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DYTDY
5 - SDIFF/VELOi**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
6 + CPO2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
'7 - SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
8 + CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
9 - SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
10 + CPN2 * T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
11 - SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 9
12 + CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYBDY
GV(2,S,I,J) - - SDIFF ' DY1DY
GV(2,6,I,J) - - SDIFF S DY2DY
GV(2,7,1,J) - - SDIFF * DY3DY
GV(2,8,I,J) - - SDIFF ! DY4DY
CONTINUE
I WEST FACE I
J -1
DO 40 1 2 , IXXX
IF(I.EQ.NSX) 00 TO 40
IFCI.LT.TSX) J NSY
IF(I.GT.KSX) J I 1
IF(I.LT.NSX) TWALL - TEHP(1,NSY)
IFCI.GT.NSX) TWALL - TEMP(I,i)
IF(I.LT.NSX) YiWALL -TH2(I,NSY)
IF(I.GT.1SX) TiWALL - YH2(I,l)
IF(I.LT.NSX) T2WALL - YO2(1,NSY)
IF(I.OT.NSX) YUWALL - Y02(1,1)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y WALL - TH20(1CNSY)
IF(I.GT.NSX) Y3WALL - YH20(,l)
IF(I.LT.NSX) Y4WALL - YYN2(I,NSY)
IF(!.OT.NSX) Y4WALL - YY2(I,l)












UN - .25 0 (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1)
1 + UVEL(I-1,J+1) + UVEL(I-1,J))
US - 0.0
C




VN - .25 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1)







TN - .25 * (TEMP(I,J) + TEMP(I,J+1)







Y1iN .25 * (YH2(I,J) + YH2(I,J+1)







Y2N - .25 * (Y02(I,J) + Y02(I,J+1)








- .25 s (YH20(I,J) + YH20(I,J+1)







Y4N - .25 * (YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(I,J+1)
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Y4S
+ YYN2(I-1,J+1) + YYN2(I-1,J))
- Y4WALL
C
C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C
















































DYN (, 1, J)
DYS(3,X,T)) /








- -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C
C --- Y GRADIENTS
C
- (UE * DXE(3,I,J) + UN * DXN(S,I,J)
+ UW * DXW(3,I,J) + US 0 DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - (VE * DXE(3,I,J) + VN * DXN(3,I,J)
+ VW * DXW(3,I,J) + VS * DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - (TE * DXE(3,I,J) + TN * DEN(3,I,J)
+ TW * DXW(3,I,J) + TS * DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y1E * DXE(3,I,J) + Y1N * DXN(3,IJ)
+ YlW * DXW(3,I,J) + Y1S * DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y2E * DXE(3,I,J) + Y2N * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y2W * DXW(3,I,J) + Y2S DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y3E ' DXE(3,I,J) + Y3N * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y3W * DXW(3,I,J) + Y3S * DXS(3,I,J)) / AV
-- (Y4E * DXE(3,I,3) + Y4N * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y4W ' DXW(3,I,J) + Y4S * DZS(3,I,J)) / AV
- - DYiDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN s (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
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FV(3,4,I,J) - .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J))*TXX
1 + .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J))*TXY
2 - SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
3 - SDIFF/VELO01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
4 + CPH2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
5 - SDIFF/VEL010*2 0 1.0 / CPND(I,3) *
6 + CPO2 * T1 * TEMP(I,3)) 0 DY2DX
7 - SDIFF/VEL01'**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
8 + CPH20 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
9 - SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
10 + CPN2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4D%
11 - SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
12 + CPOH * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY5DX
FV(3,5,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY1DX
FV(3,6,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY2DX
FV(S,7,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY3DX



















.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+i,J))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + OVEL(I+1,3))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 i DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01*i2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DYiDY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VELOl*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * TI ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01*'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *













































































































CALCULATE THE GRADlIENT TERMS
X GRADlIENTS
)UnX - (UE * DYE(4,I,J) + UN s DYN(4,1,J)
+ UW * DYW(4,I,J) + US * DYSC4,I,J)) /
)VDX - (yE * DYE(4,I,J) + VN * DflC4,1,J)
+ VW * DYW(4,1,J) + VS s DYS(4,I,J)) /
)TDX - (TE s DYE(4,1,J) + TN 0 DYN(4,I,J)
+ TW * DYW(4,1,J) + TS * DYS(4,I,J)) /
)Y1DX = (YlE * DYE(4,I,J) + Y1I * DYN(4,1,J)
+ " W *DYW(4,I,J) + YS * DYS(4,x,J))
)Y2DX - (Y2E * DYE(4,I,J) + Y2N * DYN(C,I,J)
+ Y2W * DYW(4,1,J) + Y2S 8 DYS(4,1,J))
)Y3DX - (Y3E * DYE(4,IJ) + Y3N * DaN(4,ii)
" Y3W *DYW(4,I,J) + Y3S * DCS(4,,J))
)Y4DX = (4E *DYE(4,I,J) + Y4N * DYN(4,1,J)
+ "4W * DYW(4,I,J) + Y4S 0 Da S(4,1,J))
)Y5DX - -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C




















































































+ Y3W * DXW(4,I,J) + Y3S * DXS(4,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y4E * DXE(4,I,J) + YaN * DXN(4,I,J)
+ Y4W * DXW(4,I,J) + 48S * DXS(4,I,J)) / AV
- - DY1DY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN













- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)








GV(44,I,J) - - SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
3 - SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
4 + CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
5 - SDIFF/VELOi**2 s 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
6 + CP02 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
7 - SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
8 + CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) s DY3DY
9 - SDIFF/VELOli*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
10 + CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
11 - SDIFF/VELO'**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
12 + CPOH " T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY5DY
GV(4,5,I,J) - - SDIFF * DYiDY













GV(4,7,I,J) - - SDIFF * DY3DY



















UN - .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I+1,J+1)
1 + UVEL(I,J+1) + UVEL(I,.))
US - .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I,J)






VN = .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J) + VV-EL(I+1,J+1)
1 + VVEL(I,J+1) + VVEL(I+I.J))
VS - .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J) + VVEL(I,J)






TN - .25 * (TEMP(I+I,J) + TEMP(I+I,J+1)
1 + TEMP(I,J+1) + TEMP(I+I,J))
TS - .25 * (TEMP(I+I,J) + TEMP(I,J)






TYN - .25 ' (YH2(I+1,J) + TH2(I+,,3+1)
1 + YH2(I,J+I) + TH2(I+i,J))
YIS - .25 * (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I,J)
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Y2N - .25 * (Y02(I+1,J) + Y02(I+I,J+1)
1 + Y02(1,J+1) + Y02(1+1,J))
Y2S - .25 * (Y02(I+1,J) + Y02(1,J)






Y3N - .25 * (YH20(I+1,J) + YH20(I+1,J+1)
1 + TH20(I,0+1) + YH20(1+1,J))
Y3S - .25 8 (7H20(I+1,J)+ TH20(I,,)






Y4N - .25 * (YYN2(1+1,J) + TYN2(1+1,J+I)
1 + YYN2(I,J+1) + TYN2(1+1,J))
Y74 - .25 * (YYN2(1+1,J) + YYN2(1,J)
1 + YYN2(I,J-1) + YYN2(I+I,J-1))
C
C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C
C --- X GRADIENTS
C
DUDX - (UE * DYE(1,I,J) + UN * DYN(1,I,J)
1 + UW * DYW(1,I,J) + US * DYS(I,I,J)) / AV
DVDX - (VE * DYE(1,I,c) + VN * DYN(1,I,J)
1 + VW s DYW(1,I,J) + VS * DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
DTDX - (TE * DYE(1,I,J) + TN * DTN(1,I,J)
1 + TW * DYW(I,I,J) + TS * DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
DY1DX - (Y1E * DYE(1,I,J) + 71N s DYN(1,I,J)
1 + Y1W * DYW(1,I,J) + Y71S DYS(1,I,,)) / AV
DY2DX - (Y2E * DYE(1,I,J) + Y2N * DYN(1,I,J)
1 + Y2W s DYW(I,I,J) + Y2S * DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
DY3DX - (Y3E * DYE(1,I,J) + YSN * DYN(1,1,J)
1 + Y3W * DYW(1,I,J) + S3S * DYS(1,1,J)) / AV
DY4DX - (Y4E * DYE(1,I,J) + Y4N * DYN(1,I,J)
1 + Y4W * DYW(1,I,J) + Y4S * DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
DYSDX - -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
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- - DYiDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN
























.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Tl * TEMP(I,3)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 6 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELO1'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF ' DY1DX
- SDIFF ' DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX










































.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J))TTYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Ti 0 TEMP(I,J)) * DYTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DT
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) 8 DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL0**i2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) S
+ CPN2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,) *





I NORTH FACE I
- NSX
- NSY
- .5 * (AREA(I,J) + AREA(ItT,+i))
C
C --- U-VELOCITY
- .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J)
+ UVEL(I,J+i)
- UVEL(I,J+l)











- .25 * (VVEL(I+I,J) + VVEL(I+i,J+I)
+ VVEL(I,J+1) + VVEL(I,J))
- VVEL(I,J+1)
- .25 * (VVEL(I,J+I) + VVEL(I-1,J+1)





- .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I+1,J+I)









TW - .25 * (TEMP(I,J+1) + TEMP(I-1,J+1)





Y1E - .25 * (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I+1,J+1)
1 + YH2(I,J+1) + YH2(I,J))
YIN - YH2(I,J+1)
Y1W - .25 * (YH2(I,J+1) + YH2(I-1,J+1)





Y2E - .25 * (Y02(I+1,J) + Y02(I+1,J+1)
1 + Y02(I,J+1) + Y02(I,J))
Y2N - Y02(1,J+1)
Y2W - .25 * (YO02(I,J+1) + Y02(1-1,J+1)





Y3E - .25 * (YH20(I+1,J) + YH20(I+1,J+1)
1 + YH20(I,J+1) + YH20(I,H))
Y3N - YH20(I,J+1)
Y3W - .25 * (YH20(1,J+1) + YH20(I-1,J+I)





Y4E m .25 * (YYN2(I+1,J) + YYN2(I+1,J+1)
1 + YYN2(I,J+1) + YYN2(I,J))
Y41N - YYN2(I,J+1)
Y4W 
- .25 * (YYN2(1,J+1) + YYN2(I-1,J+1)




C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C
C --- X GRADIENTS
C
DUDX - (UE * DYE(2,I,J) + UN * DYN(2,I,J)
1 + UW * DYW(2,I,J) + US * DYS(2,I,J)) / AV
DVDX 
- (VE * DYE(2,I,,) + VN * DYN(2,I,J)
1 + VW * DYW(2,I,J) + VS * DYS(2,I,J)) / AV
DTDX = (TE * DYE(2,I,J) + TN * DYN(2,I,J)
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+ TW DYW(2,1,J) + TS *DYS(2,I,J)) /
- (MIE * DYE(2,I,J) + YiN 0 DYN(2.I.J)
+ Y1W 8 DYJ(2,IJ) + TiS * DYBS2,IJ))
- (Y2E * DYEC2,1,J) + Y2N 0 DYN(2,1,J)
+ Y2W * DYW(2,I,J) + Y2S * DYSC2,1,J))
- (YUE * DYEC2,I,J) + TU * DYN(2,1,J)
+ Y5W * DYW(2,I,J) + Y3S 0DYSS(2,I,J))
m (TIE * DYE(2,I,J) + Y4N * DYN(2,I,J)
+ y4W * DYW(2,1IJ) + TIS 0 DYS(2,1,J))







- - (UE D* XE(2,I,J) + UN * DXN(2,I,J)
+ UW 8 DXW(2,I,J) + US * DXS(8,I,J)) /
- - (VE * DXE(2,I,J)
+ VW * DXW(2,I,J)
- - (TE * DXE(2,I,J)
+ TW * DXW(2,I,J)
- - (Y1E ' DXE(2,I,J)
+ Y1W * DXW(2,1,J)
- - (Y2E * DXE(2,1,J)
+ Y2W * DXW(2,I,J)
- - (Y3E * DXE(2,I,J)
+ Y3W * DXw(2,I,J)
- - (Y4E * DXE(2,I,J)
































- - DYIDY - DY2DY - DY3fY - DYIDY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DDDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - -VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY L - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN





FV(2,4,I,J) - .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+I))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
+ CPH2 * T1 * TENP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 0 1.0 / CPND(I,3) * (DFO~
+ CP02 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX








































+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01*'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
+ CPN2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFOH
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- - SDIFF * DY1DX
- - SDIFF * DY2DX
- - SDIFF * DY3DX




- .5 (VVEL(I,J) + VVELC(I,J+1))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))'TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
- SDIFF/VEL01"2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01S*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
- - SDIFF ' DYlDY
- - SDIFF ' DY2DY
- - SDIFF * DY3DY






I WEST FACE I
- NSX
- NSY




- .25 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1)









VN - .25 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1)







TN - .25 * (TEMP(I,J) + TEMP(I,J+1)







YIN - .25 0 (YH2(I,J) + YH2(I,J+1)







Y2 - .25 * (YO2(I,J) + YO2(I,J+1)







Y3N - .25 * (YH20(I,J) + YH20(1,J+1)







Y4N - .25 * (YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(I,J+1)
1 + YYN2(I-1,J+1) + YYN2(I-1,J))
Y4S - YYN2(I,J)
C







































































C --- Y GRADIENTS
C
- (UE * DXE(3,I,J)
+ UW * DXW(3,I,J)
- - (VE * DXE(3,I,J)
+ VW * DXW(3,I,J)
- - (TE * DXE(3,I,J)
+ TW s DXW(3,I,J)
-- (YlE * DXE(3,I,J)
+ Y1W * DXW(3,I,J)
- - (Y2E * DXE(3,I,J)
+ Y2W * DXW(3,I,J)
- - (Y3E * DXE(3,I,J)
+ Y3W * DXW(3,I,J)
- - (Y4E * DXE(3,I,J)
+ Y4W * DXW(3,I,J)
+ UN * DXN(3,I,J)
+ US * DXS(3,I,J)) /
+ VN * DXN(3,I,J)
+ VS * DXS(S,I,J)) /
+ TN ' DXN(3,I,J)
+ TS * DXS(S3,IJ)) /
+ Y1N * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y1S * DXS(3,I,J))
+ Y2N * DXN(3,I,J)
) + Y2S * DXS(3,I,J))
)+ Y3N * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y3S * DXS(3,I,J))
+ Y4N * DXN(3,I,J)
+ Y4S ' DXS(S,I,J))
- - DYiDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN
C





FV(3,4,I,J) - .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+I))*TXX


















































+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))*Tr•
- SDIFF 0 FACT1 DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Ti 0 TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELO1O*2 • 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY5DX
- SDIFF * DYiDX
- - SDIFF * DY2DX
- - SDIFF * DY3DX









.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 i DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYlDY
- SDIFF/VEL01*· 2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 8 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '
+ CPN2 ' T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '










C --- I SOUTH FACE I
- NSX
- MSY




- .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I,J)
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0 DXS(4,I,J)) / A
* DX);(4,I,J)
* DXS(4,I,J)) / A
0 DXNC4,I,J)
s DXS(4,1,J)) / A
0 DX~N(4,1,j)






COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)










































--- '~ - -`
- v , Wk's 9 1 .q V, ;
-..- f I - . 1.
- AA V \ M ,A V
--
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.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))OTXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))OTXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 DTDX
- SDIFF/VELOI'*2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) 0 DTlDX
- SDIFF/VEL01'2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,,)) * YS2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01i*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELOl**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,,) *
+ CPOH * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF * DY1DX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX




.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+I))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 I DTDY
- SDIFF/VELO01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DT1DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01i*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01I*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *





C --- STEP VERTICAL WALL CELL(S) EVALUATION I - NSX , J - 2 , NSYB
C
C
C I EAST ACE--------------- I












DO 0 J - 2 ,SYB






- .25 " (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I+1,J+1)
+ UVEL(I,J+1) + UVEL(I,J))
- .25 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+1,J)






- .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J) + VVEL(I+I,J+1)
+ VVEL(I,J+1) + VVEL(I+1,J))
- .25 ' (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J)
















- .25 * (TEMP(I+I,J)
+ TEMP(I,J+1)




- .25 * (YH2(I+1,J)
+ YH2(I,J+1)




- .25 * (Y02(1+1,J)
+ Y02(I,J+l)































- .25 * (YH20(I+1,J)
+ YH20(1,J+1)




- .25 * (YYN2(I+1,J)
+ TYN2(I,J+1)















C --- X GRADIENTS















DYE(i,I,J) + VN •
DYW(i,I,J) + VS
DYE(1,I,J) + TN x
DYW(I,I,J) + TS
8 DYE(1,I,J) + Y1N
* DYW(1,I,J) + YIS
* DYE(1,I,J) + Y2N
* DYW(1,I,J) + Y2S
* DYE(1,I,c) + Y3N
* DYW(1,I,J) + Y3S
0 DYE(1,I,J) + Y4N







* DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
* DYN(1,I,J)
* DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
* DYN(1,I,J)
* DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
* DYN(1,I,J)
* DYS(1,I,J)) / AV
- -Dy1DX - Dy2DX - Dy3DX - Dy4DX
Y GRADIENTS
- - (UE * DXE(iI,J)
+ UW DXW(1,I,J)
- - (VE * DXE(1,I,J)
+ VW * DXW(,I,3J)
- - (TE * DXE(1,I,J)








8 DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
SDXN(1,I,J)
* DXS(1,I,J)) / AV
SDXN(1,,J)


















- - (Y1E DXE(1,I,J) + YiN * DXN(1,I,j)
+ 71W * DXW(I,I,J) + Y71 * DXS(i,I,J))
- - (Y2E * DXE(1,I,J) + Y2N * DXN(I,I,J)
+ 72W * DXW(1,I,J) + Y2S * DXS(1,I,J))
- - (Y3E * DXE(1,I,J) + Y3N 8 DXN(1,I,J)
+ 73W * DXW(1,I,J) + Y3S * DXS(1,I,J))
- - (Y4E * DXE(1,I,J) + Y4N s DXN(i,I,J)
+ 74W * DXW(1,I,J) + Y4S * DXS(1,I,J))






C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) ' DUDX / REN
TXY - - IS(I,J) / REN * (DbDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN





























.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 P DTDX
- SDIFF/VELO1'*2 " 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01" 2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH ' T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF * DYiDX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF " DY3DX









.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))OTXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH2
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYiDY







+ CP02 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) 0 DY2DY
- SDIFF/VELO01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) * (DFH20
+ CPH20 * T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) 0 DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) " (DFH2
+ CPN2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VELOI1'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 8 (DFOR









I NORTH FACE I
- NSX
-2 NSYB














.25 * (VVEL(I+i.J) + VVEL(I+1.,+1)





- .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I+i,J+i)
+ TEMP(I,J+1) + TEMP(I,J))
- TEMP(I,J+1)







- .25 * (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I+1,J+1)































- .25 * (YH20(I+1,J)
+ YH20(I,J+I)
- TH20(I,J+1)
- .5 * (YH20O(,J)
- YH20(I,J)
- .25 * (YYN2(I+I,J)
+ YYN2(I,J+1)
- YYN2(I,J+1)




































































" DYS(2,I,J)) / A
" DYN(2,I,J)





- -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX












I vi w k 1, ,r1 V ,,
356

























Y- T . , Cj
+ US * DXS(2,I,J)) / AV
+ VN s DXN(2,I,J)
+ VS * DXS(2,I,J)) / AV
+ TN * DXN(C,I,J)
+ TS * DXS(2,I,J)) / AV
+ Y1N * DXN(2,I,J)
+ 1iS * DXS(2,I,J)) / AV
+ Y2N * DXN(8,I,J)
+ Y2S * DXS(2,I,J)) / AV
+ Y3N * DXN(8,I,J)
+ Y3S * DXS(2,I,J)) / AV
+ Y4N * DXN(2,I,J)
+ Y4S * DXS(2,I,J)) / AV
DY5DY - - DYiDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TX Y - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TTY - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN



























.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+I))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 i DTDX
- SDIFF/VELO**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T '* TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELOi'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) 8 DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 s 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL010'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '
+ CPOH ' T1 ' TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF ' DY1DX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX






































.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,c+1))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))'TXT
- SDIFF * FACTI * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DYlDY
- SDIFF/VELO01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 0 T1 * TEMP(I,!)) 0 DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01*"2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) 8 DY3DY
- SDIFF/VELOl**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) 8 DYADY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
- SDIFF * DYiDY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF * DYSDY
- SDIFF * DY4DY































































- .5 * (aI•2(.,)
STY02(i,J)
- TO2(I,J)
- .5 * (Y02(I,J)
- .5 * (YO2(1,J)
- PH20(I,J)




- .5 ' (YYN2(I,J)





























































* DTS(3,I,J)) / A
* DYS(3,I,J)) / 4
* DYN(3,I,J)
* DTS(3,I,J)) / A
* DYN(CI,J)





- -DT1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX












































































C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX L - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,c) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - LAMB * VIS(I,J) (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN






















.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(1+1,J))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '
+ CPH2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELO1*'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) a
+ CP02 * TI * TEMP(X,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO0**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) '
+ CPH20 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELO*1'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 ' Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 0





































.s * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J))*TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J))OTXY
- SDIFF * FACTI ' DTDY
- SDIFF/VELOi**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CPH2 ' Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DY
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Ti ' TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CPN2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) s DY4DY
- SDIFF/VEL01*'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
- SDIFF * DYIDY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF * DY3DY





I SOUTH FACE I
- NSX
- 2 , NSXB
- .5 (AREA(I,J) + AREA(I,J-1))
C
C --- U-VELOCITY
- .25 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,J)







- .25 * (VVEL(I.J) + VVEL(I+I.J)






-. 25 * (TEMP(I,J) + TEMP(I+i,J)





































m .25 s (YCf2(I,J) + YH2ZC+1,J)
+ YH2(I+1,J-1) + YH2CX,J-1))
- YH2CI,J)
= .5 * (CH2(IJ) + YH2(I,J-1))
- YHZCI,J-l)
- .25 * (T02(I,J) + Y02(I+1,J)
+ Y02(I+1,J-1) + YO2(1,J-1))
- Y02(I,J)
= .5 * (YO2(1,J) + Y02(I,J-1))
- YO2(I,J-1)
- .25 * (YH20(I,J) + YH20(I+I,J)
+ YH20(I+1,J-1) + TH20(I,J-1))
- YH20(I,J)
- .5 * (YH20(I,J) + YH20(I,J-1))
- YH20(I,J-1)
- .25 * (YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(I+i,J)
+ YYN2(I+i,J-1) + YYN2(I,J-1))
- YYN2(I,J)
- .5s (YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(I,J-1))
= YYN2(I,J-1)
C --- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
C
C
C --- I GRADIENTS
C
- (UE * DYE(4,I,J) + UN *
+ UW * DYW(4,I,J) + US *
- (VE 8 DYE(4,I,J) + VN *
+ VW * DYW(4,1,J) + VS *
- (TE * DYE(4,I,J) + TN *
+ TW * DYW(4,I,J) + TS *
- (YIE * DYE(4,I,J) + Y1N
+ Y1W * DYW(4,I,J) + YIS
- (Y2E * DYE(4,I,J) + Y2N







* D7NC4,1,J)8 YS(4CIJ)  / AV







- (Y3E 0 DYEC4,I,J) + Y3N 0 DYN(4,I,J)
+ Y3W 0 DYW(4,I,J) + Y3S 0 DYS(4,I,J)) / AV
- (Y4E 0 DYE(4,I,J) + Y4N DYNl(4,I,J)
+ Y4W * DYW(4,I,J) + Y4S * DYSC4,1,J)) / AV
- -DYiDX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C
C --- Y GRADIENTS
C
- ( UE DXE(4,I,J) + 'ON * DXN(4,IJ)
+ UW * DXW(4,I,J) + US * DXS(C,I,J)) / AV
- - (VE * DXE(4,I,J) + VN * DNC(4,I,J)
+ VW * DXW(4,I,J) + VS * DXS(4,1,J)) / AV
- - (TE * DXE(4,I,J) + TN * DXN(4,I,J)
+ TW * DXW(4,I,J) + TS * DXS(4,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y1E * DXE(4,I,J) + YTN * DXN(4,I,J)
+ Y1W * DXW(4,I,J) + Y1S * DXS(4,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y2E * DXE(4,I,J) + Y2N * DXN(4,I,J)
+ Y2W * DXW(4,I,J) + Y2S * DXS(4,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y3E * DXE(4,I,J) + Y3N * DXN(4,I,J)
+ Y3W * DXW(4,I,J) + Y3S * DXS(4,I,J)) / AV
- - (Y4E s DXE(4,I,J) + Y4N * DXN(4,I,J)
+ Y4W * DXW(4,I,J) + Y4S 0 DXS(4,I,J)) / AV
- - DYiDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN





















.5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+1,J))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 i DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY1DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * T1 i TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *

































- SDIFF ' DY1DX
- SDIFP * DY2DX
- SDIFF 0 DY3DX




.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I+1,J))*TTY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I+I,m))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VELO*012 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * TZ * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
- SDIFF/VEL010*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VELO0**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VELO1"*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
- SDIFF " DY1DY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF * DYDY






















- .5 * (AREA(I,J) + AREA(I+1,J))
- UVEL(I+1,J)
- UVEL(I,J)
- .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I+I,J+•)






VN - .25 * (VVEL(I+1,J) + VVEL(I+1,J+1)







TN - .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I+1,J+I)
1 + TEMP(I,J+1) + TEMP(I+I,J))






TIN - .25 * (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I+I,J+1)
1 + YH2(I,J+1) + YH2(I+1,J))






Y2N - .25 * (Y02(I+1,J) + Y02(1+1,0+1)
1 + Y02(I,J+1) + Y02(I+1,J))






Y3N - .25 * (YH20(1+1,J) + YH20(1+1,J+1)
1 + YH20(I,J+1) + YH20(I+1,J))






Y4N - .25 * (MYN2(1+1,J) + YM 2(1+1,J+1)
1 + YYN2(I,J+1) + Yn2(I+1,J))
Y4S - .5 * (YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(I+1,J))
C




C --- X GRADIENTS
365
- (UE * DYE(1,I,J)
+ UW * DYW(1,I,J)
- (VE * DYE(1,I,eT)
+ VW * DYW(1,I,J)
- (TE * DYE(1,I,J)




































DYSDX - -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
Y GRADIENTS
- - (UE *
+ UW *




- - (YIE '
+ Y1W *
- - (Y2E *
+ Y2W S
- - (Y3E '
+ Y3W S
- - (Y4E "
+ Y4W S
DXE(l,I,J) + UN M
DXW(1,I,J) + US "
DXE(1,I,J) + VN "
DXW(1,I,J) + VS "
DXE(1,I,J) + TN *























- - DYlDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
c
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN





FV(1,4,I,J) - .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))*TXY
- (Y1E * DYE(1,I,J)
+ Y1W * DYW(1,I,J)
- (Y2E * DYE(I,I,J)
+ Y2W * DYW(1,I,J)
- (Y3E * DYE(1,I,J)
: Y3W * DYW(1,I,J)
- (Y4E * DYE(1,I,J)







































- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL0**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CP02 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPOH * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- - SDIFF * DYiDX
- - SDIFF * DY2DX
- - SDIFF * DY3DX




GV(1,4,I,J) - .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))*TYY
1 + .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))'TXY
2 - SDIFF * FACT1 a DTDY
3 - SDIFF/VEL01**2 a 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
4 + CPH2 ' T1 * TEMP(I,J)) a DYIDY
5 - SDIFF/VEL01**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
6 + CP02 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
7 - SDIFF/VEL01'*2 a 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
8 + CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) a DY3DY
9 - SDIFF/VEL01*2 '* 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
10 + CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
11 - SDIFF/VELO1**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
12 + CPOH a T1 * TEMP(I,J)) a DYSDY
GV(1,5,I,J) - - SDIFF DYDY
GV(1,6,I,J) - - SDIFF a DY2DY
GV(1,7,I,J) - - SDIFF a DY3DY











I NORTH FACE I
- NSX
-I
-. 5 a (AREA(I,) + AREA(I) ,J+1))
C
C --- U-VELOCITY
- .25 * (UVEL(I+1,J) + UVEL(I+1,J+I)









VE - .25 * (VVEL(I+I,J) + VVEL(I+I,J+1)







TE - .25 * (TEMP(I+1,J) + TEMP(I+1,J+1)
1 + TEMP(I,J+1) + TEMP(I,J))
TN - TEMP(I,J+1)





Y1E - .25 * (YH2(I+1,J) + YH2(I+1,J+1)
1 + YH2(I,J+1) + YH2(I,J))
Y1N - YH2(I,J+1)





Y2E - .25 * (Y02(I+1,J) + Y02(I+1,J+1)
1 + Y02(I,J+1) + Y02(I,J))
Y2N - Y02(I,J+1)





Y3E - .25 * (YH20(I+1,J) + YH20(I+1,J+1)
1 + YH20(I,3+1) + YH20(I,J))
T3N - YH20(I,J+1)
S3W - .5s (YH20(I,J) + YH2O(I,J+1))
S3S - YH20(I,J)
C --- TYN2
Y4E = .25 * (YYN2(I+1,J) + YYN2(I+1,J+1)
1 + YYN2(I,J+1) + YYN2(I,J))
Y4N - YYN2(I,J+1)
Y4W - .5 * (YYN2(I,J) + YYN2(I,J+1))
Y4S - YYN2(I,J)
368
CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
--- GRADIENTS
- (UE * DYE(2,I,J) + UN i




































































- - (UE ' DXE(2,I,J) + UN *
+ UW * DXW(2,I,J) + US *
- - (VE * DXE(2,I,J)
+ v~ * DXW(2,I,J)
- - (TE * DXE(2,I,J)
+ TW * DXW(2,I,J)
- - (Y1E * DXE(2,I,J)
+ Y1W * DXW(2,I,J)
- - (Y2E * DXE(2,I,J)
+ Y2W * DXW(2,I,J)
- - (Y3E ' DXE(2,I,J)
+ Y3W * DXW(2,I,J)
- - (Y4E * DXE(2,I,J)




























- - DYiDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4D1
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYY L - LAMB * VIS(I,J) C (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN
C --- COMPUTE THE VISCOUS CONTRIBUTIONS TO "F" AND GO"


















































.s * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))'TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+I))*TXI
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VELO01'** 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDX
- SDIFF/VELOI*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPO2 * T1 8 TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELO**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) S
+ CPH20 * Tl * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VELOI'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,I) *
+ CP2 *2 T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPOH * TI * TEMP(I,l)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF * DY1DX
- SDIFF * DY2DX
- SDIFF * DY3DX




.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+1))'TYY
+ .5 * (UVEL(I,J) + UVEL(I,J+1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACTI * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEOl*0 2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 0
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYlDY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CP02 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VELO01*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH20 * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) 0
+ CPN2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VELO1*02 * 1.0 / CP3ND(I,J) 0
+ CPOH , T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
- SDIFF * DY1DY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF * DY3DY
- SDIFF * DY4DY






























TE - TEMP( I, J)
TW - TEMP(I,J)












Y2E - Y02( I,J)
Y2W - Y02(I,3)







T3N - .5 * (YH20(I,J) + YH20(1,J+1))
YSS - YH20(I,J)
C --- YTN2
Y4E - YYO2( , J)
P4 - TYN2(1,J)
T4.a - .5 * (Y•N2(I,J) + YYN72(I,J+1))
Y4S - YNY2( 1I,J)
371




































* DYS(C,I.J)) / 4
* DYN(3,I,J)
* DYS(3,I,J)) / 4
* DYN(S,I,J)
* DTS(3,I,J)) / A
* DYN(3,I,J)



































































* DXN(3,I,J)*    
- - DYlDY - DY2DY - DY3DY - DY4DY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 * VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
- - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
- - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DnDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 ' VIS(I,J) * DVDY / REN
C --- COMPUTE THE VISCOUS CONTRIBUTIONS TO "F" AND "G"






































































m .5s (UVEL(I,J) + MVELI,J+1))*TXX
+ .5 * (VVEL(IJ) + VVELCIJ+1))*TXY
- SDIFF ' FACTI DTDX
- SDIFF/VELOI*2 1.0 / CPND(I,J) s
+ CPH2 * TI * TF.lP(I,J)) 0 DYiDX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 0 1.0 / CPND(1,J) *
+ CP02 * Ti s TEMP(r,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CP3DCXf) *
+ CPH20 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01I*2 * 1.0 / CPIDCI,J) s
+ CPK2 * Ti * TEIP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDfFF/VELOi**2 * 1.0 / CPtDC!,J) *
+ CPOH I TI * TEMPIJt)) * DY5DX
- SDIFF DYIDX
- - SDIFF DY2DX
- - SDIFF DY3DX









.5 * (VVEL(I,J) + VVEL(I,J+i))*TYY
+ .s * (UVEL(I,J) + TMVEL(1,J+1))*TXY
- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPH2 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DYTDY
- SDIFF/VEL0OI*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,0) *
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01i*2 * 1.0 / CPND(1,0) *
+ CPH20 * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DY
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 ' 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *
+ CPN2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DY
- SDIFF/VELOIO*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J) *















































Y2E - .5 * (Y02(I+I,J) + Y02(I,J))
Y2N - Y02(I,J)





Y3E - .5 * (YH20(I+1,3) + TH20(I,J))
Y3N - YH20O(I,J)
Y3W - TH20(I,J)




Y4E - .5 * (,YNa2(1+1,J) + YYN2(I,J))




CALCULATE THE GRADIENT TERMS
X GRADIENTS



























+ us * DYS(4,I,J)) /
+ VN * DYN(4,I,J)
+ VS * DYS(4,I,J)) /
+ TN * DYN(4,I,J)
+ TS * DYS(4,I,J)) /
+ Y1N * DYN(4,I,J)
+ Y1S * DYS(4,I,J))
+ Y2N * DYN(4,I,J)
+ Y2S * DYS(4,I,J))
+ Y3N * DYN(4,I,J)
+ Y3S * DYS(4,Io,))
+ Y4N * DYN(4,I,J)
+ Y4S DYS(4,I,.))
- -DY1DX - DY2DX - DY3DX - DY4DX
C
















































* DXS(4,I,J)) / A
* DXN(4,I,0)
* DXS(4,I,J)) / A
* DXN(4,I,J)





- - DYiDY - DY2DY - DT3DY - DYiDY
C
C --- COMPUTE THE FULL SHEAR STRESS TERMS
C
TXX - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)
- 2.0 " VIS(I,J) * DUDX / REN
TXY - - VIS(I,J) / REN * (DUDY + DVDX)
TYT - - LAMB * VIS(I,J) * (DUDX + DVDY)



























C --- COMPUTE THE VISCOUS CONTRIBUTIONS TO "F" AND "G"































- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDX
- SDIFF/VEL01i'2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH2 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DYiDX
- SDIFF/VELO10*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH•O * T1 * TEMP(I,J)) * DY3DX
- SDIFF/VEL01**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * Ti , TEMP(I,J)) * DY4DX
- SDIFF/VELO1**2 0 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPOH * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDX
- SDIFF * DYiDX
- SDIFF * DY2DX





- SDIFF * FACT1 * DTDY
- SDIFF/VELOi*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,,)
+ CPH2 * Ti ' TEMP(I,J)) * DYIDY
- SDIFF/VELO1*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CP02 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) * DY2DY
- SDIFF/VEL01'*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPH20 * Ti * TEMP(I,J)) ' DY3DY
- SDIFF/VEL01i*2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPN2 * TI s TEMP(I,J)) * DY~DY
- SDIFF/VELOI**2 * 1.0 / CPND(I,J)
+ CPOH * TI * TEMP(I,J)) * DYSDY
- SDIFF * DYIDY
- SDIFF * DY2DY
- SDIFF * DY3DY
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